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Vincent van Gogh would have given his left ear 
for an AED512 graphics terniinal. 

To impress his 
young paramour, 
van Gogh cut 
off a piece of his 
right ear. He 
simply couldn't 
live without love. Nor could e live 
without the vibrant colors of his craft 
-which is why he'd have given his 
left ear for the powerful graphics and 
imaging capabilities of the AED512. 

This intelligent, full-color raster 
graphics terminal would have given 
van Gogh the purity and intensity 
of color he demanded-with a palette 
of 16.8 million hues. The ability to 

display 256 colors simultaneously. Plus 
two serial interface ports. Half-second 
image transfers by OMA. Emulation 
of the Tektronix 4010 family. And a 
price tag even an artist could afford. 

Besides the striking self-portrait 
displayed here on the '512 screen, 
van Gogh would have been able to 
produce equal masterpieces in 
CAD/ CAM, animation, business 
graphics, cartography and TV 
production. 

He would certainly have joined 
our Graphics User Group to trade 
techniques with others in this growing 
colony of AED graphics masters. 

Write 6 on Reader Inquiry Card 

You, too, can join the AED colony 
and create your very own master
pieces. With the AED512. Call or 
write us today for a free brochure, full 
technical specifications, and informa
tion about our 16 demo diskettes. 
Advanced Electronics Design, Inc. 
440 Potrero Avenue, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. Phone 408-733-3555 
TELEX 3 5 7-498 

Sales Offices: LA 213-907-8811 
Detroit 313-352-4290 / New Jersey 
201-238-6322 I Boston 617-256-1700. 

ADVANCED 
ELECTRONICS 

DESIGN, INC. 





AT 
THE &ATE ARRAY SUPERMARKET. 

This month the Gate Array Super
market is featuring CMOS. Rarely put 
on sale due to excessive demand, this 
meat and potatoes technology should 
be in every shoppers basket. 

Microwatt power consumption, 
1 OM Hz performance, and a consis
tent reliable, well established process 
has won CMOS the Good Design
keeping Seal of Approval. 

We are stocking the shelves with 
new, economical MCF 600 gate and 
MCG 800 gate arrays. We will not be 
outsold! 

CHOICE DESIGN 
APPLICATIONS 

Telecommunications 
Consumer 
Industrial 

Military 
Automotive 

Data Processing 

Pad counts to 68 max 
Dedicated Flip Flops 

Analog Functions 
Predesigned Logic Functions 

CANN ED GOODS 

Dual in Line 
Chip Carriers 
---- - -

Flat Packs 
Waffle Packs 

PRODUCE 
-- - - - -

CAD 
8 weeks to Prototypes 

Volume Production 12 wks ARO 
No order too large to fill 

SHOP AND SAVE TODAY! 
BUY ONE CMOS DESIGN MANUAL @$25. 
GET ONE I LOVE CMOS BUTION FREE! 

CALL 408-734-8666 

Write 7 on Reader Inquiry Card 

DAIRY 

Butter up your Boss 
Cream the competition 

Milk the costs out 
Spread CMOS 

throughout your products 

Take advantage of this unusual 
offer. Our shelves are fully stocked 
and our deliverymen are experts. They 
will have your applications and design 
assistance ready for you when you 
call. 

Call in Your Order Today! 
Refer to this ad and get $1 0 off the 
regular $25 price of a CMOS Design 
Manual. With each CMOS Design 
Manual you order you'll get a Free 
"I Love CMOS" button. Wear it with 
pride! To order call or write: 

lnterdesign, Inc. 
1255 Reamwood Avenue 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 734-8666 



The most complete line of Interface Products for PDP!.11, LSl-11 
and VAX* Computers with features you can't get anywhere else 

For DEC users ... 
MOB makes the difference! 
You can have it all! Along with the benefits of 
your DEC computer, you can get interface products 
that significantly extend the capability, flexibility 
and economy of DEC systems. MDB makes more 
DEC system boards than any independent man
ufacturer-some with plain vanilla compatibility; 
others with plain incredible performance boost
ing features. For example -
• Line printer controllers for every major line 

printer, with complete self-testing capability and 
optional RS-422 "long lines'.' 

• Peripheral device controllers for card readers, 
X-Y plotters, electrostatic printer/plotters and 
paper tape readers/punches. 

• DZll compatible multiplexors for LSI-11 and 
PDP-11 users; some combine RS-232 and current 
loop or RS-422 with a single board. 

• High speed synchronous serial interfaces; one 
DUP-11 compatible model has all bit and byte 
protocols even for LSI plus X.25 capability. 

• Inter processor links between Unibus computers 
or between Unibus and Q-bus. 

• System modules including OMA modules 
with RS-422, general purpose parallel 
and digital I/0 inter- ' 
faces, an IEEE 488 bus 

controller and a programmable real time clock. 
• PROM memory modules, some with an on-board 

PROM programmer. 
• General purpose interface and bus foundation 

modules. 
• LSI-11 based subsystems and systems with capa

bilities like TU-58 cartridge storage and memory 
management. 

• LSI-11 system boxes with 22-bit addressing and 
switching power supplies. 

In addition to the DEC compatible products, 
MOB also manufactures comparable interfaces for 
Data General, Perkin-Elmer, Intel and IBM 
Series/1 computers. All MDB products are avail
able under GSA contract #GS-OOC-02851. 

Give your DEC system all the benefits. Discover 
the difference MDB interface products can make. 

*Trademark Digi ta l Equipment Corp . 

[)B 
1995 N. Batavia Street 
Orange, California 92665 
714-998-6900 

SYSTEMS INC. TWX: 910-593-1339 
Write 54 for referenced product. For complete 
informat~on write 55 for PDP; 56 for LSI ; 
57 for DG; 58 for P-E; 59 for Intel; 60 for IBM. 
See Us at Electro '82 Booths 1133-1135 and at 
NCC Booth 15-2016 
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This month's cover, submitted by Tandon, 
of Chatsworth, CA, takes a look inside 
Winchester disk drives--as does our fea
ture material on pages 46-60. 
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COMPUTERS /SYSTEMS 
GCR And Its Applications For Minicomputers .......................................... 26 
High data throughput makes Group Code Recording an increasingly popular method of 
storing large amounts of data on Vi'' magnetic tape. 
Select Conditioning Devices To Protect Your System .............................. 42 
Protection of sensitive computer equipment from power disturbances can be accom
plished through a variety of different devices. 
Designer's Guide To The STD Bus ............................................................. 62 
With over 70 manufacturers, the STD Bus is one of the fastest growing buses of the past 
ten years. 
Market Trends ................................................................................................ 22 
Energy Related Computer Services To Hit $5 Billion. 
Compat Design ............................................................................................. 94 
Ethernet Net.work Eases Multi-User µ.P Development • CP/M Programs For The IBM 
Personal Computer. 

PERIPHERALS 
Disk Drive Advances Broaden Winchester Market ................................... 46 
As Winchester technology matures , the drives are moving into a widening range of 
applications. 
Software Simulator Streamlines Back-Up Performance ........................... 52 
This software simulator tests if streaming tape is the best back-up for your system-be
fore you commit to hardware. 
Technology Trends ........................................................................................ 20 
Media Questions Challenge Optical Disk Development 

COMPONENTS 
System Modeling For Thermal Design Of Supplies And 
Systems ......................................................................................................... 32 
This modeling approach examines chip packaging effects on power supply integration 
and design . 
Designing The CMOS NSC800 Onto The STD Bus ................................... 70 
CMOS components overcome the problems inherent in using the STD Bus for µ.P control 
applications. 
Switching Power Supplies: Reliability Rises As More Functions Go 
On Chip .......................................................................................................... 78 
Today's switchers show improved reliability and repairability with the addition of critical 
functions on chip; tomorrow will see added intelligence. 
Electro '82 Preview ....................................................................................... 84 
With topics ranging from Object-Oriented Systems And Languages to Logic Designs For 
Interfacing Systems In The 1980s, this year's Electro holds considerable interes t for the 
system designer. 
Technology Trends ........................................................................................ 18 
32-Bit Processors: Can They Be Called " Micro" Much Longer? • 128K-Bit ROM For 
Speech Applications • Fast CMOS Challenges Low Power TTL• Unpackaged Capaci
tors For ICs And Boards 
Market Trends ................................................................................................ 22 
Military CMOS Gets Tougher 
Applications Notebook ................................................................................. 24 
Multiplexed LCD Display Driver With On-Board RAM Frees Up Host Processor • 
LCDs Break Size Barrier 
Innovative Design ......................................................................................... 92 
Monolithic 8-bit DAC Features On-Chip Data Latches And µ.P Interface 

Letters ................. .... ............ .......... 10 New Products ............................. 103 
Calendar ........................................ 12 New Literature ............................ 109 
News Update ................................ 14 Advertisers' Index ...................... 110 
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Check Out Our Printers [B' 

(You Have Nothing To Lose But Opportunity) 

Alphacom's high-quality thermal and 
impact printers are the answer to the 
OEMs need for reliable high-speed 
components with exceptional print quality. 

Alphacom printers employ the unique 
Olivetti dot-matrix print mechanisms -
proven world-wide with millions in use. 

Check it out yourself! Order an 
Evaluation Kit containing a mechanism, 
controller board, instructions and 
spare parts. 

Take A Good Hard Look. 

~Graphics Capabilities 
~ Fast - Up to 240 lines per 
~minute 

M_,Quiet Operation 
~.Low Cost 
';/Print widths of 20, 28, 40, 

' 

and 80 columns 
Available NOW 

For further information, call 

(408) 559·8000 
9 Dt§J- .. 

-R1~nacom 
Worth Looking At. 

Alphacom, Inc., 2323 South Bascom Ave., Campbell, CA 95008 
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The Lexidata System 3400 Display memories and processor features, 
Processor and full line of interactive such as pan/zoom and 4K WCS, 
peripheral devices are designed spe- are available. 
cifically for OE Ms and sophisticated •System 3400 quality satisfies the 
end-users. The System 3400, rapidly requirements of Fortune 500 com-
becoming the leader, with over 1,000 panies, the leading CAD/CAM 
units shipped to date, possesses the systems vendors and military and 
product characteristics required by government contractors. We con-
this demanding customer group. tinue to focus on quality because we 
•System 3400 performance is truly believe that quality and cost effec-
outstanding. Only the System 3400 tiveness are closely related. 
offers 1280x1024 resolution at 60Hz •System 3400 flexibility ensures a 
non-interlaced black-and-white and configuration to meet the exact 
grayscale capability, or 880x704 reso- requirements of each customer. The 
lution at 60Hz non-interlaced color. System 3400 offers a complete range 
Our programmable lookup tables are of OEM configurations, starting from 
the industry standard of performance. $7,540, including monitor. 
Double buffered memories or multi- •System 3400 software provides a 
pie lookup tables with bank switchable high-level language user-interface to 

Write 10 on Reader Inquiry Card 

execute graphics and imaging func
tions. The powerful subroutine 
library streamlines application soft
ware development and facilitates 
user interaction. 
• System 3400 cost effectiveness 
enables even price-sensitive OEMs 
to configure a highly competitive 
product. You will be able to maximize 
your value-added contribution 
and optimize your overall system 
performance. 

For more details, call (617) 663-8550 
or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike, 
Billerica, MA 01865. TWX 710-347-1574. 

LEXI DATA 
CORPORATION 
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pedestal bases and components 
for terminal stands 

The EST Company offers a complete line of pedestal bases 
and components for stationary or movable stands for terminals 
or printers. 

We offer seven styles of 4-leg pedestal bases in sizes from 19" 
to 34" spreads, and three styles of 5-leg pedestal bases in sizes 
ranging from 22" to 28" spreads. 

Our line of uprights and top plates can match your needs for 
those stands. 

Let us quote your custom casting needs or work with you on 
your stand unit design. 

EST EST COMPANY, BOX 25H , GRAFTON , WI 53024 
(414) 377-3270 

A DIVISION OF LEGGETT & PLATT, INC. 

Write 37 on Reader Inquiry Card 

A Smaller Altemative. 
Need a quick, easy way to talk to a computer? 
Here's a hand-held, fully portable computer 
terminal that gives instant access to any 
ASCII transmitting data system with an 
RS232 interface. It's the revolutionary G.R. 
Electronics Pocket Terminal. 

The silent, solid-state terminal has 
a 40-key, positive click-response keyboard. 
From its 32-character internal memory it 
displays eight bright 16-segment LED 
characters through a one-line window. 

You may select from two alternate 
display modes. Entries may be in any for
mat required, and all memory data can be 
edited as desired. 
Miniature switches allow selection of these 
options• Single or dual stop bits• Parity 
bit SET/RESET/EVEN/ODD• 300/110 baud 
transmission rates• Control code response 
ENABLE/DISABLE. 

• Compact, Lightweight, Fully Portable 
• 40 Multi-Function Keys 
• 32-Character Memory 
• Format-Controllable Input & Output 
• Memory/Display Editing 
• Large Eight-Char. LED Display 

Readable from 6 ft. Distance 
• Full 128-Char. ASCII Transmit/Receive 
• Two Selectable Transmission Rates 

tr GR Electronics 
1640 Fifth Street, Sa nta Monica, CA 90401 
Phone: (213) 395-4774 •Telex: 652.337 (BT Smedley SNMJ 
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Digital Design 
EDITORIAL, SALES, AND 
CIRCULATION OFFICES 
Digital Design 
1050 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, MA 02215 
Telephone: (617) 232-5470 

AMI• 
MORGAN·GRAMPIAN 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 

Morgan-Grampian Publishing Company, 
2 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. 
(212) 340-9700: Domenic A. Mucchetti , 
President. 

EXPOSITIONS GROUP 
Morgan-Grampian Expositions Group, 2 Park 
A venue, New York, NY 10016 (212) 340-9700. 
Robert Poggi, Director. 

Morgan-Grampian publishes the following 
in the Un ited States : American City & 
County • Circuits Manufacturing • Con
tractor• Design Engineering• Electronics 
Test • Industrial Distribution • Industrial 
Product Bulletin• Mart• Municipal Index. 

New Publication Development 
H.G. Buchbinder, Director 

M organ-Grampian also publishes the follow
ing i n th e U n i ted K i n gdom : Elec tronic 
Engineering • Control & Instrumentation• 
Electronic Times •What's New in Elec
tronics • What's New in Computers. 

~ABP WBPA 

SUBSCRIPTION POLICY 

DIGITAL DESIGN is circulated only to qualified 
research, development and design engineers and 
engineering managers primarily responsible for 
computer products and systems in OEM plants. 
To obtain a complimentary subscription, request 
(on company letterhead) a qualification card from 
Circulation Director. For change of address, at· 
tach old address label from recent issue to new 
company letterhead or note. Send this plus re· 
quest for new qual ification card to: 

Circulation Department 
DIGITAL DESIGN 

1050 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, MA 02215 

Subscript ion rates: non-qualified subscribers 
(US and Canada) - $35/yr; non-qualified foreign 
- surface mail - $45; air mall - $70. Single 
copies-$4. 

DIGITAL DESIGN solicits editorial material and 
articles from engineers and scientists. Con
tributors should submit duplicate manuscripts 
typed with two spaces between lines. All illustra
tions should be clear ; components on all 
schematics and line drawings should be labled. 
The editors assume no responsibility for the safe· 
ty or return of any unsolicited manuscripts. 
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?eripheral 
~rocessor 
rechnology 

'DP, VAX AND UNIBUS ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF DIGITAL EQUIP. CORP. "" MULTIBUS IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTEL CORP. 

)xylogics I 
Gives you 
Complete Control 
Control For Greater Mass Storage 
PERIPHERAL PROCESSORS from 
Xylogics are powerful , 100% emulating al
ternatives to original disk and tape control
lers offered with Unibus*, Q-Bus, 1/0 Bus, 
Multibus** systems. A choice of over a 
dozen models gives you control to: 
• Expand mass storage beyond your 

computer manufacturer's upper limits 
• Simplify interfacing to cost-effective 

storage media like Winchester disks and 
17MB cartridge tape drives 

• Improve system throughput. 

Control For Lower Cost 
PERIPHERAL PROCESSORS do more 
work in less space and at lower cost than 
conventional controllers. Our PDP*-11 /VAX 
compatible 650 PERIPHERAL PRO
CESSOR, for example, fits on a single hex 
board and supports up to four storage 
modules in any mix of drive capacities. 
PERIPHERAL PROCESSORS save you 
money over the life of your systems. You get 
the unbeatable combination of Xylogics 
electronics built to our highly demanding 
quality control standards, plus the proven 
reliability of disk drives from manufacturers 
like Ampex, BASF, CDC, Century, Cii/ 
Honeywell Bull, 3M, NEC, Priam, etc . 

Control For Future Growth 
Xylogics is an innovator in the field of mass 
storage control. Whether your plans call for 
more cost-effective control capabilities or 
complete mass storage subsystems, 
Xylogics has what you need. Call us toll
free to find out how PERIPHERAL PRO
CESSOR TECHNOLOGY can give you 
more control. 

S. Headquarters:144 Middlesex Tnpk., Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: (617) 272·8140 (TWX 710-332·0262) European Headquarters: 46-48 High St.,Slough, Berks SL11 ES U.K. Tel: (0753) 78921; Telex 8479 

Write 9 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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The Problem: Glare from CRT displays. Eye 
strain. Inefficiency. Loss of operator-hours. 
The ergonomic difficulties of interfacing 
man and CRT are growing. OCLI has the 
solution: HEA®-High Efficiency Antireflec· 
tion Coating. HEA reduces glare by 94°/o 
while optimizing contrast. It improves the 
operator's visual efficiency and comfort. 
It's cost efficient. It's the solution. For more 
information write, phone, or telex: OCLI, 
Dept. 109-DQ, 2789 Northpoint Parkway, 
Santa Rosa, CA 95401·7397. (707) 545-6440. 
Telex II 510-744-2083. 

Letters 

Electrotopography Introduced 

Dear Editor: 
The article by you and William 
Sniger ("Medical Applications 
For System Design," P. Snigier 
and W. Sniger, Digital Design, 
Feb , 1982) was simply outstand
ing and you are both to be con
gratulated. It's a pleasure to read 
something (I read 12 hours a day) 
which is truly a genuine 
contribution. 

Perhaps your readers would 
like to learn about some of our 
work that has very important po
tential applications in the field of 
diagnostic medicine and research. 
We have discovered and devel
oped a new technology that we 
refer to as Electrotopography 
(ETG). It has been in the ex
ploratory R&D phase for 14 
years , there are issued US and 
foreign patents, and it's about to 
go commercial. 

ETG is a new form of electrode 
and, among other things, it per
mits you to map the electrical 
fields that exist on the surface of 
the human body. The result is like 
a fishnet or contour map em
ployed and developed by geolo
gists , or like the common 3-D 
maps one sees these .days associat
ed with computer graphics. The 
mappings can be made quickly, 
are inexpensive (or soon will be) 
and are a means of doing a sys
tems analysis on human beings. 

Minas Ensanian 
Lab For Robot 

Sensor Technology 
Electrotopography 

Heuristics Group 
Eldred , PA 16731 

Editor's Note 
Our January directory of Forth 
software companies drew an un
expectedly large and very favor
able response. Since the directory 
was based solely on companies re
sponding to our Forth question
naire , some companies-those 
who didn 't respond-weren 't in
cluded. One of these that de
serves special mention , as the ma
jor supplier of public domain 
Forth , is the Forth Interest Group 
(PO Box 1105, San Carlos , CA 
94070). 

Digital Design •April 1982 



PRIAM's Intelligent Interfaces For Winchester Discs And Tape Drives 
Save time and money by using PRIAM's 

intelligent interfaces. PRIAM has expanded 
the SMART family to support backup to your 
Winchester disc systems. Take your pick from 
1/ 4-inch streaming cartridge tape or 1/2-inch 
tape. PRIAM SMART Interfaces can be 
mounted on PRIAM drives or separately, and 
they can be powered from PRIAM's disc drive 
power supplies. 

SMART 
Lowest in cost of PRIAM's three intelligent 

interfaces, the SMART Interface is smart 
indeed. It includes error checking, disc 
formatting , selectable sector sizes, full-sector 
buffering, defect mapping, self-test, and power
down data protection. 

SMART-E 
Also low in cost, the SMART-E provides all 

the SMART functions , plus ECC with error 
correction transparent to the host and high
performance hardware/ firmware. Backup is pro
vided by daisy-chain ing the EPI STR-Stream * 

•sTR-Stream is a trademark of Electronic Processors, Inc.; DAC ZOBO is a 
trademark of Pragma Data Systems, Inc.; Sidewinder is a trademark of Archive 
Corporation; Streamer is a trademark of Data Electronics, Inc. ; Quarterback is a 
trademark of Cipher Data Products, Inc. 

1 7-megabyte 1/ 4-inch cartridge drive or the 
Pragma DAC 2080* 80-megabyte 1/2-inch 
cartridge drive. 

SMART-T 
Compatible with the SMART and SMART-E, 

the SMAR T-T provides off-line streaming 
backup with host access to the database during 
backup. The SMAR T-T controls Archive 
Sidewinder*, DEi Streamer* and Cipher 
Quarterback* 1/ 4-inch streaming cartridge 
tape drives. 

In addition to the SMART series, a complete 
list of disc controllers for popular host busses is 
available from PRIAM. 

MAKE THE SMART CONNECTION 
FOR WINCHESTER DISC DRIVES AND 
BACKUP NOW! Get complete informa
tion about the SMART, SMART-E, and 

SMART-T by writing or calling: 

IPRilAM 
20West Montag ue Expressway, San Jose, CA 95134 (408) 946-4600 TWX 910-338-0293 

Other PRIAM 
Sales Offices: 

New England 
(617) 444-5030 

Mid-Atlant ic Midwest Southern Calif. 
(201) 542-8778 (312) 961-9654 (714) 994-3593 

Write 4 on Reader Inquiry Card 



IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
If a requalification form is attached to 
the cover of your magazine, this indi
cates that you must requalify your 
FREE subscription to DIGITAL DE
SIGN at this time. 
Please do not delay! 
To avoid missing upcoming issues of 
DIGITAL DESIGN, please complete 
this form immediately, and return it 
with your address label attached to 
the Circulation Department. 
ATTENTION OVERSEAS SUB
SCRIBERS: Due to rising postage 
and printing costs, we must require 
that overseas subscribers share the 
cost of postage. Surface mail deliv
ery costs $15.00 per year, and Air 
Mail delivery is $35.00 per year. 
Note that all checks must be pay
able in U.S. funds, and drawn on a 
U.S. bank. 

Thank you. 

The Circulation Department 
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Calendar 

May 3-4 
Basic Computer Security Conference, 
Anaheim, CA. Also, Advanced Computer 
Security, May 5- 7. Contact: ASIS , 2000 
K St , NW, Suite 651 , Washington, DC 
20006; (202) 331-7887. 

May 3-5 
Cryptography and Data Security, Wash
ington , DC. Also August 2-4 in Palo 
Alto , CA. Contact: Hellman Assoc, Dept. 
R , 299 California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 
94306; (415) 328-4091. 

Automatic and Digital Control, Palo Alto , 
CA. Also June 16-18, Washington , DC. 
Contact: Hellman Assoc, Dept. R , 299 
California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94306; 
(415) 328-4091. 

May 3-7 
EMC-Design and Measurement for Con
trol of EMI, Los Angeles , CA. Contact: 
DWCI , State Rte 625 , PO Box D , Gaines
ville , VA 22065 ; (703) 347-0030. 

May 4-6 
Eighth Annual Computer Graphics Con
ference, Detroit , MI. Contact : Carol 
Lynn , Engineering Society of Detroit , 100 
Farnsworth Ave ., Detroit, MI 48202; 
(313) 832-5400. 

May 5-7 
14th ACM Symposium on Theory of 
Computing, San Francisco, CA . Contact: 
Barbara Simons, IBM Research , Bldg. 
K52/282, 5600 Cottle Rd ., San Jose , CA 
95193. 

May 5-8 
1982 Annual Independent Computer Con
sultants Association Conference, Arling
ton , VA. Contact: Fran Abernathy , Aber
nathy Business Consultants , Inc. 414 
Hungerford Dr., Suite 358, Rockville , 
MD 20850 ; (301) 340-7270. 

May 6-8 
Information Systems Forum, Tampa , FL. 
Focus is on key issues affecting informa
tion systems users and suppliers over the 
next decade , IBM's changing systems 
architecture and the impact of the 
Plug Compatibles. Contact: Enterprise , 
Box 1154, Greenwich , CT 06830; (203) 
629-1080. 

May 9-12 
Phoenix Conference on Computers and 
Communications, Phoenix , AZ. Contact: 
Leroy N. Templeton , Jr ., Honeywell , 
16404 North Black Canyon Hwy., Phoe
nix , AZ 85023 ; (602) 997-3924. 

May 10-12 
32nd Electronic Components Conference, 
San Diego , CA. Contact: D.J . Bendz, 
IBM Corp., Dept. 649/014-4, 1701 North 
St ., Endicott , NY 13760. 

1982 IEEE International Symposium on 
Circuits and Systems, Rome , Italy. 
Contact: Prof. Ernest S. Kuh , Dept. of 
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sci
ences , University of California , Berkeley, 
CA 94720. 

May 10-14 
SID 1982 International Symposium, San 
Diego, CA. Contact: Ifay Chang , IBM 
Research Center, Box 218 , Yorktown 
Hgts ., NY 10598; (914) 945-1234. 

May 11-13 
DEC Compatible Show, Compatible pro
ducts and subsystems for PDP-11 and LSI-
11 computers , sponsored by MOB . May 
11 at Omni International Hotel , Atlanta , 
GA . May 13 at Sheraton Denver Tech 
Center , Denver, CO. Contact : Stan Mar
gulis , MDB Systems, Orange , CA ; (714) 
998-6900. 

May 11-14 
Computacion '82, Computer And Peri
pherals Equipment Exhibition , Mexico 
City, Mexico. Contact: Charles B. Crow
ley, US Trade Center , Liverpool No. 31 , 
Mexico , D.F. 06600; (905) 591-0155 . 

May 17-19 
Error Correcting and Detecting Codes 
Seminar, Washington, DC. Also held July 
12-14 in Palo Alto , CA ; and October 
25-27 in Boston , MA. Contact: Hellman 
Assoc, Dept. R , 299 California Ave , Palo 
Alto , CA 94306; (415) 328-4091. 

May 17-20 
Workshop on Logical Data Base Design, 
Ft Lauderdale , FL. Contact: Robert M. 
Curtice , Acorn Park , Cambridge, MA 
02140; (617) 864-5770. 

May 17-21 
Graphics Interface 82, Toronto , Canada. 
Contact: Rich MacKay , DataPlotting 
Services , 160 Duncan Mills Rd ., Don 
Mills , Ontario , Canada M3B 1Z5; (416) 
447-8518. 

TEMPEST-Design, Control and Testing, 
Washington, DC. Contact : DWCI , State 
Rte 625, PO Box D , Gainesville , VA 
22065 ; (703) 347-0030. 
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May 18-20 
Control Expo '82, Rosemont, IL. Will em
phasize both discrete product manufac
turing and continuous flow process envi
ronments. Contact: Tower Conference 
Management, 143 N. Hale St , Wheaton, 
IL 60187 ; (312) 668-8100. 

Northcon (IEEE et al.), Seattle , WA. 
Contact: Robert Myers, Electronic Con
ventions, Inc., 999 N. Sepulveda Blvd., El 
Segundo, CA 90245; (213) 772-2965. 

May 19-21 
Computer Hong Kong 82, Hong Kong. 
Contact: Kallman Assoc, 5 Maple Court , 
Ridgewood, NJ 07450 ; (201) 652-7070. 

Gate Arrays, Boston , MA. Also July 
12-14 in Los Angeles, CA. Hands-on 
experience in custom gate array design. 
Contact: Hellman Assoc, Dept. R, 299 
Cali forn ia Ave , Palo Alto , CA 94306; 
(415) 328-4091. 

May 20-21 
Second Annual VLSI Debug And Diagno· 
sis Workshop, New York , NY. Contact: 
W. Rosenbluth , IBM Corporation FSD , 
9500 Godwin Dr., Manassas, VA 22110; 
(703) 367-3206. 

May 25-27 
International Symposium On Multiple 
Valued Logic, Paris , France. Contact: Jon 
Butler, Northwestern University, Dept. of 
E.E. & C.S., Evanston, IL 60201 ; (408) 
646-2638. 

Electro/82 Show and Convention (IEEE 
et al.), Boston , MA. Contact: Robert 
Myers, Electronic Conventions, Inc., 999 
No. Sepulveda Blvd ., El Segundo, CA 
90245; (213) 772-2965. 

May 27 
Trends and Applications 1982: Advances 
in Information Technology, Gaithersburg, 
MD . Contact : Leon Scharff, ADPESO, 
Dept. of Navy , Washington , DC 20376; 
(301) 443-2547. 

May 31-June 4 
Personal Microcomputer Interfacing and 
Scientific Instrument Automation. Hands
on workshop designing interfaces for 
personal computers. Contact : Dr. Linda 
Leffel , CEC, Virginia Tech , Blacksburg, 
VA 24061; (703) 961-4848. 
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ZENO EX ~~-~'VRACER 
Monitors Multibus* Operation 
The ZX-907 represents a major advancement in Multibus development 
tools. This processor-based board, in conjunction with an external CRT, 
interprets Multibus events by monitoring address, data and control lines. The 
on-board memory will store up to 1024 bus events. The interpreted results 
are displayed on the CRT in the form of action, memory or 110 location, 
and data. 

• 40 bit wide trace 
• 1024 Bus Cycle Storage in 

on-board RAM 
• On-board 8085A-2 

Processor 

' TM INTEL Corp. 

United Kingdom-Giltspur Microprocessor Systems 
Tel. (0635) 45406; Telex 848507 

France- Tekelec Airtronic 
Tel. ( 1) 534-7535; Telex 204552F 
West Germany-Allmos Electronik 

Tel. (089) 857-2086; Telex 5215111 

• Menu driven software trace 
control 

• Breakpoint can be preset 
on Address = , <.> 

• 8 or 16 Bit Processor 
Compatibility 

6644 Sierra Lana, Dublin. California 94568 
Tai.: (415) 828-3000 TWX 910 389 4009 

Write 20 on Reader Inquiry Card 

ifen us your thoughts 
Digital Design is your 
forum - your inputs 
help keep the magazine 
interesting and vital to 

the design community. So let us know how we're doing and how we can serve 
you better in the future. We want to know what you like or dislike about Digital 
Design, the subjects you'd like to see us address, how you feel about the 
problems you face every day as design professionals. 

If you have thoughts your peers should know about, put them in a letter in 
Digital Design. Have your say in your magazine! Send letters and comments to : 
Editor, Digital Design, 1050 Commonwealth Ave ., Boston, MA 02215. 
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News Update 
OAK Industries Forms Satellite 
Communications Subsidiary 
Oak Industries Inc. announced today it has 
formed a new subsidiary, Oak Satellite 
Corporation , to consolidate and develop 
the company ' s activities in satellite 
communications. 

In announcing the new company, E. A. 
Carter, chairman and chief executive officer 
of Oak Industries , said "Oak Satellite Cor
poration has one purpose: to make Oak a 
major entity in the business of satellite com
munications. By consolidating our current 
satellite operations into a unified , integrated 
unit and providing experienced senior man
agement, we expect to accelerate the estab
lishment of Oak as a leading participant in 
an activity with exciting potential. " 

RCA To Make And Market Color Data 
Display Tubes 
RCA has announced plans to enter the color 
data display tube business. A 13" (diagonal) 
color display tube , designed for use in high
volume electronic office applications , will be 
the company's initial product in this field . 
Samples of the tube are now available to 
equipment manufacturers for engineering 
evaluation. 

CSI Expands Short Run Wafer Service 
Comdial Semiconductor, Inc. (CSI) today 
announced expansion of its quick turnaround 
short-run wafer fabrication services to 
accommodate a sharp upturn in low volume, 
custom circuit requirements . Gary P. Kenne
dy , Vice President, Operations , said CSI is 
adding another full shift of process personnel 
and expanding resources to meet the de
mand of clients with limited quantity, time
dependent projects. 

"Increased short-run activity apparently 
reflects a proliferation of custom circuit de
velopment ," said Kennedy , " most of which 
is for preproduction or limited production 
use under critical deadlines." Short run fab
rication of wafer lots up to 125 per month 
per client are up 70 percent from last quar
ter , Kennedy said , noting that in contrast 
major semiconductor mass manufacturing 
houses have shown less activity in volume 
runs of standard products. 

Europe Plans Joint Computer 
Research 
Philips is among several major European 
electronic companies which are now holding 
talks with officials of the European Commis
sion about a program to increase long-term 
research into computer technologies. If the 
Community's member states agree, the pro
gram will start towards the end of 1983. 

Five areas of computer technology that 
could benefit from extra research have been 
identified: office technology, factory auto
mation , software , advanced microelectronic 
chips and new ways of processing informa
tion in the computers of the future. 

The plan is that the money should be 
spent over ten years. It would finance re
search groups in existing institutions in Eu
rope , private laboratories and universities 
for instance. Approximately half the money 
would come from European Community 
funds; the rest from industry and other 
sources. 

APh Forms Subsidiary 
APh Corporation , a Pasadena , CA prototyp
ing and software firm, announced today the 
formation of a wholly-owned subsidiary
Octothorpe-to market its in-house develop
ment tools. These tools include DEC-com
patible Ethernet boards and software, the 
MX family of cross-assemblers for various 
µPs , and the Datawidget line of µC develop
ment systems. 

RAIR Computer Announces Joint 
Venture With ICL 
RAIR Computer Corp. , which opened its 
US headquarters last June , has announced a 
major joint venture with Europe's largest 
computer manufacturer, International Com
puters Limited (ICL) of the United King
dom. The RAIR/ICL agreement calls for the 
European computer giant to manufacture 
RAIR's popular Black Box 3130 µC under 
ICL's own trade name , "The ICL Personal 
Computer. " ICL will also manufacture a cer
tain number of Black Box 3130s for RAIR, 
and will retain the RAIR technical staff as 
the design authority on this and future µC 
products. 



Albany International designs trouble-free 
timing belts to maintain whatever specifications 

your computer hardware requires. Even under the 
most demanding conditions, our zero-defects 

program assures the reliability of our belts. 

ZERO-DEFECT 
TIMING BELTS Whether you need 24 to 650 teeth in a .080" 

pitch or .0816" pitch belt, or 30 to 250 teeth in a 
.200" pitch belt , it 's Albany International quality 

you want. Call us TOLL FREE with your requirements: 
1-800-243-8160 In CT: 1-800-842-0225 FOR YOUR 

COMPUTER 
HARDWARE 

Precision Components Division 
150 Industrial Park Road 

Middletown, CT 06457 

Write 19 on Reader Inquiry Card 

ALBANY 
-!HfERNATIONAL 
Precision Components 
Division 
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Intel 1981 Revenues, CMI Agreement 
Intel Corp. revenues and net income de
creased 8% and 72%, respectively , for the 
year ended December 31 , 1981. Net income 
totaled $27.4 million or $.61 per share , down 
from $96. 7 million or $2.21 per share for 
1980. Revenues decreased from $885 million 
in 1980 to $789 million . 

In other Intel news, Irwin Rubin , Chair
man of the Board of Computer Memories, 
Incorporated (CMI) identified Intel Corp. as 
the electronics components and systems 
manufacturer with whom CMI had reached 
an agreement in principle which was origin
ally disclosed on February 9th . Pursuant to 
the agreement , Intel Corp. would (1) place 
an initial order for disk drives manufactured 
by CMI, (2) be licensed as a manufacturer 
for CMI's disk drives , and (3) purchase an 
approximately 20% interest in CMI from 
CMI and its non-public shareholders for ap
proximately $4.8 million. 

Write 51 on Reader Inquiry Card 

Toshiba-SGS Agreement 
SGS- A TES Corporation has signed a five 
year technical collaboration agreement with 
Toshiba Corporation of Japan. SGS, which 
describes itself as " a broad range semicon
ductor supplier, world leader in linear inte
grated circuits and with a strong position in 
MOS devices," entered into this agreement 
to strengthen its position in advanced CMOS 
products. SGS will receive two high density 
CMOS processes and will gain access to all 
Toshiba products made using these very ad
vanced technologies. The key products are 
static CMOS memories, CMOS µPs, gate ar
rays, advanced logic circuits and many dedi
cated circuits for special markets. SGS 
claims this agreement is particularly signifi
cant because it is the first one signed be
tween a leading Japanese semiconductor 
company and one of the most important Eu
ropean manufacturers in this field. 

Write 48 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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DataramM23 

The Useable 4.0MB LSl-11® 

A dramatic Innovation unlocks 
the power of the LSl-11/23 

The M23: The answer to your 
high-performance LSl-11/23 needs 

What controllers can be used? 
The key to the M23 System, Dataram's 
proprietary memory management 0-MAP 
enables you to use the full 4.0MB power of the 
LSl-11/23. It provides 1/0 mapping, which 
supports a wide range of existing peripheral 
controllers on an 18-bit bus (018) . While still 
maintaining the 22-bit bus (022) for 4.0MB 
main memory addressing. 

DEC® software compatlblllty? 
The M23's 0-MAP emulates DEC's KT24 
memory management, which means it operates 
with RSX11-M, RSX11-M PLUS, RSTS, UNIX, 
and all other DEC operating systems which 
support the KT24. 

Memory? 
A 1.0MB quad board is contained in the basic 
M23 configuration . Think of it, a full 4.0MB on 
only four DEC quad boards! And each 
additional 1.0MB is only $3400. 

System conflgurablllty? 
The 51!.'' M23 provides an incredible 27 DEC 
dual slots. And since the basic configuration 
(LSl-11/23, OCU, two SLUs, 0-MAP, 
bootstrap/diagnostic PROMs, and 1.0MB 
memory) occupies only six of those 27 slots, 
that leaves you 21 slots to configure a 
high-performance LSl-11 system. 

5.0 volt current? 
36 amps. 

Price? 
$9400 for the basic configuration, with 1.0MB, 
in single quantity. Yes, only $9400 ... and 
considerably lower in OEM quantities. 

More Information? 
Circle the reader service number below, or 
better yet, call Dataram now at 609-799-0071, 
or write to Dataram, Princeton Road, Cranbury, 
New Jersey 08512. Telex: 510-685-2542. 

DEC and LSl-11 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corr-oration. 

Write 15 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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DATARAM 
M23 

See It first 
at NCC '82 
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Technology Trends 

32-Bit Processors: Can They Be Called "Micro" Much Longer? 
At the International Solid State 
Circuits Conference in February , 
two of the most prominent 32-bit 
micros from Bell Labs and Hew
lett-Packard received a lot of at
tention, and they may well arrive 
sooner than anticipated. 

At this point, the question is : 
Can they continue to be called 
" microprocessors" ? HP calls their 
effort a processing system , while 
Bell Labs identifies their device as 
a 32-bit micro. Perhaps the 32-bit 
µPs should be called " maxi-µPs " 
or by some other extension term 
until a new label is coined. For 
now, HP appears to be on the 
right track simply calling their 
chip set a " 32-bit processor 
system. " 

S. Dana Seccombe, manager of 
the R&D lab at HP's System 
Technology Operation in Ft. Col
lins, CO , referred to the 32-bit 
processor as a "super-chip" when 
it was introduced at the 1981 
ISSCC meeting. As a single logic 
control device , it contains 450,000 
transistors. This year , HP pre
viewed the system RAM, its most 
dense device, containing 660 ,000 
devices in a 128,000-bit memory. 

It is interesting to note that 
these two devices are produced 
using 1.5 µ-wide lines with lµ line 
spacing. With smaller line sizes , 

complexities could get even more 
impressive-perhaps closer to one 
million transistors on a chip in 
this decade . What's really inter
esting is that logic and memory in 
this case are not very far apart in 
component count. 

HP is not willing to disclose any 
specific application for the 32-bit 
processor, but it has said that it 
hopes to introduce a product in 
about a year (possibly a desktop 
32-bit machine). The entire chip 
set consists of a 32-bit processor, 
memory controller, RAM, ROM , 
1/0 processor and clock gener
ator. The CPU has a 55ns micro
cycle time ; control store ROM; 
32-bit address/data bus with pipe
lined data transfers at a 36MB/s 
transfer rate ; and a 230 instructor 
repertoire , including special 
instructions for byte , half word 
and word formats , IEEE standard 
math formats , multiprocessing, 
and multiple processors . 

The 128Kbit RAM , the most 
dense with 660 ,000 transistors , is 
unique in its component count 
alone. This 128K RAM chip uses 
a four-transistor cell design mak
ing it ideal for synchronous oper
ation at high speed. HP claims 
that over 0.5V internal signal lev
els provide good margin and reli
ability. The ratio of correctable 

Figure 1: Tiny computer chips are bonded to a special copper-core substrate for 
higher-performance connections and to aid cooling in a 32-bit processing system. 

area to uncorrectable area is high, 
contributing to high yield. HP 
also claims that the four transistor 
cell design permits faster design 
than single transistor cell imple
mentations. 

To produce this 32-bit proces
sor, HP not only developed the 
individual devices as a total sys
tem , but has also designed a spe
cial board and interconnect pack
age. Chips are mounted directly 
to a copper core or board with 
four layers of interconnects (two 
on each side of the core), separat
ed by Teflon dielectrics with 5mil 
minimum trace lines and spaces. 
Substrates are connected to a 
backplane with conventional PC 
sockets . The air cooled substrate 
dissipates 18W at 35°C worst-case 
junction temperature rise over 
ambient. 

H-P claims that by developing 
the processor system chips and 
the interconnect technology at the 
same time they have been able to 
reduce speed problems resulting 
from limited MOS drive capacity 
and to improve propagation de
lays and timing skews resulting 
from varying path lengths and 
loading. Heat dissipation prob
lems also appear to be minimized 
with the chip/board/system design 
approach. 

It is interesting to see the direc
tion HP is taking today, pointing 
to larger capacity , yet more com
pact computer systems. While the 
chip technology is extremely in
teresting, it represents more evo
lution than breakthrough. 

The combination with the pack
aging technology is , however, 
more of a technology trend. It 
represents a different approach to 
processor design beyond the 
chips . In fact, it is a design refine
ment that will see more applica
tion in the future. The total sys
tem design approach for a 
processor is the type of design im
provement that steps beyond the 
board level processors currently 
being offered by the semiconduc
tor producers . -Groves 
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Technology Trends 

128K-Bit ROM for Speech Applications 
National Semiconductor has in
troduced a 128K-bit' (16,348 x 8) 
Maxi-ROM for use with the com
pany's Digitalker I speech 
synthesizer. 

The new MM52128 is the larg
est-ever ROM from National. de
signed to hold very large vocabu
laries of up to 140 words . It is 
specifically intended for applica
tions requiring large storage vol
ume, minimal circuitry and low
power operation. Power dissipa
tion is 20mA in the active mode; 

5mA in the power-down mode . 
The device features single-supply 
operation of 4.5-11 V, and pro
vides complete DTL/TTL com
patibility on all input/output lines. 

Because speech is a relatively 
slow process as compared to com
puter speeds, fast access times are 
not required . The chip size can be 
significantly reduced , thereby re
ducing the cost of the device . The 
new MM52128 Maxi-ROM has a 
typical access time of 3µs. 

Priced at $25 each in 1000-piece 

Fast CMOS Challenges Low Power TTL 

Philips/Signetics and RCA have 
announced that they will be intro
ducing more than 180 high-speed 
low power CMOS circuits , begin
ning in the second half of 1982. 
This new family of CMOS logic 
will have the same pinouts and 
logic/functions as series 74/54 
TTL with speeds equivalent to 
low power Schottky TTL. They 
will be able to serve as drop-in re
placements for LSTTL in current 
equipment designs. 

With speeds 20 times faster 
than CMOS metal gate devices, 
the basic family designated 74/ 
54HCXXXX will operate at 
CMOS logic levels with supply 
voltages ranging from 3 to 6V and 
power dissipation about 0.001 
times that of normal LSTTL 
devices. 

RCA and Philips will follow 
common design rules (a 3µ oxide 

isolated silicon-gate process with 
low threshold voltage) and will 
exchange tapes for computerized 
mask generation. The companies 
will also be able to alternate
source each other's products. 

Signetics, a wholly-owned sub
sidiary of Philips , will provide 
both Philips and RCA with the 
basic LSTTL designs that they 
now produce in bipolar. Signetics 
will act as a marketing organiza
tion for the new 74/54HC CMOS 
line in the US for Philips in Hol
land. US production by Signetics 
is likely at some future date. 

The 74/54HC CMOS logic fam
ily will include 17 gate types, 14 
buffers, 32 flip-flop/latches , 17 
transceivers , 15 registers , 20 
counters, 26 encoders/decoders/ 
multiplexers, 8 level connecters , 9 
switches and 22 assorted func
tions. Clock rates will be 50 MHz, 

quantity, the single ROM device 
takes the place of two high-speed, 
64K-bit ROMs in a system, there
by reducing system size and low
ering costs. User-designed vo
cabularies in either male or 
female voices are encoded at Na
tional 's factory, and · are imple
mented onto one single-layer 
mask of the MM52128. 

National offers the user a stan
dard vocabulary list , and can cus
tom encode any words a user may 
require. 

and typical gate delays will be 10 
ns with a 50-pF load. Output 
drive current will be 4mA, equiv
alent to driving 10 LSTTL de
vices. Bus driver types with a 
6mA output current should drive 
15 LSTTL inputs. 

Another group of circuits which 
will be designated 74/ 
75HCTXXXX will operate at 
standard TTL levels . The com
panies foresee the use of these 
circuits in replacing LSTIL in ex
isting equipment which requires a 
lower performance. Several useful 
4000 series circuits , currently 
without LSTIL equivalents, will 
also be included within this new 
family . 

Circuits developed by either 
RCA or Philips will be produced 
in either company's production 
facilities in the US and Europe. 

-Groves 

Media Questions Challenge Optical Disk Development 
At least a dozen development ef
forts are underway to find a suit
able medium for optical storage 
systems. But system designers 
have placed two fundamental
and apparently conflicting-de
mands on media: a high sensitiv
ity to laser light, and the ability to 

keep recorded data intact long
term. Other key considerations 
are the amount of information 
that can be packed onto a disk , 
the ability to read the data imme
diately after recording it, and raw 
bit error rate-as well as cost and 
availability factors. 

One of the most controversial 
issues has been archivability; a 
medium generally is defined as ar
chivable when it can store data 
for 10 years without degradation. 
However, since none of the exist
ing media has been around for 10 
years, efforts to prove archivabi-
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lity for any are inconclusive . 
The major approaches to opti

cal media thus far have been pho
to graphic film , ablative tech
niques , bubble media , and 
erasable media. 

Ordinary silver-halide film , 
similar to that used in cameras, 
has been explored as one alterna
tive. This extremely sensitive ma
terial has demonstrated long-term 
stability; in fact , it's the only me
dium presently accepted as archi
val by the US National Archives. 
It's also inexpensive and readily 
available in large quantities. A 
major problem, however , is that 
exposed film must be processed 
chemically before it can be read. 
This precludes the use of error
correcting schemes that rely on 
the ability to read data shortly 
after it has been written. Similar 
problems have been found with 
electrophotographic films and dye 
films. 

A second approach-and one 
that has met with more success-

is the "ablative" technique . This 
involves the burning of holes in 
one of a number of thin-metal 
films , the most common of which 
is tellurium. A laser beam is fo
cused to a spot on the film, melt
ing a small area. At the center of 
the spot, where the beam is most 
intense , an even smaller hole 
opens . Surface tension then 
causes the surrounding molten 
metal to curl back onto itself, 
forming a rim. 

Tellurium, whose use is being 
pioneered by RCA and Philips , is 
a good ablative medium because 
of its extremely fine resolution 
and highly dense data storage ca
pability. But this very sensitive 
medium is also subject to rapid 
oxidation and degradation by hu
midity; and its thin , brittle layers 
may flake off of the substrate 
after vacuum deposition. 

The bubble media approach has 
shown the most promise. In this 
technique , gas is produced by the 
thermal decomposition of a sensi-

Unpackaged Capacitors For ICs And Boards 

To produce high density device 
packaging on both sides of a 
printed circuit board has long 
been one of the problems faced 
by the designer. 

Recently , passive device manu
facturers , such as A VX and Phil
ips , have discussed a new product 
aimed at solving these problems: 
the surface mounted device or 
SMD. These devices include ce
ramic capacitors, thick film resis
tors , transistors/diodes and inte
grated circuits. 

Many SMD devices are leadless 
and hence fewer solder connec
tors are required per device , as 
well as fewer connections , result
ing in higher reliability. Integral 
to the development of the SMD 
devices themselves is the packag
ing of these devices for use by 
automatic placement equipment . 

There are several packaging 
systems in use. The basic require-
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ments are: locate and orient the 
device , identify and protect the 
device during shipment and stor
age , and feed the device into a 
standardized production machine 
for placement on the board . 

At the present time the tape 
and reel system is the most com
monly used . Devices are posi
tioned into pockets in an 8mm 
wide carrier tape and retained by 
transparent tape. This ensures full 
pockets and positive identification 

Technology Trends 

tive polymer under laser illumina
tion; this gas pushes upward 
against a metallic surface to cre
ate a tiny bubble , or blister , in
stead of a hole. The chief advan
tage here is lifetime . Because the 
metal layer is not vaporized , it 
can have a high melting point. 
Therefore it is inherently more 
stable than low-melting-point, 
more reactive materials such as 
tellurium. 

At less advanced stages of de
velopment are various erasable 
media. Like magnetic media , 
these can be used repeatedly , 
with new data displacing the old 
whenever desired . Present eras
able optical media cannot com
pete with magnetic media on a 
price/performance basis , but de
velopments later in this decade 
will likely allow them to displace 
magnetic media as the latter ap
proach their technical limits . 

Optimem Div. 
Shugart Assoc. 

San Jose , CA 

right up to the positioning of the 
device on the board. Figure 1 
shows a typical printed circuit 
board layout utilizing SMD 
technology. 

The system designer and manu
facturer benefit from the elimina
tion of the decoupling capacitor 
through increased PC board den
sities , fewer components and easi
er PC board layouts , according to 
AVX. Figure 2 shows the AVX 
BitGuard product designed into 
its working environment . 
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Market Trends 

Military CMOS Gets Tougher 

In 1970, the military/aerospace in
dustry probably consumed 40% 
to 50% of the integrated circuit 
production . By 1979, that number 
had decreased to estimates as low 
as 7% to 10% of the IC market. 
As the most dominant consumer 
of semiconductors a decade ago , 
the government could get 
anything it wanted , but by the 
end of the decade it had trouble 
finding semiconductor manufac
turers willing to produce and test 
devices to their specifications. For 
the semiconductor companies to 
actively pursue government/con
tractor business , they had to set 
aside dedicated production , test , 
packaging and quality facilities 
tying up people and scarce cap
ital. A few firms like TI , Motor
ola , National and Signetics pro
duced a broad range of Mil 883 
devices. Other companies were 
much more selective in the range 
of products produced and quali
fied for this market. At the same 
time , many of the major military 
prime contractors developed in
house design and production ca
pability. A few like Hughes Air
craft , Rockwell , and TRW have 
also entered the merchant semi
conductor market with capabili
ties and products originally devel
oped for the military. 

(under 2 ns/gate). Its complexity 
can be comparable to or approach 
NMOS, and it consumes less pow
er than other types of devices. It 
has one very weak point-radi
ation hardness. Bipolar structures 
have greater natural rad hard 
properties. CMOS and the other 
MOS technologies are pale in 
comparison. One of the chief ob
jectives of the VHSTC program is 
to change these characteristics of 
CMOS. A goal of 1012 rads has 
been set for CMOS hardness or 
better than double current CMOS 
offerings. 

Meanwhile , there are military 
systems trade-offs that make 
CMOS viable. Its low power con
sumption (several orders of mag
nitude less than equivalent bipo
lar) is of particular significance in 
avionics systems, and the Cruise 
missiles in particular. Shielding 
can be added to the circuit boards 
or an entire system. The weight 
savings in power supplies and 
cooling alone can accommodate 
the shielding with weight to spare 
compared to the same system in 
bipolar. Low power consumption 
also saves cooling and power sup
ply bulk where equipment space 
is very limited. In all , CMOS is 
the military IC technology to 
watch . 

Complexity increases sought in 

the VHSIC program should begin 
to appear in the mid-1980s. The 
Pentagon is also aware of its rela
tively small consumption of com
ponents. Even if military con
sumption increases , commercial 
consumption will continue to in
crease as well , taxing industry ca
pacity even more. This should 
lead to more inhouse production 
by the primes. However, tran
sportability of the process tech
niques and software (a key design 
goal of VHSIC) will permit mov
ing production from producer to 
producer as requirements change. 
It will also mean greater depen
dence on gate array technology 
rather than dedicated chip func
tion designs . Arrays or glue chips 
of 2000 to 6000 gates in complex
ity are among the VHSIC design 
objectives. We may see the pro
duction of a particular type of IC 
move from prime contractor , to 
semiconductor manufacturer and 
finally back to the prime as vol
ume decreases near the end of the 
program. It is essentially a silicon 
foundry concept , with ownership 
of the technology, design , and 
software being retained by the 
Pentagon , but available to all sys
tems contractors requiring that 
type of technology. 

Short term forecasts for the 
military market (through 1985) This leads to an increasing mar

ket place for military quality com
ponents at the same time that the 
military/aerospace world appears 
to be changing its technology di
rections. The Very High Speed 
Integrated Circuits (VHSIC) pro
gram is a tri-service R & D pro
gram aiming at 0.5-micron circuit 
geometry and device complexities 
exceeding 100,000 active compo
nents on a Y4-inch chip. Among 
the major technologies being used 
in this program, the two dominant 
technologies are CMOS and bipo
lar. The major funding , however , 
to be directed to CMOS. Why 
CMOS? 

Motorola Cancels Wyle Distribution 

CMOS is changing from a low 
performance (7 ns/gate av. ) to a 
very high performance technology 

As of February this year , Wyle 
Distribution will no longer distrib
ute Motorola's line of semicon
ductors . This move follows last 
November ' s termination of 
Wyle's Los Angeles division by 
Motorola. At that time , Wyle 
management strongly requested 
the reinstatement of this division 
and additional distribution facili
ties in Portland and Salt Lake 
City . Motorola, who had ex-

pressed public concern about the 
addition of TI to Wyle's line , also 
asserted that Wyle 's market per
formance in Santa Clara had 
slipped. According to Wyle , this 
was because Motorola had ex
panded its number of authorized 
dealers in this area from three to 
five . The distribution company will 
now concentrate on its other sup
pliers which include Intel , National 
Semiconductor, TI and Signetics. 

J 
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look like procurement will be for 
an operational system or systems 
ready to go into volume produc
tion. This market is presently a 
bipolar IC market because of the 
speed and radiation specs. In 
1980, sales of military ICs showed 
some dramatic increases, but be
cause of the recession there was 
price erosion. Unit sales were up 
across the board but sales for the 
IC producers remained flat or up 
only slightly. In 1982, both units 
and dollars should increase rapid
ly. The major limiting factors will 
be the IC production capacity 
able to produce fully Mil-qualified 
devices. 

New designs appear to show an 
interesting trend toward newer 
unqualified products. Many 
primes are more willing to begin 

new hardware designs using I Cs 
that have yet to be Mil qualified, 
if they get a guarantee from the 
semiconductor producer that the 
device will be qualified. In the 
past , the primes were very reluc
tant to design a hardware system 
with unqualified components. 
This meant designing new systems 
with 3 to 5 year old component 
technology . Many have been 
forced to qualify devices on their 
own or pay excessive premiums, 
because the semiconductor pro
ducers refused because of the 
small number required. 

It is a changing world, yet bipo
lar remains on top at least for the 
next few years. CMOS, and the 
fall out from the VHSIC pro
gram, can be expected to cause 
more important changes. 

Market Trends 

The designer in the military sys
tems house today should keep his 
eye on CMOS. Its geometries are 
shrinking fast, its speed is up, and 
its power and cooling require
ments are down. The bipolar 
world will not give up easily, es
pecially for real time processing 
applications. A technology war is 
entirely likely , but the big money 
seems to go with CMOS. Once 
CMOS achieves the 10 12 rads 
hardness goal of the VHSIC pro
gram the war may be won in the 
power supply. Today, bipolar ICs 
sell at a rate of 4 to 1 CMOS de
vice. By 1990, that should be re
versed. CMOS with much lower 
power still has a speed gap to 
close with bipolar, but that too is 
getting smaller every day as the 
circuit geometries decrease. 

Energy Related Computer Services To Hit $5 Billion 
Expenditures by energy compan
ies for computer services will 
reach $5 billion in 1985 , up nearly 
40% per year from $1 billion in 
1980 according to a recent report 
by Input. 

Exploration and production 
companies spent approximately 
$700 million on computer services 
in 1980 which made up 75 % of 
the total market (Figure 1). 
Spurred by sharply increased ex
penditures by petroleum compan
ies , the exploration subsector 
alone will rise to nearly 80% of 
total computer service revenue by 
1985, Input claims. 

Processing services revenues , 
nearly 73% of the total market at 
$700 million in 1980 reflect the 
volume of geophysical data pro
cessing in energy markets . Facili
ties management (FM) opportuni
ties will increase as energy 
companies expand exploration 
budgets , but have a decreasing 
ability to hire and retain qualified 
personnel. Batch processing, cur
rently the major delivery mode 
for processing services, will give 
way to RCS as multitasking oper
ating systems with user friendly 
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USER EXPENDITURES 
AAGR ($millions) 

1980-1985 
SUBSECTOR 1980 1985 (percent) 

Exploration $578 $3,900 46% 

Production 145 510 29 

Processing 73 170 18 

Transportation 79 180 18 

Marketing 90 240 22 

Total $965 $5,000 39% 

Figure I : Forecast of computer services expendiwres in energy nwrke1s by subsec
tor, 1980-1985 (source: Input). 

interface software increase re
mote batch and interactive 
operation. 

Shortages of qualified geophysi
cists and computer analysts coup
led with escalating exploration ac
tivity is forcing th e top 20 
petroleum companies to shift ma
jor portions of their seismic data 
processing to services vendors. 

The large number of consult
ing , specialist, engineering, and 
construction firms offering ser
vices in energy markets results in 
a significant market for computer 
software products and profession
al services. These companies form 

a rich source of licensing software 
products to RCS vendors, and of 
sale of block time and network 
services. 

The report entitled Computer 
Services Opportunities in Energy 
Markets , analyzes both present 
and future computer services mar
kets, provides a basic technical 
background and recommenda
tions for energy market entry and 
expansion. 

For more information write to 
Nancy Hill , INPUT, 2471 East 
Bayshore Road , Suite 600, Palo 
Alto, CA. 
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Applications Notebook 

Multiplexed LCD Display Driver 
With On-Board RAM Frees Up Host Processor 
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SEGMENT LINES SEGMENT LINES 

BACKPLANES 8 x 48 DOT MATRIX 
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

figure I: A typical application of the MM58201 LCD display driver from Nation
al Semiconductor. 

An " intelligent " multiplexed 
LCD driver, the MM58201, that 
utilizes 192-bits of on-board RAM 
to maintain displays is currently 

availab le from National 
Semiconductor. 

To minimize the interconnect 
between the system and the 

LCDs Break Size Barrier 
Claiming to be the first company 
in the world to make large LCDs 
commercially, Norsk LCD A/S of 
Drammen near Oslo currently 
produces cells measuring from 20 
x 15 cm up to 30 x 30 cm. 

A first contract has already 
been secured by the new firm to 
supply a railway station indicator 
board measuring 3 square meters. 
Norsk LCD is currently looking , 
to produce flat computer display 
screens , which are currently at the 
experimental stage . Some of these 
screens have already been sup
plied to the Research Establish
ment of Norway's Telecommuni
cations Administration. 

• 
-.>-I 

Wlj-11# 

MM58201, serial data input and 
output pins interface directly with 
the controller. 

The part can drive up to 8 
backplanes and 24 segments for a 
total of 192 segments. Four addi
tional bits of RAM allow the user 
to program the number of back
planes being driven, and to desig
nate the driver as either a master 
or slave for cascading purposes. 
When two or more drivers are 
cascaded, the master chip drives 
the backplane lines , and the mas
ter and each slave chip drive 24 
segment lines, amounting to 384 
or more respectively. 

An on-board RC oscillator gen
erates the timing required for 
multiplexing the LCD. The oscil
lator works at a frequency that is 
4n times the refresh rate of the 
display, where " n" is the number 
of backplanes programmed. 

The Y1c pin (Figure 1) is an 
analog input that controls the 
contrast of segments on the LCD . 
If 8 backplanes are being driven 
(n = 8) a voltage of typically 8Y 
is required at 25°C. The voltage 
for optimum contrast will vary 
from display to display. 
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THE DY-4 SYSTEMS 
STD BUS PRODUCT LINE 

DSTD-101 Z80(A) CPU with lK RAM, 4 
Counter/Timer Channels and 
2-8 Bit Parallel 1/0 PORTS, 
5-28 Pin Sockets for Byte 
wide ROM/RAM/EPROM. 

DSTD·102 Z80(A) CPU with lK RAM, 4 
Counter/Timer Channels and 
2-RS232C Serial Ports -
3-28 Pin Sockets for Byte 
wide ROM/EPROM/RAM. 

DSTD-201 2-RS232C Serial Channels 
and 2-8 Bit Parallel Ports. 

DSTD-202 4-RS232C Serial Channels 
Independently control, Asyn
chronous Operation. 

DSTD-364 64K Byte Dynamic RAM 
module with software con
trolled Paging for multiple 
overlays. 

DSTD-502 Non-volatile Memory Card 
with 2K Bytes of EAROM, 
4-24 Pin Sockets for EPROM/ 
RAM, Page Address Register 
Software Accessible. 

DSTD-401 2 Asyn/Sync RS422 
Channels. 

DSTD·401A 2 Asyn/Sync RS422 
Channels with DMA 
Controller. 

DSTD-402 DMA/PlO Winchester Disk 
Adaptor compatible with 
SA1403D. 

DSTD·403 4 Async/Sync RS-232C 
channels - Data Link 
Controller. 

DSTD·404 32 line Parallel 1/0. 

ORION V STD Bus Z80 Development 
System with CP/M*2.2 . 

Chassis 
DSTD-806 

DSTD-812 

DSTD·953 

6 Slot Card Cage 

12 Slot Card Cage 

3 Slot STD System chassis with Card Cage a nd Power 

Supply. __ , DSTD-906/ 6/12 Slot STD System chassis with Card Cage and Power 
912 Supply . 
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COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS 

GCR And Its Applications For 
Minicomputers 

by Haim Brill 

Group Code Recording (GCR) is 
the most current and practical 
method of storing large amounts of 
data on V2" magnetic tape. It pro
vides high storage capacity of data 
and high data integrity. High data 
throughput is the direct result of 
the two above issues. 

The method of recording which 
is described below was first intro
duced by IBM in 1973, and is cur
rently widely used by all main
frame manufacturers. In the last 
three years , GCR has become in
creasingly popular on minicom
puters. GCR meets the increasing 
need for storage of large data files 
and for recording high-speed 
events in real time. 

Recording Methods 
Data is stored on magnetic media , 
whether it be disk or tape , by flux 
reversals which are detected by the 
read head as the medium moves 
over it. The differences between 
the various schemes are in the in
terpretation of the transitions. 
Only the actual encoding of indi
vidual bits is being considered 
here. The earliest method used was 
Non-Return to Zero (NRZI), 
where a transition was considered 
to be a logical one and no transi
tion within the bit cell was inter
preted as a logical zero. The bit 
cell was defined as the area within 
a defined distance after the first 
transition within a character. The 
next encoding method used was 
Phase-Encoding (PE) of the bits. A 
positive transition in the middle of 
a bit cell is interpreted as a logical 
one and a negative transition as a 
logical zero. A transition at the bit 
cell boundary may or may not oc-

Haim Brill is President of Aviv 
Corp., 6 Cummings Park, Woburn, 
MA 01801. 
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When storing large 
amounts of data on 
tape, Group Code 
Recording (GCR) 
provides high data 
throughput. 

cur depending on whether the pre
vious bit was the same or different: 
two consecutive logical ones will 
have a transition at the bit cell 
boundary separating them. Several 
other encoding methods are pres
ently popular, but are being mostly 
used for disks. These include Fre
quency Modulation (FM) and 
Modified Frequency Modulation 
(MFM). 

NRZI is not self-clocking and, 
therefore , the density is limited by 
the skew in the data due to misa
lignment of the head and due to bit 
crowding, where a transition moves 
due to neighboring transitions. PE 
overcomes this problem by having 
each track self-clocking and de
coded independently of the other 
tracks. But PE gains density at a 
great cost in efficiency-up to two 
flux reversals are required for each 
bit stored, making it the least effi
cient of the encoding schemes 
above. 

With Group Code Recording , 
the actual encoding method is 
NRZI , but the data is first encoded 

Data 
Integrity 

NAZI 108 

PE 109 

GCR 1011 

so as to guarantee that there will 
not be more than two zeros in a 
row in any track; therefore each 
track is self-clocking. This encod
ing is done by taking the data pat
tern which always has at least one 
logical zero. Since only 16 of the 
possible 32 combinations are used 
for data encoding, some of the re
maining patterns are used for for
matting records on the tape . 

Error Correction Improves 
Throughput 
The tape medium is imperfect and 
subject to errors due to non-uni
formity of the magnetic material 
and dirt between the tape and the 
read head . To increase confidence 
in the integrity of the data , check 
characters are appended to the 
data. In 9-track NRZI recording, 
each character always has odd par
ity. A cyclical redundancy check 
character (CRCC) is added for fur
ther checking the data. In addition 
to CRCC, a longitudinal redundan
cy check character (LRCC), which 
is simply generating a character so 
that each track has even parity 
over each record, is also appended. 

Although it is possible to correct 
some errors using the three differ
ent character checks, this is gener
ally not done in NRZI recording 
systems. In PE recording , the char
acters are recorded in odd parity , 
but the other check characters are 
not used. Since each bit cell always 
has a transition in the middle of it , 
it is possible to do some error cor
rection. If one track goes dead-

Capacity Relative 
Per 2400 ' Throughput 

20 Mbyte 1.0 

46 Mbyte 1.8 

180 Mbyte 7.0 

Figure 1: A comparison of the merits of PE, CCR , and NRZJ recording methods. 
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GCR For Minis 

that is , if there is no transition 
when there should be-the data 
can be filled in by assuming the 
parity is correct and using the data 
in the other tracks . It should be 
noted that this is only usable in the 
case where one of the tracks defi
nitely does not have transitions 
within the prescribed bit cell win
dow. Parity errors due to problems 
other than dead tracks are not cor
rectable. Also , a dead track can 
obscure the actual position of the 
postamble , and characters in the 
postamble can be read as data , giv
ing incorrect results. 

GCR formatting has added more 
error detection and correction than 
has been available before. Within 
the formatting of the records , two 
CRC characters and an Error Cor
rection Character (ECC) are used . 
The ECC character, 8 bits long for 
every 7-character data group , can 
correct any single error within the 
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DATA 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

data group. All two bit errors are 
detected and can be corrected with 
the aid of data from amplitude and 
phase error detectors in the for
matter. The CRC characters add 
additional checks on the data after 
correction in order to increase con
fidence in the integrity of the data. 
The ECC scheme decreases the 
number of tries necessary to read 
marginal tapes and, therefore , in
creases the overall throughput of 
the system. 

Resynch Characters Reduce 
Errors 
PE recording only has formatting 
characters at the beginning and the 
end of the data record. Should a 
channel become dead in the middle 
of the record , there is no way to re
synchronize the decoding circuitry 
for that channel until the next re
cord. This limits the length of the 
records used , as the probability of 

STORAGE/RECORD 

11001 
11011 
10010 
10011 
11101 
10101 
10110 
10111 
11010 
01001 
01010 
01011 
11110 
01101 
01110 
01111 

an error within a record increases 
with the length of the record. Yet 
to take advantage of PE with its 
overhead of 0.6" interrecord gaps 
and the characters in the preamble 
and postamble, the records should 
be long. 

GCR has overcome this problem 
by imbedding resynch patterns in 
the middle of the data in the re
cords so that the individual track 
decoders can resynch during the re
cord , minimizing the probability of 
uncorrectable errors . GCR can, 
therefore , be used with high reli
ability for very long records , which 
is the most efficient way of utilizing 
tape. 

Amplitude Calibration 
Improves Tape 
Interchangeability 
In GCR, flux reversals occur only 
at the center of the bit cell and 
there are no other flux reversals. 
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GCR For Minis 

The formatter checks the position 
of the flux reversal within the bit 
celJ, and should it occur outside of 
a window, then the track is flagged 
as having a phase error. The ampli
tude of the pulses received from 
the read head is also checked and 
flagged as being in error if it is too 
low. To compensate for differences 
in tapes and read/write circuitry, 
each tape has an area at the begin
ning of the tape with a series of 
flux reversals in each channel so 
that the drive can calibrate its read 
circuitry before reading the data on 
the tape. 

GCR Versus PE 
NRZI is the oldest and the least ef
ficient recording standard , and PE 
is the most popular recording 
method currently found on mini
computers. Therefore, a compari
son between the most promising 
and the most popular, namely 
GCR versus PE, is in order. 

Capacity. GCR holds 180 Mbyte 
of unformatted data versus 46 
Mbyte for PE per 2400 ft. of tape. 
The actual amount of data stored 
on a reel in either density will 
greatly depend on the records size 
used. When longer records are 
used , less tape is wasted on inter
record gap (IRG). This is referred 
to as " storage efficiency." When 
recording in PE the IRG is 0.6" 
and in GCR the IRG is 0.3". 
Therefore , the " storage efficiency" 
is also higher in GCR. 

Data throughput. Due to higher 
density of data and smaller IRG 
for tape transport at equal speed, 
GCR will provide a higher data 
throughput. Numerically , im
proved throughput is similar to im
provements in capacity and is 
about 3.5-4 times higher. 

Data integrity. Error rates are 
much lower in GCR than with PE: 
improvement by a factor of four in 
the rate of temporary errors per 
Mbyte of processed data can be re
alized. A 30% improvement in the 
rate of permanent errors can be at
tained in spite of the increased 
density of flux reversals. 

Overall system improvement. 
AIJ of the above advantages pro
vide the computer with a high per
formance storage mechanism. Ma-
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NRZI is the oldest 
and least efficient 
recording standard, 
and PE is the most 
popular recording 
method currently 
found on Minicom
puters. Therefore, 
a comparison be
tween GCR vs. PE is 
in order. 

nipulation of large data files is now 
manageable with GCR systems. 
The time needed to read or write 
tape data is now decreased by at 
least a factor of 4. In the original 
introduction of GCR, IBM kept 
the PE as the second or additional 
density . Thus, it provided media 
interchangeability via 1600 bpi with 
older archival data , and a strong 
performance advantage via 6250 
bpi , linking both the past and the 
future. 

Price/performance. It is general
ly agreed that GCR has a 4:1 per
formance improvement over PE . 
Using Digital Equipment's price 
list as a guide for price comparison 
between GCR tape systems and 
NRZI/PE tape systems, one ob
serves a ratio of close to 2: 1. 
Therefore , one can conclude that 
price/performance shows a 2: 1 
improvement. 

Mini GCR Tape Thansports 
GCR tape transports used on IBM 
and other mainframes operate at 
200 ips and are large free standing 
boxes. The GCR tape transports 
currently connected to minicom
puters are rack mountable and op
erate at speeds of 75 or 125 ips. 
The introduction of the mini trans
ports by Storage Technology Corp. 
in 1977 and by Telex in 1978 at 
lower speed and lower cost made 
the attachment of GCR to mini-

computers feasible. 
The transfer rate at 200 ips GCR 

is 1.3 Mbyte/s and at 125 ips the 
transfer rate is 781 Kbyte/s. Con
sidering the fact that most high 
performance disks have a transfer 
rate of 1.2 Mbyte/s , tape transports 
at 75 ips and 125 ips are a better 
match for most popular mini
computers. 

Applications Of GCR 
High data capacity per reel of 
tape-which in turn leads to high 
data throughput-makes GCR 
very useful in the folJowing appli
cations for minicomputers: 
• High Speed Real Time Data 

Collection (RTDC) 
• Data interchangeability with 

mainframes and with minis em
ployed in RTDC 

• Large disk backup 
• Storage of large amounts of ar

chival data. 
Real time data collection. Exam

ples of RTDC are data gathering in 
oil exploration , monitoring moving 
targets , and experimentation in 
high energy physics. The character
istics of these examples are large 
amounts of data at a high rate , of
ten in cases where regeneration of 
the data , by repeating the experi
ment , may be very costly. For ex
ample , in the era of inexpensive 
oil , drilling was done up to 6000' in 
depth. Today we drill up to 
20,000'. Therefore , the informa
tion gathering must be done more 
accurately . This means a larger 
number of acoustic detectors and 
closer spacing of the detectors-in 
other words, more data. Gathering 
of such data is often done with a 
minicomputer. 

Data interchangeability. Once 
the data is collected in the field and 
recorded in the GCR format , the 
data is often analyzed by minicom
puters in a different location. 
Therefore , the minicomputer used 
in preprocessing must have GCR 
equipment. The other important 
aspect of interchangeability is with 
mainframe computers. This appli
cation of GCR is a direct outcome 
of acceptance of GCR on large 
mainframes and growth of mini
computers into the arena of 
mainframes . 
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Large disk backup. Today mini
computers have 1.2 to 2.4 Gbyte of 
disk storage. The trend is toward 
600 Mbyte/spindle of fixed media. 
The only practical way to backup 
1.2 Gbyte of storage is via GCR 
tape. In addition to previously 
mentioned reasons for using GCR, 
such as high data capacity and high 
throughput , long records of ap
proximately 50 Kbytes of data are 
possible with GCR. Large records 
increase the tape storage efficien
cy, which is required for large disk 
backup. 

Tape is the least expensive stor
age media. It should be mentioned 
that tapes are not only used in the 
disk backup as protection from 
head crashes; they are also used as 
a means of removal of inactive files 
for archival purposes and removal 
of data for transfer to other 
locations. 

Large amounts of archival data. 
Two applications fall into this clas
sification: First, when large data 
files are stored for archival pur
poses , the time to copy the data is 
much shorter and the amount of 
tape (as well as shelf space) is 
much smaller when GCR is used. 
Second , some " pre GCR" era ar
chives are so large (millions of 
tapes) that users are adding GCR 
equipment to their minicomputers 
to convert the old 800/1600 bpi to 
the new 6250 bpi. 

Future Developments In GCR 
In the next 12-18 months we will 
see slower speed GCR transports 
designed to operate at 45 ips . The 
expected cost of these transports is 
about 35% lower than current 
equipment. These tape transports 
probably will be operating in Start/ 
Stop mode. Another parallel devel
opment will be streaming GCR 
transports. This product is also 
about 1 year away. 

A third progress is in the devel
opment of VLSI chips primarily for 
GCR formatters . This develop
ment , in my opinion , is the most 
significant one because it will in
crease the reliability and lower the 
cost without sacrificing any perfor
mance/throughput. All of these 
events are currently in progress at 
different companies. D 
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CONVERT RGB to 
COMPOSITE VIDEO 

with LENCO's 
CCE-850 ENCODER. 
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Now you can display compu
ter colorgraphics on a stand
ard NTSC color television 
monitor, or videotape the 
information for distribution. 

I. -~ I 
RNUfl/llmlfii I! 

Lenco's CCE-850 Color Encoder is specifically designed to 
encode most RGB colorgraphics displays to NTSC type 
video. 

This small, self-contained unit may be used in either 
tabletop or 19" rack mounted configuration, and includes 
a built-in color reference bar test pattern to ensure proper 
NTSC color monitor alignment. 

Check these outstanding features: 
• RGB To Composite Video • Auto Sync Detector 
• Detailed Enhancement • High Resolution 
• Color Test Patterns • Se/I-Contained 

Call or write today for detailed specifications, application 
notes, and price. 

LENCO, INC., ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
300 N. Maryland St., Jackson MO 63755, (314) 243·3147 

Write 35 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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COMPONENTS 

System Modeling For Thermal 
Design Of Supplies And Systems 

by Edward A. Wilson 

More careful design , selection and 
application of power supplies and 
systems is necessary. This is par
ticularly true with respect to system 
modeling for thermal design. It was 
the introduction of and growing 
use of control ICs in switching 
power supplies and improved , dis
cretely-mounted components in 
both linear and switching supplies 
that made these thermal consider
ations more critical. Principles dis
cussed in this article can be applied 
to any temperature-critical situa
tion by analogy. 

The Temperature Chain 
When addressing the overall cool
ing of power supply I Cs or discrete
ly-mounted power supply compo
nents , it is convenient to break 
down the ultimate concern (junc
tion or heat source temperature) 
into a set of links in a chain : Ti = 

Ta + .6.Ta + .6.Tc-a + .6.Tj-c· In 
this formula , Ti is junction tem
perature , Ta is ambient air (or even 
water if that is the coolant) , ATa is 
temperature rise of the air as it 
passes over heat sources preceding 
the item of interest , ATc-a is case
~o-~ir tei:nperature drop and ATj-c 
1s Junction-to-case temperature 
drop. 

Although there is an interaction 
between ATc-a and ATj-c • for air 
cooling the interdependence is 
weak (Reference 1) and the advan
tage of using the temperature chain 
in defining and developing system 
cooling makes it desirable to treat 
each link as reasonably autono
mous . Therefore , we will divide 
our discussion into two sections , 

Edward A . Wilson is a recognized 
authority on thermal design at Hon
eywell, Box 6000, Phoenix, AZ 
85005. 
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This modeling ap
proach examines 
chip packaging ef
fects on power sup
ply integration and 
design. 

plus a section showing how the 
temperature chain is used. 

Junction Temperature 
From the viewpoint of the cooling 
designer , this is a sacred quantity. 
Mystical gurus make a pronounce
ment that a given temperature may 
not be exceeded , and the designer 
must see that the requirement is 
met. 

Even though the temperature is 
set by outside forces, it is worth-
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Figure 1: For devices with a high saturation temperature, long term life becomes a 
deciding factor in setting the allowable junction temperature. The curve above indi
cates how failure rates accelerate with junction temperature. 
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while to understand why various 
values are chosen. The most fre
quent criterion is lifetime: how 
Jong a type of component may sus
tain a given temperature without a 
certain percentage of that type fall
ing. If the wording of the preceding 
sentence sounds awkward , it is be
cause it is intended to convey the 
fuzziness of the number. Under 
this criterion , a clear, sharp distinc
tion between good and bad does 
not exist. In frequent cycles of hys
teria , with engineers running the 
halls crying that the sky is falling 
because a junction temperature 
will be 126°C instead of 125°C ( un
der worst case conditions) , one 
gets the impression that everything 
will fail. Rather, the situation is 
that the frequency of that type of 
component failing will probably 
have increased . 

Unfortunately , the Jack of the 
sharp edge of pass/fail places an 
unwarranted burden on the cooling 
designer. From one side , the pres
sure is to keep up the reliability by 
holding firm on junction tempera
ture. From another side , the pres
sure is to use less expensive and/or 
more available parts and not be so 
strict on the junction temperature 

(after all , what difference does a 
few degrees make?). From the top 
comes the pressure to get a product 
out the door and to the customer. 

Since many aspects of the design 
will be imposed from outside. 
sources (cost , component availabil
ity , and junction temperature limit) 
the designer should base the pass/ 
fail condition on the technical input 
only and not bow to the political 
pressure. That should become 
someone else's headache , and the 
burden to overrule technical data 
must be passed upward to the ap
propriate management level. 

As an example of the influence 
of temperature on lifetime, Figure 
1 is presented . This figure is for a 
30- gate TTL IC chip. Below 
about 100°C, the curve is relatively 
horizontal and above 170°C, it be
comes relatively vertical. If the de
sign limit is 125°C, the failure rate 
will be 7 .6 x 10-8 chip failures per 
hour. A change of 1°C will have an 
imperceptible effect on the failure 
rate while a 10°C increase will in
crease the failure rate by about 
70% . If an orderly design process 
with some semblance of control is 
to prevail , a design limit must be 
defined and once defined it must 

Dry Bulb Temperature 

Figure 2: Just specifying an operating temperature is not adequate, the total descrip
tion should be an envelope on a psychrometric chart. 
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be observed if the projected failure 
rate goal is to be met. 

A second criteria for junction 
temperature limits is poor perfor
mance. The Honeywell CML cir
cuit set is a good example of this. 
The circuit design is such that if the 
chip gets too hot , transistors will 
" saturate" with charge and not 
switch fast enough. In this case, the 
computer does not compute. But, 
if the temperature is reduced, the 
machine will work agairi. This type 
of temperature limit is more satis
fying from the standpoint of a pass/ 
fail condition although it must be 
recognized that the junction tem
perature during a test will not al
ways produce such a failure. 

In any case, whatever the crite
ria, the junction temperature will 
be treated here as a number pro
vided by "experts" and not subject 
to challenge by the designer. 

Ambient Temperature 
As with the junction temperature, 
this is another given number. It 
should be specified by a design 
standard as an envelope on a 
psychrometric chart as in Figure 2. 

The exception to Ta being the 
ambient air would be if pre-chilled 
air or another coolant were used. 
In such a case, Ta would be the 
coolant temperature preceding any 
heat source and not governed by 
the class of room. However, the 
room conditions must still be con
sidered from the standpoint of the 
entire system. For example , if pre
chilled air is used , the cooling coil 
should not operate at a tempera
ture which would permit condensa
tion to take place under the speci
fied design conditions. If the room 
in Figure 2 is required , then the 
dry bulb temperature of 28°C and 
wet bulb temperature of 26°C 
yields a dew point of 25.5°C. From 
this example , unless other means 
are employed to solve the conden
sation problem, even pre-chilling 
the air can only help by about 6°C 
over the worst case dry bulb tem
perature of 32°C. 

Air Temperature Rise 
The fundamental equation is: Ll T 
= W/cpM. In this equation , W is 
heat input (actually, power is 
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used), c is specific heat of air , p is 
density of air and M is flow rate. 

At sea level , the density of air at 
a typical room temperature is 
about 0.0725 pounds per cubic 
foot. The specific heat is 0.24 BTU 
per pound-°F. Both density and 
specific heat vary with tempera
ture , but the range of air tempera
ture used in typical computer cool
ing is small enough to use these 
values. For ease of use , the specific 
heat needs to be converted to units 
which are more consistant with 
computer designs. Also , the densi
ty is altitude-dependent , and with 
the resulting data: c is 7.6 W min
ute/lb0C, p is 0.0725 lb/ft3 (sea lev
el) or 0.7861 x .0725 = 0.057 
(8000'). Then, at these two alti
tudes ~T is 1.81 W/M (sea level) 
and ~T is 2.31 W/M (8000') . The 
8000' altitude is representative of a 
high-altitude ground installation. 

It is worth noting the influence 
of air flow on the design (the effect 
of velocity is covered in the section 
dealing with ~Tc- a). Since ~Ta is 
simply inversely proportional to 
the air flow , if a problem exists in 
which a component is 20°C too hot 
then just increasing the air flow 
will probably not solve the prob
lem. For example , assume that ~Ta 
is already 20°C; obviously a dou
bling of the air flow (achieved by 
opening the space between the 
boards and maintaining the same 
velocity and pressure drop) will 
only account for a 10°C improve
ment. By this very simple example 
an important , yet frequently over
looked point is to be made. In 
most of the problems encountered 
in computer cooling, the solution 
lies in the proper design of ~ T

7
_a 

and ~Tj-c with the total air flow las 
related to ~Ta above) becoming 
important only as ~Tc-a and ~Tj-c 
are reduced to levels comparaole 
to ~Ta. An auxiliary point is that 
the cost (in size , money , noise , 
etc.) of doubling the air flow would 
not yield a very worthwhile pay
back (10°C or so). 

Recognition of the limited gains 
which can be achieved by an air 
flow increase can direct otherwise 
wasted efforts into areas of the 
cooling problem which could yield 
more fruitful results. 
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Recognition of the 
limited gains which 
can be achieved by 
an air-flow increase 
can more fruitfully 
redirect otherwise 
wasted efforts. 

Case-To-Air Resistance 
For both ~Tc-a and ~ T _c, it is use
ful to consider the product of pow
er and resistance as the appropriate 
~ T. This allows studying various 
factors affecting the resistance and 
then just scaling by the power to 
consider the overall system cooling 
problem. Using the information in 
the preceding section with an as
sumed requirement of operating at 
8000' allows writing the tempera
ture chain as: Ti = Ta + 2.31 
(LW/M) + W (Re-a + Rj-c) . Here , 
LW is power input into air stream 
from preceding heat sources , M is 
flow rate of air stream (not full 
board of entire cabinet) and W is 
power of the component . 

If the interaction of Re-a and Rj-c 
may be considered insignificant , 
then the factors affecting Re-a are 
associated only with the geometry 
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of the package and the properties 
of the air stream . In the simplest 
form , the resistance is the recipro
cal of the product of h (coefficient 
of convection) and A (surface area 
of the package and/or heat sink). 

First , the factors affecting h un
der forced convection cooling will 
be considered. The curve in Figure 
3 is typical for the range of veloci
ties encountered in computer cool
ing and is useful for estimates prior 
to the always-required experimen
tal determination of Re-a (there is 
no adequate substitute for real 
numbers). The factor G is simply 
pV (density times velocity), but for 
more frequency used units and at 
sea level: G = 4.3V, where Vis in 
fpm . The convection coefficient 
obtained from the ordinate of the 
graph may be expressed in more 
familiar units by multiplying: (h/G) 
X G X .00366 = h (W/in20C). 

As an example of how to use this 
curve , consider a package one inch 
long (in the direction of air flow) 
and a velocity of 500 fpm . G is 
2150 or GL (since L = 1) , h/G is 
0.0032 (from curve) and h is .025 
W/in2°C. 

Of more general interest , howev
er, is the relationship of the ordi
nate to the abscissa. The slope of 
the plane curve is --0.48 and of the 
cylinder is --0.41. Using a round 
fraction of 1/2 allows expressing the 
ordinate in terms of the abscissa as: 
h/G = 0.1485 (GL)-O.s, or (for 
familiar units): h = 0 . 00112 

0.001 -r----r--t---t--t-+-t-t--t-----+---t--+-+-t-+-+-+-i 
100 200 300 400 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 

GD or GL 
lb. 

In 
hr. sq. ft. 

Figure 3: For both pins and planes, the heat transf er coeffi cient of convection has 
almost the same relationship with velocity . Based on the figure abo ve, ho.SQRT (V) is 
adequate for modeling purposes. 
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VpV/[ (W/in2 - 0 C). 
This relationship will generally 

provide conservative values of h in 
the absence of other factors such as 
obstructions, pin fins, and other 
items which will affect the stream 
line. Of more importance to this 
development is the character of the 
equation rather than the values 
obtained. In terms of Re-a: Re - a 
a v1JPV is the relationship. 

The maximum effect altitude will 
have on the case-to-air resistance 
will be the square root of the rela
tive density between sea level and 
8000'. This is v'o:786I, or 89% of 
the sea level determined h. De
pending upon the absolute value of 
Re - a as experimentally deter
mined , this 12% reduction may or 
may not be of importance. For ex
ample, if Re - a is 20°C/W, then the 
correction of 2.4°C/W for 8000' is 
probably within the experimental 
accuracy. 

The Re - a dependence upon ve
locity is also approximated by the 
inverse of the square root. But be
cause the range of velocities is 
greater, the importance of the rela
tionship is greater. Possible veloci
ties range from 200 fpm to 2000 
fpm with 1000 fpm as a more likely 
maximum at component locations 
(ignoring the localized "jets" at the 
metering plate). Over this ten to 
one range , the theoretical decrease 
in case to air resistance would be 
about 68% if there were no other 
influencing factors. 

Now notice that as GL or GD in
creases (due to increasing velocity) 
the curves merge and the extreme
ly high velocity represented by G L 
= 10,000 will yield for the practical 
limiting velocity of 2000 fpm: GL is 

Quite simply put, 
get enough area and 
the payback will be 
worthwhile. 

10,000, G is 8600 (V = 2000 fpm, 
h/G is 0.0015 and h is 0.047 WI 
in2°C. 

In actual practice, 0.04 to 0.05 is 
about the best which could be 
achieved by any heat sink design 
which also has a useful area. For 
example, a very short fin (0.1" in 
the air flow direction) may yield a 
high h , but there will not be 
enough surface area to make use of 
the high h. 

A word of caution about the use 
of Figure 3. As long as the bodies 
are far enough apart to avoid af
fecting the air stream of each oth
er, Figure 3 is reasonable for early 
design estimates. However, as the 
fins, pins, or whatever form an in
terfering pattern, other correla
tions must be used. 

These may be developed experi
mentally, or sometimes found in 
reference sources such as the Gen
eral Electric Heat Transfer Data 
Book. In any case , an h between 
0.04 to 0.05 will still be found to be 
the practically achievable limit. 

In the preceeding example the 
subject of area was touched upon 
briefly. 

Recall that: Re-a = 1/hA. In the 
foregoing discussion on the factors 
affecting h, it was discovered that 
they all have a square root (or in-
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Figure 4: Simplified model to show the important factors in junction-to-case 
resistance. 
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verse square root) influence on h. 
In view of this relative (to a linear 
relationship) insensitivity and the 
practical limitations of significantly 
changing velocity, length, etc., the 
inverse linear relationship of Re - a 
to area makes that an attractive 
candidate for design effort. 

Quite simply put, get as much 
area as possible and the payback 
will be worthwhile. Consider what 
has been discussed so far in the 
temperature chain. Since Ti and Ta 
are prescribed, the only variables 
which the designer may manipulate 
are ~Ta and ~Tc - a (or Re - a). If a 
situation exists where both ~Ta and 
~Tc - a are near the same value (say 
20°C), then a doubling of heat sink 
area could reduce the required air 
flow by the following approxima
tion: R = ~Ta + ~Tc-a· Then, 
double the area and keep R con
stant, so: R = ~Ta (V1/V2) + 
(~Tc - a)(v'VJV2); and, since ~Ta 
~ ~Tc - a• the velocity (hence air 
flow) ratio becomes 1:4. This 
means that the original heat sink 
would have required 40% more air 
than the new heat sink with dou
bled area. This reduction in air 
flow could be important from the 
total system cooling standpoint. Of 
course, the payback in terms of air 
flow, noise, size of blower, etc., is 
dependent on the relationship of 
the links in the chain and propor
tion of the machine air flow affect
ed by the change in area (i.e., is it 
one isolated location or is it repli
cated many times?). 

In the case of power supply com
ponents which are discretely 
mounted, increases in area can 
usually be achieved as long as the 
effect of tight gaps on reducing h is 
recognized and compensation (such 
as even larger increase then the 
first order approximation would 
suggest) is made. 

Unfortunately, off-the-shelf 
DIPs present a problem. The area 
is defined by the standard part. If a 
particular chip is too hot , it might 
be tempting to add a heat sink to 
that package alone since it would 
be too expensive to add a heat sink 
to every package. But this will ad
versely affect the air stream and 
cooling of packages downstream 
from the package of Interest. 
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THE MOST SIGNIFICANT 
ADVANCE IN 3 PHASE 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 
0 PROTECTION 

It's here! The most advanced technology in three 
phase Uninterruptible Power Systems. The new 6000 
Series from Gould delivers the highest efficiencies and 
gives you cost savings for many years to come. You 
save on initial pL1rchase, installation, operation, and 
maintenance. 

GOULD ENGINEERING 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Our technological advance in inverter design of the 
6000 Series UPS means higher performance, higher 
reliability and the highest grade power protection in 
UPS ever! The uninterruptible output responds in
stantly to load changes and assures that clean power is 
continuous to the critical load. 

GOULD oy 

SMALLER, LIGHTER AND COOLER 
The cost effective 6000 Series design is smaller than 

ever. It requires less floor space, is easier to handle at 
the site, and reduces the demands on your air condi
tioning and environmental control - another cost 
savings to you. 

The new 6000 Series UPS has been designed for 
compatability with your IBM, DEC, Burroughs, Hon
eywell and other mainframe computers. 

The three phase - 6000 Series is a state-of-the-art, 
completely integrated system designed for your appli
cation. Before you choose your next UPS we invite you 
to look at the newest. 

For more information please call us, circle the reader 
response number below or attach your business card 

I 

to this ad and mail to: Gould, Inc., 
2727 Kurtz Street, San Diego, 
California 92110 

Electronic Power Conversion 
Division, Deltec AC Power Products 
Telephone (714) 291-4211 

•} GOULD 
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Most switching power supply man
ufacturers talk about providing units 
with wide input ranges. It's lime to set the record straight on exactly 
what this means to the system designer and end user. 

Converter Concepts is the only producer of 1 S to 100 wall switching 
power supplies that operate continuously on any voltage worldwide from 
90 lo 265 VAC without modification. 

To achieve a wide input range, other switchers must use taps, jumpers 
or other modifications. Converter Concepts switchers da it automalicallyl 

OEM AND USER FLEXIBILITY 
Imagine the design and end user pos
sibilities this system provides . Your 
equipment will operate anywhere in 
the world with the some switching 
power supply - no matter how 
widely the voltage fluctuates . And 
there's no need to modify it in ony 
way to suit your various applications . 
Specifying , purchasing and stocking 
ore mode easier, too . 

AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS 
COMPENSATION 
Converter Concepts' unique " Ver
satron" converter circuit automat
ically compensates for extremely wide 
input variations wh ile maintaining 
constant output voltage . Input voltage 
variations by as much as 10: 1 con be 
accommodated by employing this ver
satile approach . 

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS 
The flybock circuit monitors and var
ies the energy transferred through the 
high frequency transformer to the out
put circuit. The control section regu· 
lores the energy transferred through 
transformer, Tl , providing base drive 

Kl.LI 

for the transistor and initial starting 
and control. 
An opto-isolotor path provides feed
back from the output voltage regula
tion . The output voltage is isolated 
from the input by transformer, Tl , and 
the opto-isolotor. The primary output, 
VI , is regulated within the control loop 
with 7r section filters . 
MOST-NEEDED FEATURES 
Soft turn-on , convection cooling, 
short-circuit and brownout protection 
to as low as 70 VAC; excellent regula
tion capability, less complexity, higher 
reliability and efficiency (up to 80% 
typical) and a cost that's competitive 
with that of lineors . 
MORE DESIGN OPTIONS 
Four input power ranges and up to 
four separate output options -
single, dual , triple or quadruple. 
Available in low-cost open frame, en
closed, and heotsink modules . Inte
gral UPS , too. 

Send for free 
28-Page Catalog 
Loaded with 
Helpful Foe ts 

VERSA TRON CIRCUIT BLOCK DIAGRAM 

rr~_,CONVERTER 
'~~ CONCEPT~nc. 

435 South Main Street, Pordteville, Wisconsin 53954 
Phone 608/429-2144, Twx 910/280-2630 '111 

Write 21 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Alas , the possible cure-all is 
foiled by the real world. In fact, 
the surface area is usually dictated 
by manufacturing considerations. 
By mounting a DIP close to (but 
not touching) the printed circuit 
board, the bottom surface is for all 
practical purposes lost as convec
tive area. Even locating a low pro
file package behind an obstruction 
such as a capacitor will adversely 
affect the local velocity and may be 
viewed as effectively losing area 
that can not have the design point 
coefficient of convection applied to 
it. However, in new packaging de
signs, and non-DIP situations (such 
as power supply components) the 
principle of designing for maximum 
area consistent with the relative 
values of the links in the chain and 
cost and space is still valid. 

Junction-To-Case Resistance 
For components such as power di
odes, SCRs, etc., the vendors' 
specification will hopefully provide 
either the junction-to-case resis
tance or the maximum allowable 
case temperature . The cooling de
signer has no control over the in
ternal design of such components 
and therefore , this becomes an
other given value. 

The same situation (no control) 
exists for off-the-shelf D°IPs. How
ever, with the variety of possible 
vendors and their packaging meth
ods, it is sometimes possible at 
least to specify acceptable and un
acceptable sources and/or package 
design /materials . With this in 
mind , it is worth considering the 
major factors affecting Rj - c· 

The over-simplified model in 
Figure 4 may be used for this pur
pose. The heat transfer from the 
chip to the convection surface may 
be roughly divided into two steps. 
First the heat must leave the chip 
and spread downward and outward 
into the package. If the chip is en
capsulated by the package material 
(as in most plastic packages), it 
may also spread upward and out
ward. Then, the heat will travel 
down the length of the package as 
it is also convected away. 

This series resistance may be ap
proximated by: Rj - c = t/[2k(d+t)] 
+ l/(4ktw). This .shows that the fol-
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When you plug a microprocessor or minicomputer 
straight into the wall, you frequently get a lot of 
unusable power which can cause equipment memories 
to go blank. But when you plug into an Elgar Power 
Line Conditioner first, you automatically regulate the 
voltage to the equipment-and isolate it from 
unwanted noise. The net effect is a dedicated line. 

The PLC can be easily wired for 120, 208 or 240 
volts input, and will provide output regulation of 
± 5% for all conditions of line, load and 
temperature. Response time is less than one cycle. 

Write 29 on Reader Inquiry Card 

See Us at Northcon Booth 1728 and 
Electro Booths 2234-2236 

With a PLC 
on your side, 

brownouts and noisy 
power lines don't have 

a chance. 

So if wild voltage fluctuations and noisy power lines 
are giving you fits, get an Elgar PLC on your side. 

Just contact Elgar Corporation, 8225 Mercury Court, 
San Diego, CA 92lll. In California, call (714) 565-1155. 
Out of state, call Toll Free 800-854-2213. Elgar is also a 
leading producer of High Isolation Transformers, AC 
Line Conditioners/Power Sources, and Uninterruptible 
Power Systems. 

~ELGAR 
an ~8 

power systems company 
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lowing are the major factors in 
R j - c: k is thermal conductivity of 
the package material , d is edge di
mension of the chip, t is thickness 
of the package, 1 is length of the 
package and w is width of the 
package. 

This equation for Rj - c should 
not be used to calculate values for 
design purposes because of the 
gross approximations made in the 
model. However, it may be used to 
demonstrate the relative influence 
of the major factors. 

Consider a 14-pin DIP and a 40-
pin DIP. Typical dimensions in 
inches for 14- and 40-pin DIPs are: 
d (0.1", 0.15"), t (0.15", 0.15"), 1 
(0.8", 2.1") and w (0.3", 0.6"). Sub
stituting into R j - c yields the fol
lowing: For a 14-pin DIP , Rj - c = 1

k 

(3 + 4.4); for a 40-pin DIP , R j - c 

= _
1k(l.7 + 5.8) . 
Notice that while the term con

taining the chip size contributes 
less to the resistance than the sec
ond term , it is still of importance. 

Vendors' values are 
of little help in find
ing the junction-to
case resistance for 
high power chips. 

As vendors continue to reduce 
their chip sizes (in order to im
prove the number per wafer) , the 
junction-to-case resistance will con
tinue to increase. 

The thermal conductivity of the 
material is the most important fac
tor of all. For alumina, k is about 
0.7 W/in °C. But for plastics, it 
may vary from 0.01 to 0.1 and still 
not be confined by that range. Ob
viously, using a 1 W chip in a very 
poor plastic package could yield a 
125°C junction temperature even if 
the package were frozen in an ice 
cube. 

CALL THE 
PRECISION PEOPLE 

For this reason , limitations must 
be placed on the vendors and ap
plication rules for chips must be 
disseminated to logic designers . 
Also , a quality control test pro
gram is mandatory for both quali
fying the vendors for each chip 
type and then checking for compli
ance on each shipment of parts 
which could cause a problem . 

In some vendors' catalogs, the 
thermal resistance of the package is 
given eit her as junction-to-air , 
junction-to-case , or a combination 
of these. Usually, these values are 
of little help in finding the junc
tion-to-case resistance for a poten
tial problem (high power) chip be
cause the values are worst case 
values . Hence an in-house test pro
gram is mandatory . 

The Noise Relationship 
Due to the restricted length of this 
article, the development and de
tailed discussion of the noise pre-

Moving? 
for rigid disk head components 1. For FASTEST service attach old mailing label in 

space below. 

BMC manufactures precision 
etched and stamped parts for 
OEM use in Winchester-style 

' 

I 

.... "::::::::-.. 

' • 

disk drive assemblies. Gimbal springs, load beams, 
flexures, drive belts photochemically machined to 
± .001-in. and better on flat 2-mil stock. Capabilities 
include CAD, inspection, forming and assembly. 
Call the experienced Precision People for fast 
delivery of custom, close-tolerance rigid disk 
drive components. 
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take effect 
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diction equation below cannot be 
presented . It is treated in detail in 
Reference 2. For a given cabinet 
configuration and blower type 
(centrifugal , tubeaxial , etc.) the 
noise power emission level may be 
predicted by: L PE = Kc + log M 
+ 2 log P + Ks (1-R) , where: M 
= airflow in cfm and P = pressure 
drop in inches of ratio. Kc, Ks , and 
R are associated with the cabinet 
and blower performance and are 
beyond the scope of this article . 

In the comparison example be
low, it will be assumed that the 
same cabinet will be used and that 
for both air flows the same type of 
blower is used but in both cases the 
size and speed are changed to have 
the same efficiency (called merit 
ratio in Reference 2). This reduces 
the prediction equation to a rela
tive equation of: ~L = log (M2/ 

M 1) + 2 log (P2/P 1). 

Comparative Example 
Consider a hypothetical design in 
which the junction temperature of 
a set of 2 W chips must be kept be
low 100°C for an inlet air of 30°C at 
8000' . For simplicity, all chips will 
be assumed to have the same pow
er. Furthermore , test results for a 
proposed package have shown that 
the junction-to-case resistance is 
5°C/W and at 1000 fpin the case-to
air resistance is 20°C/W at the last 
package in a row of ten packages 
(pressure drop of 0.05" of water). 
The temperature chain becomes: Ti 
= Ta + ~Ta + ~Tc-a+ ~Tj-c; or , 
100 = 30 + 2.3 (2 x 9)/M + 
(Rel v'M + 5) W, and: Rc=45 for 
an assumed flow area of 0.005 
square feet. Then , 100 = 30 + 41/ 
M + 901 v'M + 10 yields: M = 
3.5 cfm or V = 700 fpm . 

Now , assume that the package 
design is changed to increase the 
connective surface area (add a heat 
sink) such that at 1000 fpm , Re- a 
= 4°C/W (pressure drop now 0.5'' 
of water) . This lea.ds to Re = 9 and 
if the rest of the data remains the 
same , M = 1 cfm or V = 200 fpm. 

The next step is to find the total 
cabinet pressure drop. If the cabi
net ducts , exclusive of boards , have 
a pressure drop of 0.2" of water at 
500 cfm , then the characteristic 
may be approximated by: Pc = 8 
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x 10-7 M1
2

, where M1 is the total 
air flow. 

Since the cabinet duct pressure 
drop will be due to mainly momen
tum change and the board pressure 
drop due mainly to viscous effects , 
the total pressure drop may be rep
resented by: P1 = 8 x 10-7 M1

2 + 
O.OlM (first design) = 8 x 10- 7 

m1
2 + O.lM (second design). 
If there are 25 boards with 8 

rows of packages on each board , 
then the respective pressure drops 
are 0.43" of water and 0.13" of wa
ter. The noise difference is: ~L = 
log (200/700) + 2 log (0.13/0.43) 
= - 1.6 bets . This means that the 
second design is 16 dB quieter than 
the first design . It is worth noting 
that of the 1.6 bel improvement , 
two thirds is due to the pressure 
drop decrease, which of course is 
the result of so much less air mov
ing through the cabinet. 

Conclusion 
The modeling approach described 

Power Supply Design 

permits exammmg the impact of 
chip packaging on total system de
sign , including blower require
ments , relative noise levels , etc. 
Our example showed that the addi
tion of a heat sink (extra cost) to a 
package design had a significant 
payback in noise reduction , which 
may only otherwise have been 
able to be later solved at a much 
greater cost. 
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COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS 

Select Conditioning Devices 
To Protect Your Systems 

by John J. Waterman, Jr. 

Although today's computers, sys
tems and peripherals use less pow
er than their predecessors , this 
newer equipment is still very sensi
tive to power line disturbances. In 
fact, much of it appears more sen
sitive than the older equipment it 
replaces . 

For the sake of comparison, the 
most typical configuration of IBM's 
Model 3081 uses an average of 
one-third the electrical power of 
the older 3033 mainframe. This is a 
6-to-1 improvement in power-to
performance ratio, yielding annual 
electric power savings of up to 
$70,000. And, while the 3081 is the 
most visible of the newer comput
ers, and one of the more effective 
in terms of energy savings, there 
are other mainframes, minicom
puters and many new peripherals 
on the market which use signifi
cantly less power than earlier units . 

For many years, most major 
computer manufacturers forced us
ers to pre-condition power supplied 
to the larger mainframes by design
ing their power supplies to operate 
on 400-Hz power. This mandates 
use of an Uninterruptible Power 
System (UPS) or Motor Generator 
(MG) type device to convert the 
60-Hz utility power to 400-Hz. In 
the process , the power is filtered , 
regulated and some " ride-through" 
of outages is provided by the bat
teries in the UPS or the MG 's fly
wheel effect. 

But no such protection was 
forced on all the peripherals, now 
increasingly power-sensitive due to 

John J. Waterman, Jr. is vice presi
dent of Marketing at the Pro
grammed Power Div. of Franklin 
Electric, 995 Benicia Ave., Sunny
vale, CA 94086. 
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Balancing cost and 
protection to select 
the best trade-off re
quires that design
ers consider many 
factors. 

more energy-efficient designs and 
more µCs and sensitive logic. 

Thus, while only highly critical 
DP applications or very large com
puter centers installed power con
ditioning equipment in the past , 
such devices are rapidly becoming 
the rule , not the exception, for 
computer installations of all sizes 
and types. 

While UPS and MGs have been 
the best known and remain the fa
vorite devices employed, there are 
now many power conditioning de
vices of varying effectiveness. Be
fore describing them , let's examine 
disturbances on power lines and 
the possible impact on computer 

installations. Figure 1 presents a 
summary of occurrences detected 
on power lines in several studies. 
The weighted impact , while subjec
tive , is intended to reflect the rela
tive impact of the disturbance-type 
on a computer center. This column 
is more significant for selecting 

. conditioning equipment than is the 
mere number of occurrences. 

The most common devices avail
able to eliminate these problems 
are: 

Power Centers: Called Computer 
Power Centers, Portable Power 
Centers or Power Distribution 
Centers , these devices typically 
combine a high-quality shielded 
transformer with protective devices 
and flexible cables tailored to the 
users' equipment, all in a conve
nient portable package. These de
vices normally eliminate over half 
the common mode noise and some 
transverse mode noise . Many Pow
er Centers also have high-voltage 
suppression built in. They provide 
no regulation or ride-through capa
bility. They are usually installed 
because of their convenience , but 
do a little power conditioning. 

Number of Weighted Type of Effect 
Disturbance Categor~ Occurrences lm(!aCt On ComE!uters 

Common Mode Noise Impulse 94 94 Possible Errors 

Transverse Mode Noise Impulse 31 31 Possible Errors 

Undervoltages 29 116 Errors/Shutdown 

Very High Voltage Impulse 5 40 Damage 

Overvoltages 14 84 Damage/Shutdown 

Distortion (over 8%) 2 10 Errors/Damage 

Frequency Shifts 2 16 Damage/Shutdown 

Outages under 0.5 sec. 8 120 Damage/Shutdown 

Outages under 1 sec. 7 105 Damage/Shutdown 

Outages under 30 sec. 5 75 Damage/Shutdown 

Outages over 30 sec. 3 45 Damage/Shutdown 

Totals 200 736 Errors/Damage/Shutdown 

Figure I: Occurrence on power lines in industrial/commercial facilities shows number 
of and effect of each category. 
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Conditioning Devices 

Cost of Un-
resolved Total 

Power Conditioning % Effective- Installed Operating Power Cost 
Device ness• Cost** Cost! Problems! lS1,000s! 

High-Isolation Transformer 18% 13 9 364 386 

Line Voltage Regulator 
(CVT) 38% 19 117 274 410 

Power Load Conditioner 37% 20 21 277 318 

Magnetic Synthesis 43% 24 74 250 348 

Motor Generator 79% 37 88 94 219 

UPS 100% 73 47 0 120 

"Based upon the percentage of "weighted impact" (see Figure 1) reduction. 
""For a 100-kVA system ($1 ,000s) 
tTakes relative efficiency assuming a load which is 64% of rating (assumes 25% expansion capability and 80% usage fac· 
tor) plus a 33% adder for heat removal, all at a forecast 10.5 centsll<W·hrlavg. for the next 5 years. Adds maintenance 

costs based upon quoted Mean Time Between Failures and maintenance lees. 
*Based upon remaining "weighted impact" occurrences at the ratio of 0.2 hours DP time/error (one weighted point), thus 3 
hours for an outage-induced shutdown. 

Figure 2: Effectiveness and cost of each power conditioning device varies 
considerably. 

High Isolation Transformers: 
These are more exotic, triple
shielded devices specifically de
signed to eliminate all common 
mode noise. Again, no regulation 
or ride-through is provided. 

Line Voltage Regulators: Most of
ten constant voltage or ferroreson
ant transformers, these devices 
provide good steady state regula
tion , good transverse-mode noise 
elimination and fair common mode 
noise rejection. 

Power Line Conditioners: Com
bine voltage regulation with a high 
quality or high isolation transform
er to provide the benefits of both 
devices. 

Magnetic Synthesis: Essentially a 
constant voltage transformer type 
of regulator with additional capaci
tors to provide more noise filtering 
and added dynamic range . 

Motor Generator: A motor with a 
regulated AC Alternator providing 
both good voltage regulation and 
excellent noise elimination. MGs 
also provide some ride-through of 
outages (up to several seconds) due 
to the flywheel 's inertia effect . 

UPS: Combines a battery charger , 
battery bank and solid state invert
er to provide precisely regulated 
and filtered power to the computer 
regardless of power line conditions. 

Figure 2 compares these devices 
in terms of cost and effectiveness. 
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The Power Center is not included , 
as it is usually required in any 
event. Effectiveness is added in by 
putting a value on the power prob
lems which are not resolved. Clear
ly , the power environment varies 

The power environ
ment varies for ev
e:ry data center, just 
as computer sensi
tivity to power prob
lems varies between 
manufacturer and 
model. 

for every data center, just as com
puter sensitivity to power problems 
varies between manufacturer and 
model. If you can't afford prob
lems or downtime , a UPS may be 
your only choice. If you can't af
ford a UPS, consider a Power Line 
Disturbance Monitor to determine 
what kind of power problems you 
have. Then you can select a lower 
cost device to meet your specific 
needs. [] 

Here are some of Xentek's 
43 varieties of Disk Drive 

Power Supplies 
Whether you use floppy or hard disks, 

or a combination-or disks with tape 
drive backup-chances are we've 
already designed and built the supply 
that matches your requirements. There 
are off-the-shelf models for many popular 
single and multiple 5%" and 8" floppys, 
and OEM supplies for 5%", 8" and 14" 
Winchesters. 

And designing a new one is no big 
deal at Xentek. You'll find the unit prices 
low, the turnaround time fast (3-4 weeks 
for prototypes!) , and the quality 
unsurpassed. 

Try us and see for yourself. Call Chuck 
Henry at (714) 744-3346, and find out 
how fast you can have a Xentek power 
supply tailored to your needs at a truly 
affordable price. 

Xentek• 
THE HEART OF YOUR SYSTEM 
279 South Pacific St., San Marcos, CA 92069 

Send 
Today 
for Free 
Catalog 
(714) 744-3346 
TWX: 910-332-1155 

Write 40 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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14" Capricorn TM B" Scorpio TM 51/4'' Pyxis •M 

With a galaxy of 
high-performance 
Winchester disl< drives 
and tape baclwps. 

Ampex is a leader in high-capacity 
Winchester technology. We've put together 
an aggressive, highly-experienced disk 
engineering group and it's paying off in disk 
drives that are configured to span the entire 
spectrum from 4 megabytes to 1 gigabyte. 
Take our new high-capacity drive families: 
14" Capricorn disk drive with 165 and 330 
megabytes; 8" Scorpio disk drive with 50 and 
83 megabytes; and 5-1/4" Pyxis disk drive 
with 4, 8, 12 and 16 megabytes. They 
combine outstanding technical innovation 
with high performance and cost-



Virgo Streaming Tape Drive TM 

effectiveness. And we back them up with our 
new Virgo 1/2" 40 megabyte IBM format 
compatible streaming tape drives and our 
fixed/removable media Superwinchesters in 
16/16, 48/16, and 80/16 megabyte 
capacities. We're high performance in our 
technical support, too, as well as in clean
room production capabilities that mark us as 
a major manufacturer committed to 
Winchester technology now and in the future. 

Today, find out how Ampex can expand 
your universe. You'll discover that when it 
comes to disk drives, memories and 

terminals, now more than ever Ampex is the 
designer's choice. 

Call our Marketing department at 
(213) 640-0150. Or write Ampex Memory 
Products Division, 200 North Nash Street, 
El Segundo, CA 90245. 

AMPEX 
Ampex Corporation • One of The Signal Companies llJ 

The Designers Choice. 
Write 8 on Reader Inquiry Card 



PERIPHERALS 

Disk Drive Advances 
Broaden Winchester Market 

Increased capacity 
and performance 
are giving small 
Winchesters big
drive applications; 
simultaneously, sig
nificant price reduc
tions are making 
large Winchesters 
suitable for smaller 
systems. 

by Bob Hirshon 

When product innovation acceler
ates to a certain level, product un
derstanding and terminology take a 
beating. For example , small com
pute rs once could be defined 
" mini" and "micro." But as the 
technology grew, so too did kluges 
of Latin and Greek prefixes ("su
per-mini ," "mini-micro," et al) to 
define it more precisely-until ulti
mately nearly everyone agreed the 
terminology defined nothing at all. 
With Winchester disk drives , rapid
ly increasing storage densities have 
made it impossible to pigeonhole a 
drive's application merely by its 
platter size. But just as buyers have 
been unwilling to abandon the con
cept of small computer categories , 
they cling to a neat heirarchy of 
disk drives based on platter diame
ter-even as technology advances 
turn that heirarchy upside-down. 

Big Drives For Smaller 
Systems 

Designers generally put 14" Win
chesters at the top of that pyramid . 



But high capacity 14" drives are 
turning up in smaller packages with 
higher access times and , most im
portantly, lower prices. This puts 
them in the small system realm , 
where one multi-platter 14" Win
chester can replace several 8" 
drives. A new drive from Alpha 
Data Inc (Chatsworth, CA) uses 
three platters to provide 80 to 100 
Mbytes of storage , allowing aver
age access times of under 20ms , 
and permitting access of contiguous 
1 Mbyte sections of data (Figure 
1). This 1 Mbyte access results 
from the logical cylinders \)eing or
ganized in 1 Mbyte increments. 

The new drive , which Alpha 
Data calls the "Atlas," uses 72 
heads (six surfaces , each with three 
moving head bars with four heads 
per bar) that are sealed , along with 
the platters, within a chamber. The 
company claims the sealed platters 
and heads require no periodic or 
preventive maintenance. Packaged 
in a standard 19" rack mount , 7" 
high and 24" deep , the company's 
Atlas disk drive is expected to sell 
at $6K. 

Winchesters vs. Floppies 
8" Winchesters similarly are find

ing themselves in unfamiliar mar
kets , and now compete across the 
board, not only with 14" drives , but 
with floppies as well. When 20 to 
30 Mbytes of storage became avail
able on low-cost 8" Winchesters
compared to the 1.6 Mbytes avail
able on floppies-many OEMs 
found Winchester upgrading irre
sistable. This is now the high
growth niche for 8" Winchesters, 
and this is where at least three 
companies-Shugart, Memorex 

Figure 1: Alpha Data's Atlas 14" Win
chester uses three platters and 72 heads 
in a sealed, maintenance-free chamber. 
Storage capacity for the $6K drive is 80 
Mbytes to 100 Mbytes, with average ac
cess times of under 20ms. 
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and Quantum-are aligning their 
efforts. Floppy-compatible Win
chesters offer an easy upgrade for 
systems currently using floppy 
drives for main storage. For sys
tems using multiple drives, systems 
designers can replace a single flop
py with a Winchester drive, there
by boosting capacity, and use the 
remaining floppy drives for Win
chester backup. To make such up
grading simple, manufacturers are 
making their Winchester disk 
drives resemble the floppies they ' re 
intended to replace in physical, in
terface, and power supply charac
teristics. There is cause for " caveat 

Figure 2: Quantum Corp. announced 
the Q2040, a 40-Mbyte version of its 
Q2000 series of 811 fixed disk drives. The 
Quantum family , available in JO-, 20-, 
and 30-Mbyte versions, as well as the 
new 40-Mbyte Q2040, is fully compati
ble with the industry-standard Shugart 
Associates SAJOOO. 

emptor" here: according to a Digi
tal Design reader survey, at least 
one manufacturer sells drives de
signed to fit into the mounting 
space of an 8" floppy drive, but 
which require external shock 
mounts , completely negating the 
original design concept. 

Capacity Key Consideration 
Capacity is a key factor in the se

lection of Winchesters ; in fact , 
among the readers we surveyed , 
capacity was second only to reli
ability as a reason for selecting a 
particular drive. Capacity is the 
key feature of a drive recently in
troduced by Quantum (Figure 2). 
Their latest entry provides up to 40 
Mbytes of storage in an 8" floppy
sized case. It uses a rotary moving 
coil actuator to boost track density 
and lower access times (60ms for 
the 30 Mbyte model) . The actuator 
has an optical encoder for referenc
ing track locations which , the com-

Disk Drive Advances 

Figure 3: Century Data Systems' entry 
into the 8" Winchester market, designat
ed the C2048, has 16 Mbytes of remov
able and 32 Mbytes fixed storage. The 
C2048 offers high performance and ca
pacity and low physical space require
ments, power consumption and cost. 

pany claims, is accurate to over ten 
times the track density of Quan
tum's present line , "leaving consid
erable room for growth of the fam
ily to higher track densities." To 
keep positioning accurate under 
varying temperature conditions, an 
on-board µP reads track location 
information encoded on the disk 
surface and compares it with posi
tioning data from the optical 
encoder. 

Backup Problems 
For small systems, Winchester 

backup remains a key problem. 
Tape cartridges are probably the 
most cost effective media, but the 
user has to pay for the extra drive 
devoted solely to backup. Floppies 
are common backup choices , sim
ply because they're familiar and 
have a huge customer base already. 
But in many applications , they be
come awkward , limited as they are 
by their lower capacity. 

One alternative is the removable 
Winchester cartridge. Century 
Data Systems (Anaheim, CA) have 
recently introduced a removable 811 

cartridge drive (Figure 3) and 
Western Dynex and OMA both of
fer SW', 5 Mbyte removable car
tridge Winchester disk drives (Fig
ure 4). One problem with these 
drives is high media cost ($85 per 
cartridge); the cartridges aren ' t , 
nor are they likely to become , 
cheap enough for applications with 
large storage requirements. Lack 
of cartridge standardization is an
other potential problem, but this 
could be averted if industry sup-
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Disk Drive Advances 

5-1/4" Winchester Employs 
Rack and Pinion Actuator 

Small Winchesters, as they mature, are benefitting 
from the technologies used in 14" drives. Rack and 
pinion actuators, for instance, have been used for 
years with large disk drives, providing numerous 
benefits. The rack and pinion permits multiple resolu
tions of the stepper motor, presents no problem in de
signing for compactness, is easy to assemble, inex
pensive to produce and sturdy enough to be relatively 
immune to damage during assembly and shipping. 

Miniscribe used aluminum and steel rack and pinion 
actuators on their latest 5%" drives for several rea
sons. Because the rack is made of aluminum, it does 
not contribute to any thermal off-track. The pinion 
gear is hobbed directly into the stainless steel stepper 
motor shaft; since the pinion contacts the rack on a 
plane perpendicular to the movement of the carriage, 
it also does not contribute to thermal off-track. In addi
tion, the use of aluminum and stainless steel reduces 
the wear factor to the point at which none is discern
able well beyond the expected life of the drive, ac
cording to Miniscribe. The dependability of rack and 
pinion positioning accuracy, repeatability, durability 
and longevity has been previously established by IBM 
in their 1311 , 2311 , and 2314 drives. 

The drive's high-track density capability (402 tpi) 
was achieved by making the pitch diameter of the pin
ion gear relatively small (0.158"). This technique also 
contributed certain side benefits: because the pinion 
diameter is so small, the stepper-motor holding force 
is multiplied (12 ounce/inch of stepper motor holding 
force translates to 9.5 pounds of holding force in the 
direction of the carriage movement). This factor en
hances both the accuracy and repeatability of the 
drive, and also makes it resistant to external shock 
and vibration while in operation. 

ports the proposed ANSI cartridge 
standard now under consideration. 

ters the marketplace , it will create 
a sensation. " Plainly , manufactur
ers are unready to reveal anything 
except their high expectations with 
regard to their 3" disk programs. 

Early Intros 
Because Winchester technology 

advances so rapidly, manufacturers 
are under considerable pressure to 
be first with their product , lest they 
miss the boat. The inevitable result 
of this pressure is early product an
nouncements-and disgruntled 
OEMs who can 't get delivery on 
the new drives they've ordered. 
This hurt the early growth of 51/4" 
drives , and it's likely that the same 
will occur with upcoming 3" drives. 

When questioned about his com
pany's 3" hard disk drive program, 
one spokesman with a major disk 
manufacturer would say only, 
"When our 3" hard disk drive en-
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Despite the lack of hard data , 
it's only natural that speculation 
should be widespread about a tech
nology whose impact could be 
"sensational. " One key question 
concerning OEMs who design 
small systems is " How will 3" Win
chesters impact 51/4" Winchesters?" 
This is being asked even as the 
question "How wi ll 5114'' Winches
ters impact 8" Winchesters?" is 
waiting for an answer. Market indi
cators point to a large demand for 
the drives , as small systems de
mand increases, especially for busi
ness applications. Additionally , 

hikes in disk capacity may put 3" 
Winchesters squarely into the per
formance slot originally intended 
for 51/4'' drives. Active research and 
development by the major manu
facturers is the most telling indica
tor, and suggests that 3" drives may 
become the small system standard , 
kicking 5 114'' Winchesters into a 
higher capacity niche just as 
they're getting a firm foothold m 
the small system marketplace. 

Reliability Chief Concern 
Because of the many bad exper

iences caused by the introduction 
of products that weren't ready for 
the marketplace, reliability has he
come the chief concern of OEMs 
specifying disk drives . Our survey 
of disk drive purchasers revealed 
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DILOG offers the widest range of 
single board DEC emulating disc 
and magnetic tape controllers for 
LSl-11 , 11/2, 11/23, PDP-11 andVAX-11 compatibility . 

DILOG/DEC controllers: 
DISC 
• Winchester-5V4" , 8" and 14" 
• SMD-Storage Module 
• CMD-Cartridge Class 
• Lark-Cartridge Class 
• 2315/5440 Cartridge Class 
• Flexible Disc 
MAGNETIC TAPE 
• V2" reel-to-reel NRZl/PE-Streaming or conventional 
• V4" 3M Cartridge 
A wide range of emulations are offered. All fully supported 
by DEC operating systems. 

"Trademark Digital Equipment Corp. 

If you're interfacing any 
popular drive to any DEC-11 
computer, contact DILOG 

for the largest selection of DEC-11 compatible disc and 
magnetic tape controllers! Over 20 available now. Several 
more to be announced soon. 

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
12800 Garden Grove Blvd. • Garden Grove, Calif. 92643 
•Phone: (714) 534-8950 •Telex: 681399 DILOG GGVE 

EASTERN REGIONAL SALES OFFICE 
64-A White Street • Red Bank, New Jersey 07701 
•Phone: (201) 530-0044 

EUROPEAN SALES/SERVICE OFFICE 
12 Temple Square• Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire• England 
•Phone: 44-296-34319 or 34310 •Telex 837 038 DILOGI G 

DISTRIBUTED 

. Rnmm1111111~i1i; 

Write 24 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Disk Drive Advances 
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that 16% of the buyers were cur
rently having problems with their 
drives. Problems included align
ment difficulties , "periodic oddball 
read errors ," dropped bits, difficul
ty in servicing , and dirt getting in 
the mechanism (" The media may 
be sealed," wrote one respondent, 
"but the belt and drive mechanism 
collects too much dust.") 

Temperature changes also seem 
to cause serious problems with 
Winchesters. One respondent de
cided not to purchase a particular 

50 

Front 
Panel 

Winchester because he discovered 
that the drive's injection-molded 
plastic case became so physically 
deformed by a 20°F temperature 
change that the read/write heads 
couldn ' t function properly. 

After reliability, the most impor
tant factors in selecting a drive 
were , in order , capacity , manufac
turer's reputation , price, compati
bility, data access time and speed 
in delivery . The three things drive 
buyers would most like to see in 
the future are , in order, greater ca-

Recording 
Heads 

Spmdle 
Motor 

Disk 

=~ (LSI No. 1) 

Figure 4: Removable 5114'' Winchester 
disk cartridges have applications in 
small computer systems for business, lo
cal area networks and word processing. 

Figure 5: U.S. Design Corp (Lanham, 
MD) has introduced the CSS-800 Mass 
Storage System. It contains a 35 or 70 
Mbyte Winchester disk drive with a 17 
Mbyte cartridge tape drive for backup. 
The CSS-800 includes two integral con
trollers with multiported memory that 
allow simultaneous disk and tape oper
ation, and is configured with a compati
ble host interface fo r the Q-bus, Unibus 
or Multibus. 

pacity , lower cost and faster access 
times. This summer's NCC show, 
which traditionally would be in
complete without at least one inno
vative new disk drive introduction , 
should show the extent to which 
manufacturers are able to meet 
these customer demands. 0 
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Use this simulator to 
test if streaming tape 
is the best back-up 
bet for you-before 
you commit to hard
ware. 

by Henry L. Alioth and Rick 
Hackworth 

Streaming Y4-inch digital cartridge 
tape drives are proving to be a very 
effective tool for backing up small 
Winchester disk drives. However, 
streaming tape is only efficient if 
the system parameters are chosen 
properly for continuous data trans
fer. If a streaming tape drive runs 
out of data , it stops. A software 
simulator has been developed that 
allows the system designer to try 
out a streaming back-up system be
fore committing it to hardware. 

Real Time Simulation 
The software simulator monitors 
system events on a timed basis , and 
yields data in several formats. The 
major output format is a listing of 
system events with the times during 
which they occur. Effects of vary
ing key design parameters can be 
presented in graphical form. The 
simulator takes into account speci-

Henry L. Alioth is Director of En
gineering for Advance Product De
velopment at Data Electronics, Inc. 
in San Diego, CA. Rick Hackworth 
is President of Data Automation, 
also of San Diego. 

fications of the disk drive , the 
streaming tape drive and the host 
controller. 

Disk specifications that are re
quired for the simulator include: 
disk speed in rpm; number of 
heads per cylinder; number of sec
tors per track ; interleave factor; 
header in bytes per sector; data re
cord in bytes per sector; and num
ber of bytes in an unformatted 
track. Tape drive specifications 
that can be varied include: tape 
speed in ips ; time to start from 
BOT indication ; time to stop the 
tape when data stops; time to repo
sition the tape for resumption of 
data flow ; record size in bytes; dis
tance between records in bytes; 
data density in bytes per inch ; and 
the gap-to-gap distance between 
the write and the read-after-write 
recording heads in inches. 

Optimization of buffer design 
parameters for the host controller 
are the primary objectives of the 
simulation. The key parameters 
are: buffer size in bytes ; transfer 
rate in bytes per second; and 

Streaming Simulator 

whether the buffer can provide si
multaneous input and output trans
fer. Figure 1 gives a typical print
out of simulator specifications for a 
system including a Winchester disk 
drive with a 90 ips streaming tape 
drive as the back-up. 

System scenarios for this simula
tor require that three buffer memo
ries exist in the system: a sector 
buffer that stores the data in the 
disk drive prior to transfer; a host 
buffer serving as a "byte-reservoir" 
that accepts the data from the sec
tor buffer before transferring it to 
the back-up tape drive; and a dual 
tape drive buffer that accepts data 
from the host buffer prior to stor
ing the data on tape, and is also 
used for read-after-write 
verification. 

Key Design Variables 
Since most of the disk and tape 
specifications are fixed for a given 
product selected, the system de
signer's most useful tools are those 
that can be readily varied: the host 
buffer size and the interleave fac-

1240 -----------------------------------------HOST-BUFFER-SPECIFICATIONS: 
1250 Cap = 3072 HOST-RAM (BYTES) 
1260 Rate = 1.E + 6 ! BYTES/SECOND 
1270 Sbt = 1 ! SIMULTANEOUS BUFFER INPUT AND 

OUTPUT TRANSFER 
1280 ! 1 = YES 0 = NO 
1290 -----------------------------------------DISC-SPECIFICATIONS: 
1300 Rpm = 3125 DISC-REVOLUTIONS/MINUTE 
1310 Hpc = 4 HEADS/CYLINDER 
1320 Spt = 32 SECTORS!TRACK 
1330 lnt=3 INTERLEAVE-FACTOR 
1340 Hps = 58 HEADER-BYTES/SECTOR 
1350 Dps=256 DATA-BYTES/SECTOR 
1360 Bpi = 10416 BYTES/UNFORMATTED TRACK 
1370 -----------------------------------------TAPE-SPECIFICATIONS: 
1380 lps=90 INCHES/SECOND 
1390 Tst = .550 TIME TO START FROM B.O.T. 
1400 Ts = .080 TIME TO STOP THE TAPE 
1410 Tr = .520 TIME TO REPOSITION THE TAPE 
1420 Rs = 952 RECORD-SIZ-E (BYTES) 
1430 Dbr = 990 DISTANCE BETWEEN RECORDS 

(BYTES) 
1440 Dns = 1000 DENSITY (BYTES/INCH) 
1450 Gig = .3 GAP TO GAP DISTANCE (INCHES) 

S 1 
Figure 1: When setting up the simula-

1
• ITIU ator tor, the host, disk and tape specifica-

tions are entered into the computer. 
This is an example of the format used. 

Back-Up Performance 
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100 ! START: 470 ! - NEITHER (IDLE)? 
105 !------------------------------------------------------------------------- 475 ! DISK: NEXT EVENT WHEN SECTOR-BUFFER = EMPTY 
110 ! ENTER THE GIVEN VARIABLES FOR 480 ! OR WHEN HOST-RAM= FULL 
115 ! - THE HOST-BUFFER 485 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
120 ! - THE DISK-DRIVE 490 ! 
125 ! - THE TAPE-DRIVE 495 ! TAPE: NEXT EVENT WHEN RECORD-BUFFERS= FULL 
130 ! COMPUTE THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES 500 ! OR WHEN HOST-RAM= EMPTY 
135 ! RESET THE REAL-TIME 505 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
140 ! INITIALIZE 510 ! 
145 ! - THE HOST-BUFFER 515 ! BOTH: NEXT EVENT = EARLIER OF THE ABOVE 
150 ! - THE DISK-DRIVE 520 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
155 ! - THE TAPE-DRIVE 525 ! 
160 ! 530 ! IDLE: NEXT EVENT = EARLIEST DISK-EVENT 
165 ! 535 ! OR TAPE-EVENT 
170 ! 540 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
175 ! SUPERVISOR: 
180 ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 545 ! TAPE - SUB-PROGRAM: 
185 ! FIND THE NEAREST EVENT 550 ! ----------------------------------------------------------------------· 
190 ! UPDATE THE REAL-TIME 555 ! HAS THE TAPE-DRIVE 
195 ! BRANCH TO 560 ! - STOPPED? 
200 ! - THE DISK SUB-PROGRAM 565 ! - ACCELERATED FROM B.O.T. 
205 - THE HOST-SUB-PROGRAM 570 ! OR REPOSITIONED FROM A STOP? 
210 - THE TAPE-SUB-PROGRAM 575 ! -- WRITTEN A RECORD? 
215 DISK-SUB-PROGRAM: 580 ! - VERIFIED A RECORD? 
220 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 585 ! - DECELERATED? 
225 WAS THE DISK-DRIVE 590 ! STOPPED: 
230 - READING? 595 ! ARE THE TAPE-RECORD-BUFFERS 
235 - SEEKING? 600 ! - FULL? 
240 SECTOR-READ-OPERATION COMPLETED: 605 ! - NOT FULL? 
245 LOG SECTOR ON TRACK-MAP 610 ! - FULL: 
250 SECTOR-BUFFER = FULL 615 ! START THE TAPE 
255 FIND THE NEXT SECTOR: 620 ! SET MOTION-INDICATOR 
260 ! - END OF CYLINDER? 625 ! NEXT EVENT WHEN PAST LOAD-POINT 
265 ! - END OF TRACK? 630 ! OR AFTER REPOSITIONING 
270 ! - SAME TRACK? 635 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
275 ! -END OF CYLINDER: 640 ! 
280 ! STEP HEADS TO NEXT CYLINDER 645 ! - NOT FULL: WAIT 
285 ! POSTPONE NEXT EVENT FOR 1 REVOLUTION 650 ! NEXT EVENT = EARLIEST HOST-EVENT 
290 ! SWITCH TO FIRST HEAD -1 655 ! OR DISK-EVENT 
295 ! -END OF TRACK: 660 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
300 ! SWITCH TO NEXT HEAD 665 ! 
305 ! INITIALIZE SECTORS ON TRACK-MAP 670 ! ACCELERATED OR REPOSITIONED: 
310 ! -SAME TRACK: 675 ! BEGIN TO WRITE 1 RECORD 
315 ! LOCATE NEXT AVAILABLE SECTOR 680 ! NEXT EVENT AT END OF RECORD 
320 ! ON THE TRACK-MAP 685 I RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
325 ! (RESPECTING INTERLEAVE) 690 ! 
330 ! COMPUTE NEXT DISK-EVENT-TIME 695 ! WRITTEN A RECORD: 
335 ! BEGIN SEEK-OPERATION 700 ! COUNT THE RE80RD 
340 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 705 ! CLEAR FLAG 
345 ! 710 ! IF UNDERFLOW, SET FLAG 
350 ! SEEK COMPLETED: 715 ! VERIFICATION IS IN PROGRESS 
355 ! IS THE SECTOR-BUFFER 720 ! NEXT EVENT AFTER 1 GAP TO GAP DELAY 
360 ! - EMPTY? 725 I RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
365 ! - NOT EMPTY? 730 ! 
370 ! -SECTOR-BUFFER= EMPTY; 735 ! VERIFIED A RECORD: 
375 ! COMPUTE NEXT DISK-EVENT-TIME 740 ! RELEASE THE RECORD-BUFFER 
380 ! BEGIN TO READ 1 SECTOR 745 ! CHECK FLAG FOR 
385 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 750 ! - STREAMING? 
390 ! 755 ! - UNDERFLOW? 
395 ! -SECTOR-BUFFER NOT EMPTY: 760 ! - STREAMING: 
400 ! WAIT FOR 1 REVOLUTION 765 ! WRITE-OPERATION IS IN PROGRESS 
405 ! POSTPONE NEXT EVENT FOR 1 REVOLUTION 770 ! NEXT EVENT AT END OF RECORD 
410 ! BEGIN SEEK-OPERATION 775 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
415 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 780 ! 
420 ! HOST-SUBPROGRAM: 785 ! - UNDERFLOW: 
425 ! -·--------------------------------------------------------------------· 790 ! DECELERATE THE TAPE 
430 ! UPDATE THE CONTENTS OF 795 ! NEXT EVENT WHEN STOPPED 
435 ! - THE DISK-SECTOR-BUFFER 800 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 
440 ! - THE HOST-RAM-BUFFER 805 ! 
445 ! - THE TAPE-RECORD-BUFFERS 810 ! DECELERATED: 
450 ! IS THE HOST REQUIRED TO SERVICE 815 ! SET STOP-INDICATOR 
455 ! - THE DISK-SECTOR-BUFFER? 820 ! NEXT EVENT = EARLIEST HOST-EVENT 
460 ! - THE TAPE-RECORD-BUFFER? 825 ! OR DISK-EVENT 
465 ! - BOTH (SIMULTANEOUSLY)? 830 ! RETURN TO SUPERVISOR 

Figure 2: The basic program flow of the supervisor and the three sub-programs, host, disk and tape are shown here. The basic 
programs can be implemented in the code of the particular computer used for the sim ulation. Dashes in the program flow indicate 
branches in the program. 
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Broaden your testing knowledge 
and update your testing skills 

ATE ~ 
SEMlrlAA/EXl11BIT 
Automated Testing for Electronics Manufacturing 

JUNE 14-16, 1982, HYNES AUDITORIUM, BOSTON, MA 

This tri -annual conference offers a 
3-day prcigram of workshops, tech
nical papers, and an operating 
equipment exhibit. In addition you can 
select from a concurrent program of 
in-depth courses available in a special 
course/conference plan. 

Specific information and application
oriented guidance from the faculty, 
augmented by equipment demonstra
tions at the large-scale exhibit of test 
and measurement equipment, will help 
you make the right decisions on 
investments and implementation. 

The electronics industry's largest 
exhibit of test and measurement 
equipment: 

• Handlers • IC testers • Field, depot 
and maintenance testers • Micro
processor troubleshooting and 
development tools • Automatic 
measuring instruments - meters, 
generators, analyzers, scopes, 
counters • Memory testers 
• Calibration instruments • System 

testers • In-circuit testers • Bare 
board testers • PCB assembly testers 
• Bum-in/Temperature cycling systems 
• Cable/wiring/harness testers 
•Test services• Interfaces 
In conjunction with the ATE Seminar/ 
Exhibit, other seminars and courses of 
interest to the test industry profes
sional include: 

• ATE Software: Definitions, 
Strategies, Management 

• Advanced ATE Technology 
and Management 

•Automatic Test Equipment: 
How to Select It-Apply It
Manage It 

• Digital Board Testing 
• Quality and Engineering 

Factors in Fabricating Printed 
Circuit Boards 

Workshops and Original Technical 
Paper Sessions on these topics: 

• Support for the ATE User • Testing RF Components 
• Return on CAT/CAM • Logic Array Testing 

Networks • Testing Fiber Optic 
• ATE Calibration Advances Components 
• Interfacing CAD/CAM to • VLSI Test Pattern 

In-Circuit Testers Generator 
•Ceramic Substrate Testing • Real-Time LSI Chip Testing 
•Spring Probe Assemblies •Software Simulation 
• Electrical Testing of •Automatic Time Domain 

Substrates Measurements 
• Logistics Support • IEEE 488 Interface Bus 
• Remote Diagnostics • ATE Management 

Testing • Noise Problems 
• High Speed Testing •Analog In-Circuit 
• TPS Development Component Test 

Specifications • IEEE-STD 488 Interface 
• Cost Controls in ATE • Field Service 
•Computer Graphics 

,------- PLEASE SEND MORE INFORMATION •- - - - -., 

I D ATE Seminar/Exhibit June 14-16, 1982, Boston, MA A 
8 M~ _ ~o~ I 

: D ATE Courses, June 14-16, Boston, MA 4/82 - 5 /82 I 
I D Quality and Engineering Factors in Fabricating Printed I 
I Circuit Boards, June 14, 1982, Boston, MA I 
I NAME TITLE I 
I COMPANY I 
I ADDRESS MAIL STOP I 
I CITY STATE __ ZIP I 
II Return coupon to ATE Registrar, Morgan-Grampian Expositions Group, 1

1 Two Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. (212) 340-9700 

L-----------------------~ 
Produced by Morgan-Grampian Expositions Group 

Sponsored by Electronics Test and co-sponsored by 
Circuits Manufacturing, Digital Design and 

Design Engineering magazines. 



WHY WAIT FOR THE FUTURE·OF 
DISC STORAGE TECHNOLOGY ·. 
TO REACH DEC SYSTEMS? .· ;_. · .. 
THE FUTURE IS AT PLESSEY. TODAYI 

Plessey Peripheral Systems, the leader in low-cost, 
DEC-compatible data storage systems leads the way in Winchester 
technology. 

NEW FROM PLESSEY 
Plessey's new generation of 8-inch Winchester subsystems is 

the one complete solution for LSI- I I users. Configured as RK06 
units, each drive provides you with 28 Mbytes of reliable, 
low-cost-per-bit storage . Each controller provides interface for up 
to four drives for a total system capacity of 112 Mbytes. Nearly 
triple the maximum subsystem capacity of an RL02*. 

20% OFF STANDAUWE 
Q-BUS WINCHESTER 
8" Winchester for Q-bus 28 
Mbytes or 56 Mbytes RK06 
i=SV06J 
8-inch Winchester in self-contained 
chassis ends integration problems. 5-1 14" 
enclosure mounts easily in existing rack . 
Includes power supply . Quad-wide Q-bus 
controller. Emulates DEC RK611 /RK06 
disc subsystems . 

FSV06JJ 

FSV06J 

88,488 
SAVE 81817 

FSV06JJ 

810,812 
SAVE 82703 

Two 8-inch Winchesters in one ready-to- install chassis . Use one drive for 
backup . Or expand your existing LSl-11 . Provides 56 Mbytes of storage. 
Fast transfer rate 912 Kbytes/second. An average seek time of 
42msec. An outstanding buy at 20% off. 

Plug one into your existing Q-bus backplane . Your new 
Winchester drive is housed in a slim 5 1 /4-inch chassis for easy 
installation . ... and you have your choice of Winchester/backup 
combinations. 

Choose one or two Winchester drives . Winchester and floppy 
backup or Winchester and streaming tape backup . 

You'll appreciate the reliability of Plessey's new Winchester 
subsystems. And save on maintenance costs, too. 

Because the disc platters, read/write heads and positioners are 
sealed in a contamination-free environment, you eliminate the risk 
of head crashes . 

Reduce periodic maintenance. No costly air filters to replace. 
No head alignments. No read/write adjustments. 

In addition , the clean recording environment allows closer 
tolerances in the positioning of the read/write heads. Yields greater 
recording densities . Higher transfer rates . 

Compact 
Reliable 
Fast 

No wonder the future belongs to Winchester disc drives. 
No wonder Plessey is the recognized leader in 

DEC-compatible data storage systems. 

*Total RL02 capacity is 40 Mbytes 

Q-BIJS.AND UMBIJS CO•ATIBLE WINCHESTERS AND 
DEC-BASED CO~ER SYSTEMS WITH WINCHEmR 
STORAGE AVAILABLE FROM PLESSEY 
PEllPHERAL SYmMS 

NOWI 
For years Winchester disc drives have been a common sight 

around large computer installations. Magnetic tape, used for 
archival storage, provided the backup required for the fixed media 
Winchesters. 

FSV06ZJ 

FSV06ZJ 

87,984 
SAVE 81991 

28 Mbyte fixed , Winchester storage and 1.2 Mbyte, double-sided, double 
density floppy for backup. Includes quad-wide Winchester controller . Dual
wide floppy disc controller. 5-1 /4" chassis includes power supply 

The same backup requirement stalled the use of Winchester 
technology in small minicomputer systems . Start-stop magnetic 
tape transports were too expensive for the small systems user. 
Floppy disc too slow . 

Widespread use of 8-inch Winchester technology had to wait 
until someone solved the backup problem. 

ANY WAY YOO ADD IT 
YOO'RE THE WINNER 

WITH WINCHESTERS FROM 
PlfSSEY PEllPHERAL SYSTEMS 

DEC. LS/./ I . Q-Bus. Unibus. RT- I I . RSX- I JM and RS TS £ .are mulemarks o/' Digiwl £ q11ip111e/l/ Corpormio11 . 



;;ADD A 
WINCHES 
YOUR DEC 
ADD A WI 
FROM PLESSEY 
INTROOOCING PLESSEY'S NEW 8" WINCHESTER 
YOU SAVE 20% BY ORDERING NOW 

PLESSEY SOLVES THE BACKUP PRml.EM 
Three years ago, Plessey Peripheral Systems set out to find the 

ultimate Winchester backup system. 
The perfect solution would be simple to use. Fast. 

Inexpensive. 
Two and a half years later, Plessey introduced its 1/4-inch 

streaming cartridge tape backup device - the PM-CSV 11 A. 

It's simple to use 
Fast 
Inexpensive 

So simple to use, in fact, a first-time user can perform backup 
routines within minutes . Effortlessly . Flawlessly . 

FSV06TJ 

AllJ A wraBTER 
WITH FAST, EASY TO 
USEBAaoF 

FSV06TJ 

88,498 
SAVE 82124 

Combines 28 Mbyte 8" Winchester with 1 /4" streaming tape . Fast. Easy to 
use. True tape streamer - completes backup in 5 minutes. Operates at 
90ips. NOT a TM11 orTU11 emulation. Unique . Convenient . Easy to handle 
tape cartridges cut media cost drastically. And store easily too . 

Subsystem includes Winchester, tape streamer, power supply , 
chassis, controllers , and Cartridge Image Backup utility software. 

Backup your new Winchester without interrupting your processor. 
New on-line backup under RSX-11 M allows file(s) transfer from fixed

media Winchester to%" tape or complete disc backup to tape online (non
streaming) . Only available from Plessey Peripheral Systems. 

TRUE TAPE STREAMER 
So fast you can backup an entire 28 Mbyte Winchester in 5 

minutes. 
Simply insert a tape cartridge. Type in a command and the 

tape drive does the rest. At 90 !PS you can backup an entire 28 

20"10SAVINGS1111 PlfllEY'l lmllJE 
SYST-23VTJ - 111: l'tlJIT ADVANCED 
1.11-11/23 BASED SYSTEM ANYWllRE 

• • • 

I 
23VTJ-320 =--:::: a 
815,080 §::..--:.: 

§::..~ • 
SAVE 83770 §::..~ ~ 

§::..~ • 
---::: a -

At 20% off, the most advanced LSl-11 /23 based computer system just 
became the best priced. 28 Mbyte Winchester, 1/4-inch tape streamer, 
LSl-11 /23 CPU with 128 Kbyte memory, serial line interface, 9-slot quad 
backplane in one desktop cabinet. 

Enough computing power for eight users. Reliable Winchester storage. 
Easy to use streaming tape backup device that provides archival storage 
and software distribution. 

That's advanced . But, there's more, Easily upgradeable with additional 
Winchester storage. And is fully supported by DEC or Plessey software. 
Nationwide Field Service. Ready for delivery. NOW. 

HURRY! QUANTITY LIMITED- ORDER NOW 

SAVE 211°10 DUllNG PLESSEY'S 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER .------·----------, 
I 00482 

ADD A WINCHESTER, ADD A WINNER I I For instant savings call toll free 800-852-3587 (800-422-4257 I I California) or clip this coupon and we'll do the rest. I 
1 

0 Send more info 0 Save me more money. Call me. 

1 I Name Phone I 
I Company Name I 
I Address I I City State --- Zip I 
L 

Plesscy Peripheral Systems P.O. Box 196 16 1691 Browning. Irvine. CA 92714 J 
-----------------A Plessey W' Peripheral Systems 

Visit us at 

DEXP082 
Atlanta 
Marriott 

P.O. Box 19616, 17466 Daimler, Irvine , CA 92714 
May 10-12 

Booth 
410/412 Call toll free 1-800-854-3581 

in California 1-800-422-4217 

Write 18 on Reader Inquiry Card 



Streaming Simulator 

tor . The larger the host buffer, the 
longer the system can maintain 
streaming as the data from the disk 
becomes intermittent. Carefully se
lecting the interleave factor allows 
for matching of data transfer rates 
between disk and tape. Interleave 
factor is defined for this simulation 
program as the increment of the 
disk sector address that establishes 
the periodicity of sector reading. 
For example , an interleave factor 
of 3 means that the disk will read 
sectors 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, etc. In cases 
where the number of sectors per 
track is a multiple of the interleave 

. factor , additional sectors may have 
to be skipped at the end of a track . 
A track/sector map is used in the 
program to establish correct 
sequence. 

In the simulation , data is read 
from disk to sector buffer, sector 
buffer to host buffer, host buffer to 
tape buffer , and tape buffer to 
tape. Read-after-write verification 
is taken into account. Tape buffers 
are filled first ; then the host buffer. 
Until both are filled , data is not 
written on the tape . Figure 2 illus
trates the program flow , in simpli
fied form . There is a Supervisor 

If data isn't pro
vided from disk to 
the tape and host 
buffers as fast as it is 
written onto the 
tape, the tape drive 
will stop. 

program and Disk, Tape and Host 
sub-programs. The Supervisor links 
the sub-programs into a proper se
quence of events. The simulation 
program is coded in Basic. 

Underflow Disrupts 
Streaming 
If data is not provided from the 
disk to the tape and host buffers as 
fast as it is written onto the tape , 
the buffers will eventually run out 
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Figure 3: The time required to back-up 1 MB of data and transf er it to tape is shown 
as a f unction of interleave fa ctor. For this particular case, the fl.a t section of the curve 
indicates that streaming is maintained when the interleave f actor is either 2, 3 or 4. 

of data and the tape drive will stop. 
This condition is called buffer un
derflow in the simulator. Ideally, 
underflow should be avoided , since 
streaming tape drives take a rela
tively Jong time to reposition and 
start. To avoid start/stop gaps on 
the tape, the restart algorithm is as 
follows: after a stop command, the 
drive decelerates to a stop; to con
tinue , the tape backs up to a point 
before the end of the previous re
cord and then ramps up to speed in 
the forward direction to resume re
cording immediately following the 
last written data. This repositioning 
takes about 600 ms. 

As a general rule of thumb , you 
need enough host buffer to last at 
least through two disk revolutions 
without new data coming from the 
disk to the host , while still provid
ing data to the tape . 

Graphic Simulation Results 
Two useful curves that can be plot
ted by the simulation program are: 
back-up time as a function of inter
leave factor for a given host buffer 

size ; and the effect of host buffer 
size on records written before the 
first underflow. Figure 3 gives an 
example of a system using a Win
chester with a 90 ips streaming tape 
drive and assumes a 3 Kbyte host 
buffer. 

In Figure 3, the time required to 
back-up lMB of data and transfer 
it to tape is shown as a function of 
interleave factor. At factor one 
there is no time for the host to un
load the sector buffer between sec
tors and only one sector can be 
transferred per revolution of the 
disk. The flat section of the curve 
indicates that streaming is main
tained when the interleave factor is 
either 2, 3 or 4. The back-up time 
for lMB is then only 15 seconds . 
This would be equivalent to back
ing up 20 MB of data in 5 minutes. 
As the interleave factor goes high
er, the effective transfer rate de
creases , resulting in an increasing 
frequency of underflow conditions . 
The more often underflow occurs , 
the more tape repositionings occur , 
and the longer it takes to back-up 
the disk. 
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NCHESTER 
BACKUP 
PLUS 

... on-line working storage in a box 
no bigger than a standard 8"floppy! 

The LYNX 
from Data 
Peripherals 
• Removable Winchester 

cartridge 
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• Under $1500* 
• Production units 

shipping now 

• 111 large OEM quantities 
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·~p . h I SUNNYVALE{408)745-6500 

BOSTON (617) 329-3654 
965 Stewart Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 er1p era s K (X-DATA, SLO GH, BERKS.) 753-49117 
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Write 31 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Streaming Simulator 

EFFECT OF HOST BUFFER SIZE ON 
RECORDS WRITTEN BEFORE FIRST REPOSITION 
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Figure 4: In a case where the interleave factor is just beyond perfect streaming. this 
curve shows the number of records that will be streamed to tape before the fi rst repo
sitioning, or between underflow conditions. 

Write 41 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Figure 4 illustrates what happens 
when the system is just beyond a 
perfect streaming scenario. It 
shows the number of records 
streamed to the tape before the 
first underflow condition (first tape 
reposition) , or alternatively, the 
number of records that will be 

If your application 
generates a small 
number of under
flows, then stream
ing tape may be the 
fastest and most 
economical back
up technology 
available. 

streamed between tape repos1t10n
ings , as a function of host buffer 
size . Since the 90 ips tape drive will 
stream below an interleave factor 
of 5, and a 30 ips tape drive will 
stream below an interleave factor 
of 15 (in this example) , the benefit 
of increasing host buffer size can 
be clearly seen. The greater slope 
of the 30 ips curve indicates that a 
small increase in host buffer size 
buys more advantage than the 90 
ips case. This curve is of particular 
importance if system requirements 
do not allow a selection of an inter
leave factor that will guarantee 
constant streaming. 

When the number of underflows 
becomes large , such as in a file re
organization application, streaming 
may become an inappropriate 
means of back-up . In this case , a 
start/stop cartridge tape drive be
comes the logical choice . However, 
if the application allows for stream
ing , this is the fastest and most eco
nomic a I back-up technology 
available. 0 
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COMPUTERS/SYSTEMS 

Designer's Guide To The STD Bus 

A number of factors 
make the STD bus, 
now with over 70 
manufacturers, one 
of the fastest grow
ing buses of the past 
ten years. 

by Paul Snigier, Editor 

Born in mid-1978 out of a joint 
agreement between Pro-Log and 
Mostek , and developed by Matt 
Biewer (of Pro-Log) , the STD or 
Standard Bus gained rapid accep
tance among designers. There are 
now over 70 manufacturers , the 
majority being board makers. The 
easy-to-use modular board ap
proach , lower design and manufac
turing costs , initial dual-sourcing 
and being in the public domain 
(not patented , copyrighted nor 
trademarked) contributed to the 
spectacular rise of the STD Bus , 
helping to make it one of the fas
test-growing buses of the past ten 
years . In this article , we will look 
at these characteristics and exam
ine some STD Bus concepts so that 
you can more accurately assess its 
suitability to your specific product 
concepts in terms of designability , 
manufacturability and maintain
ability. 

Modularity Cuts Costs 
The high degree of modularity is a 
crucial advantage of the STD Bus 
concept . You choose and pay only 
for those features that you need . 
This is in contrast to other buses , 
which may force you to settle for 
more than what you need , and in
corporate this as added cost buried 
in the overall system or subsystem 
price . Ultimately , this added cost 
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for "overkill" must be paid by the 
end user , who will in turn pass the 
added cost along to his customers 
or clients. The simplicity of the 
STD Bus can eliminate this waste . 

First we will begin with a capsule 
overview of the STD Bus. 

The bus is a 56-pin synchronous 
bus with five sections: 

• six data lines 
• eight bidirectional data lines 
• 16 address lines 
• 22 control lines (three 

bidirectional) 
• four auxiliary power lines. 
All data and address lines are 

tristate buffered , as in most buses. 
Control lines contain controls for 

flow between cards . For the most 
part, you can alter system func
tions , memory type and even CPU 
type by merely replacing cards. 
With existing STD Bus card mak
ers , and new card makers entering 
or switching to the STD Bus CPU's ~ 
and other functions available in 
card sets have more than doubled 
in the past two years. The Pro-Log/ 
Mostek gamble paid off handsome-
ly, for STD Bus makers , for OEMs 
and for end users. 

STD Brings Consistency 
Unlike many other µP buses in 
wide use that are tied to the quirks 
of particular µPs , the STD Bus is 

STD CARD 
INCHES MILLIMETERS 

DIMENSIONS NOMINAL TOLERANCE NOMINAL TOLERANCE 

Card Length 6.500 ± 0 .025 165.10 ± 0.64 
Card Height 4.500 + 0.005, - 0.025 114.30 + 0.13, - 0.64 
Plated Board Thickness 0.062 ± 0.003 1.58 ± 0.08 
Card Spacing 0.500 MIN 12.70 MIN 

Figure 1: STD card dimensions exclude the card ejector and 110 interface connec
tions, which may or may not be on the card. 

memory, 1/0 , bus access , inter
rupts and lines for CPU action. 
Power distribution has ± 5V for 
logic and ± 12Vdc auxiliary power, 
with the option of using it for 
± 15Vdc or adapting to it with dc
dc adapter cards . Although it has 
only 16 address lines capable of di
rectly addressing 64K of memory , 
memory expansion permits ad
dressing far more . 

Most STD edge-connected cards 
are small , almost tiny , compared to 
other bus boards , measuring only 
4.5" wide by 6.5" long, regardless, 
of function. The bus is 56-lines 
wide, using a 56-pin (dual 28-pin) 
edge connector. Pins are spaced 
0.125". The system , constructed 
around a standard bused mother
board , allows any card to be insert
ed in any slot. 

With STD card sets , irrespective 
of the manufacturer , the bus will 
handle all internal communica
tions , facilitating an orderly signal 

universal. It can handle any of the 
popular 8-bit µPs and some others . 
It avoids ambiguities so common 
on other µP buses because all STD 
bus lines are already defined. 

System controls exist for mem
ory and 1/0. The bus can enable 
operations like memory expansion , 
memory-mapped 1/0 , DRAM re
fresh , DMA, multiprocessing, sin
gle-stepping, slow devices , power 
fail, fixed priority and daisy-chain 
interrupts. 

The simplicity of the bus almost 
eliminates-and in some cases to
tally eliminates-considerations of 
handshake and protocol. I;ly select
ing and designing around this total
ly-defined bus , you are almost 
completely freed from worrying 
about bus considerations. You can
not change this bus. If this results 
in a loss of some flexibility , it is 
more than offset by its remaining 
constant, no matter how many sys
tem additions or modifications are 
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made , and no matter who makes 
them or when. No one else can 
change the bus, even if they want
ed to. This is what a bus standard 
is supposed to do. It is also why the 
STD Bus is called the "Standard 
Bus." 

RECOMMENDED INCHES MILLIMETERS 

MINIMUM CARD SPACING MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM 

Component Height 0.375 - 9.52 -
Component Lead Protrusion 0.040 - 1.02 -
Adjacent Card Clearance - 0,010 - 0.25 

All this does not mean that if 
your system uses one bus standard 
that you cannot use another. It is 
possible to adapt one bus to an
other, often without a major rede
sign, if this greater flexibility is 
worth some system degradation. 

Figure 2: Minimum card spacing depends upon card clearance and thickness, which 
is fixed, plus a tradeoff between component height and lead protrusion. Cards unable 
to meet these specs require multiple card slots. An (optional) card ejector occupies 
the top 1.4" (35.6mm) of the card, protruding 0.1" (2 .54mm) out on each side. 

On a related vein, if your invest
ment in existing software routines 
for one given processor is signifi
cant, this does not preclude you 
from discarding your library to use 
the STD Bus. There are a wide and 
rapidly-growing variety of CPU 
cards built around different µPs. 
You may choose a CPU card , 
memory, 1/0 and other functions 
for virtually any application. 

STD Mechanics 
From a mechanical point of view , 

the small STD Bus cards are well
suited for harsh environments, 
have high reliability and make sys
tem support easier. The 4.5" wide 
by 6.5" long cards , which are sup
ported along their vertical and 
horizontal axes, withstand rough 
environments easier than larger 
boards. Larger boards are weaker , 
as are their enclosures , and so can
not tolerate as much vibration
particularly at low frequency-and 
impact shock. These larger enclo
sures are also more expensive. 

Higher reliabilities (MTBFs) are 
not only due to the more rugged 

STD Bus enclosures and cards, but 
also to other parameters such as 
thermal considerations. With in
creasing heat due to the greater 
number of components, it is inher
ently more difficult to cool larger 
boards than smaller ones , such as 
the STD Bus cards. Cooling of 
STD cards will require either a 
lower CFM-capacity and smaller 
fan or permit natural air convec
tion cooling in cases where equiv
alent larger boards would require 
more costly, higher CFM cooling. 
Even if cards are mounted vertical
ly , the STD cage allows convection 

STD Bus Modem Boards Permit Low-Cost LANs 
STD Bus Local Area Network (LAN) gateways and net
work controllers can now be achieved through use of Mi
cro/sys's SB8601 and SB8602 coaxial cable-driven mo
dem boards. Availability of these two boards brings the 
STD Bus into the field of multiple-node data acquisition 
networks for factory automation, automatic test, and pro
cess monitoring applications. 

The SB8601 contains an asynchronous/synchronous 
serial interface port to drive its on-board modem; it oper
ates up to 19,200 baud. Only the modem is included on 
the SB8602, which is intended as an add-on to other Mi
cro/sys communication products. Both boards provide a 
coaxial cable interface. 

When driven by a Micro/sys SB8451 Synchronous Data 
Link Controller (SDLC), the SB8602 can operate at 1 
Mbaud and transfer a 2 Kbyte data block in 17ms. This al
lows block-oriented transmissions (in the standard IBM for
mat) between STD Bus systems, or from STD Bus sys
tems to minicomputers or mainframes. 

Both modem boards use FSK modulation and provide 
typical error rates of less than 10 - 12 for installations with a 
20 dB signal-to-noise ratio. Standard RG-59 coaxial cable 
can be used for links of nearly one mile, and other cable 
types can extend the range to five miles. A 30 dB dynamic 
range allows modems to be attached to the cable at any 
point without gain adjustment or adjacent modem over
load. Receivers employ single-ended, 50 kfl inputs and 
exhibit a normal mode rejection of 10V at 60 Hz. 
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cooling in 55°C ambients. From a 
reliability viewpoint, if the forced 
air cooling is impaired Qy fan or 
blower failure or by aperture 
blockage , the larger card s of 
another bus would have much 
greater difficulty in operating in a 
reduced mode. The STD system 
keeps fully-populated RAM cards 
below 70°C. 

System maintenance of large , 
complex , multi-function boards is 
difficult. Since many functions exist 
on these larger boards , failure of 
any one board is likely to result in 
total system failure; this means 
longer MTTRs, as these boards en
courage longer trouble-shooting . It 
is also more necessary to maintain 
a large spare parts inventory , as 
the tradeoff point between a larger 
board 's throwaway-repair cross
over tends more to the repair side. 
These economics are inherent in 
the nature of the larger boards. On 
the other hand , one- or two-func
tion STD cards encourage trouble
shooting by board-swapping. Also , 
repair can be inherently faster 
(lower MTTR) and can require less 
skilled field repair engineers. 

As an initial cost, larger boards 
require that their systems attempt 
to fully utilize all the functions on 
the board. This is difficult to do 
and the added costs increase drasti
cally with higher volume annual 
production runs. Furthermore , the 
argument that larger-than-spec 
components cannot be fitted onto 
STD cards is not often a problem ; 
and even when it is, it can be 
solved by tradeoffs between com
ponent height and lead protrusion . 

STD Disadvantages 
Some characteristics like lack of 
flexibility , described earlier as an 
advantage , can also be seen as a 
disadvantage . The STD Bus was 
purposely designed to be inflexible ; 
if you are a designer who !nust add 
lines to a bus, then consider an
other one. 

Not all support cards are com
patible with all CPUs, and certain 
peripheral controller cards and spe
cial functions are designed around 
a dedicated peripheral chip for a 
given µP . Operation compatibility 
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must be your foremost concern 
when evaluating boards from dif
ferent STD Bus card makers. If 
based on peripheral ICs that must 
work with a specified CPU, take 
care to see that when you do com
bine boards from different CPU 
families they will work. 

The reason for your concern has 
to do with four STD Control Bus 
lines: pins 37 (REFRESH), 38 
(MCSYNC), 39 (STATUS 1) and 
40 (STATUS 0). These are, respec
tively , Refresh Timing, CPU 
Machine Cycle Synchronization , 
CPU Status and CPU Status. Sig
nal flow is out for all four. Pins 37 
and 39 are on the card's com
ponent side; pins 38 and 40, on 
the circuit side. More specifical
ly ,REFRESH (pin 37) provides re
fresh timing for DRAMs. 

Only a couple of µPs , such as 
the Z80, have an on-chip refresh 
register, while others have the re
fresh address counter on either the 
CPU or auxiliary card. 

The MCSYNC (pin 38) is a tri
state, active low-output signal. This 
signal is outputted once per CPU 
machine cycle. A machine cycle is 
the sequence of addressing, data 
transfer and execution. MCSYNC 
defines the start of this cycle, al
though the signal's exact nature 
and timing obviously depends upon 
the selected µP . STATUS 1 (pin 
39) and ST A TUS 0 (pin 40) pro
vide this timing information for 
special cycle operations. If specifi
cally available, ST A TUS 1 is used 
to identify instruction fetch. 

Now that we know what these 
four bus signals do, we must keep 
in mind that they are implemented 
slightly differently . This will de
pend upon the CPU selected. If 
you are a newcomer to the STD 
Bus , be alert to this potential trou
ble spot. 

PARAMETER 

Positive voltage applied to logic 
input or disabled 3-state output 

Negative DC voltage applied to a logic 
input or disabled 3-state output 

Some CPU-peripheral combina
tions on the STD Bus may be in
compatible because the interface 
board is 1/0-mapped while the 
CPU supports only memory map
ping. Memory-mapped 1/0 treats 
each 1/0 peripheral-whether it be 
a Winchester drive, printer , VDT, 
or even another µP or µC-like 
any memory location. It is possible 
to use memory transfer instructions 
for I/Oing the data. Memory
mapped l/O is superior and is com
mon in µP systems possessing a 
unified bus structure. With it, no 
separate l/O instructions (such as 
OUT and IN) are used , as the 
memory data transfer instructions 
are also used to transfer data be
tween the 110 device(s) by assign
ing a block of unused memory ad
dress as device addresses. By way 
of comparison, in memory-mapped 
110, the 8080A-derived µPs allow 
data transfer not just to the A-reg
ister (accumulator), as with accu
mulator I/Oing, but between the 
memory 110 device and any of the 
seven general-purpose registers. 

Memory-mapped I/O can ad
dress far more peripheral devices 
than can accumulator I/O tech
niques. The advantages come with 
greater risk. The lack of absolute 
decoding of the complete address 
bus can trip careless designers , un
like accumulator I/Oing, where ab
solute decoding is done (where all 
eight lower or eight higher bits 
should designate or decode a given 
110 peripheral device). It is essen
tial to decode the higher address 
bits , particularly Al3-15. With 
memory-mapped 1/0, A0-14 ad
dress line inputs to memory, while 
A15 identifies it as an 1/0 oper
ation. Thus, the far more powerful 
memory instructions will be used. 
For instance, it is unnecessary to 
transfer contents in and out of tern-

LIMIT REFERENCE 

+ 5.5V 
GND pins 3,4 

0 .4 

Figure 3: Maximum ratings for the pins certainly are not recommended operating 
conditions , but are absolute ratings. Exceeding these ratings can damage card com
ponents. Never remove cards or components while voltage is applied, unless 
specified. 
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porary registers when arithmetic 
can be performed directly on an in
put or output latch. 

Like all good things, there is a 
price. In addition to those men
tioned , the loss of one bit means 
that only 32K of directly-addressa
ble memory now exists, not 64K. 
One bit less can be a disaster, and 
there is no way out. When A15 on 
the STD/CPU address bus is ONE, 
memory-mapped I/O exists; other
wise (logic ZERO), it does not. 
When A15 is logic ONE, bits A0-7 
decode a selected I/O peripheral 
device, which looks like an 8-bit 
memory location, so that MRis are 
used to R/W from/to that selected 
peripheral device. Using these 
MRis is a great strength. Although 
in a small system, this is fine, in a 
larger one it may rule out use of 
memory-mapped I/O. Depending 
upon the peripheral-CPU incom
patibility and your system memory 
needs, this could pose a serious 
problem. 

Fortunately, in industrial con
trol, robot, control automation and 
process control applications-for 
which the STD Bus hardware/mod
ule software approach is well-suit
ed-there is rarely the need for 
great quantities of memory, as 
there often is in data processing 
applications. 

MRis generally need three bytes 
to address a port location, to de
fine it out of the possible 64K loca
tions. This is a disadvantage. Spe
cial I/O instructions, on the other 
hand, require only eight bits , not 
16 bits of address. The need for ex
tra address bytes means that mem
ory-mapped I/O instructions can 
take longer to execute , although 
using two-byte memory instruc
tions (short addressing) can solve 
this problem. 

By way of contrast, the special 
accumulator 1/0 instructions just 
mentioned above are not easily 
confused with MRls. For program
mers , this helps prevent errors. 
Then , the instructions are shorter. 
Also, due to shorter addressing, 
decoding requires less hardware. 
Once again , advantages exact a 
price. Aside from losing the CPU 
power of memory-mapped 110 
(which we have discussed), two 
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CARO PIN SUPPLY VOLTAGE lOLERANCE REFERENCE 

1,2 VCC (+5V) ± 0.25V GND pins 3, 4 
5 VBB #1 (-5V) ± 0.25V GND pins 3, 4 
6 VBB #2 (-5V) ± 0.25V GND pins 3, 4 
55 AUX + V ( + 12V) ± 0.5V AUX GND pins 53, 54 
56 AUX - V ( - 12V) ± 0.5V AUX GND pins 53, 54 

Figure 4: Power bus voltage tolerances. The voltages are specified at the card pins, 
not backplane traces. 7400 logic has a ±0.5Vdc tolerance; logic, ±0.25Vdc. Most 
STD cards require +5Vdc for logic. With upcoming lower-power all-CMOS sys
tems, some of the logic power level pins may be opened up for some applications. 

control pins are "wasted" for IOR 
and IOW. 

Analog Devices 
Many analog devices require a 
± 15 Vdc power supply, and are 
being incorporated into more STD 
Bus cards now. Unfortunately , the 
STD Power Buses only supply 
± 12Vdc (pins 55 and 56 respec
tively) for the Power Bus and 
±5Vdc (pins 1,2 and 5,6, respec
tively) for the logic Power Bus. If 
you must use ± 15 Vdc analog 
components, then there are several 
choices. You could modify auxil
iary power pins 55 and 56 (normal
ly a 24Ydc differential) up to 
± 15Vdc. Then, by regulating the 
± 15Vdc down to ± 12Vdc on the 
cards needing ± 12Vdc, you can 
have both. Or, you can specify 
only those analog ICs that use 
± 12Vdc. 

Another approach is to specify 
de-to-de power converter cards that 
plug directly into the STD Bus 
backplane and operate from the 
STD supply to provide noise-free 
bipolar ± 15 Ydc output. Such 
power converter cards eliminate 
ground loop problems on the STD 
Bus return. These cards are isolat
ed to withstand 500-V common
mode voltages and are EMI/RFI 
shielded to minimize transients 
from entering the power lines and 
passing on to the analog devices, 
which are sensitive to spurious 
em1ss10ns. Prices depend upon 
maximum output current and typi
cally would sell for under $200 to 
over $250 for 150-mA and 300-mA 
current outputs. Those firms mak
ing analog I/O STD Bus cards are 
going to offer de-de power convert
er cards to round out their families. 

Warnings in the past have been 

voiced about inserting cards the 
wrong way-that is, swapping com
ponent and circuit (trace) sides. If 
space allows , ejector tabs help pull 
stubborn cards out of their card 
cage. In addition, certain cages use 
ejector tabs to prevent the acciden
tal backward reinsertion of re
moved cards. An insertion card
slot priority key (notched between 
~ns25and27 , and26and2~pre
vents backward reinsertion of 
cards. Cards keyed with this single, 
offset key slot must not use the slot 
between pins 27 and 29 or between 
28 and 30 or this will invalidate the 
polarity keying. 

Wire-wrap pins can scrape adja
cent boards if care is not taken. Al
though the minimum interboard 
spacing is 0.5'', 0. 75 11 is commonly 
used, as the added 0.25 11 minimizes 
this. Wire-wrap prototype boards 
can be messy , and some cages have 
a few slots with 211 spacing just 
for this. 

Other mechanical problems ex
ist. Cards may be too thin and the 
edges unsmoothed or unrounded. 
Look for power and ground traces 
wider than the others, as well as 
wire-wrap wires soldered to the 
card 's underside ("worms" ). Silk
screened component labels and 
other identifiers make trouble
shooting and servicing easier, and 
will cut your long-term costs. 

The Future 
A number of trends are affecting 
STD Bus use. One key trend is 
greater support and variety of 
cards coming from a growing (70-
plus) list of STD product vendors. 
More 64-K RAMs , and even 256-K 
RAMs (next year) , will show up on 
STD cards. Another factor at work 
is the volume of STD Bus cards . 
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STD-Bus Compatible SBC 
Mostek Corp has expanded its line of STD-Z80-Bus com-
patible microcomputer boards with the addition of a single
board computer called the MDX-CPU3. 

The card features an RS232 serial port and an 8-bit out
put port with a handshake for connection to a printer. Us
ing 64K dynamic RAMs, it has 64 Kbytes of dynamic mem
ory and up to 32K of ROM or EPROM memory using a 
single 28-pin memory socket. 

The CPU3 supports a flexible memory map configura
tion, allowing the user to map ROM anywhere on 2K 
boundaries in the 64K memory map. This feature permits 
up to 16 different configurations selectable from software. 

Using only 18 of the possible 256 port addresses, the 
CPU3 leaves 238 port addresses for user expansion. 

The CPU3 also generates all address and control sig
nals necessary to refresh external dynamic RAM modules 
to support multiple memory banks. All signals are fully buf
fered for system expandability, and the CPU3 has a bi-di
rectional reset capability which allows operation with a 
power-fail-detect module, such as the Mostek MDX-PFD. 

Sales have grown explosively, espe
cially considering that the STD Bus 
is a newcomer, compared to older 
buses such as the staid Multibus, 
which came on the scene in 1974. 
The growing sales of STD Bus pro
ducts , and the force of the learning 
curve, mean that prices will contin
ue falling until there is no replace
and-discard-versus-repair decision 
to be made . Every field-serviceable 
STD card will be so low-cost it will 
be automatically discarded and re
placed with a new one , thus lower
ing support and inventory stocking 
costs , not to mention delays . The 
more complicated buses cannot fol
low suit. 

or are about to introduce entire 
CMOS STD-Bus card families. 
When this stampede really gets un
der way , perhaps by late this year , 
we will see sealed STD-Bus, all
CMOS card cages enter the tough 
environments of factories , machine 
shops, garages (in dynamometers 
and wheel aligners , etc) , bakeries , 
chemical plants , construction 
(cranes , etc) and in thousands of 
yet-untapped commercial and in
dustrial applications that no other 
µP systems nor buses were tough 
enough to enter until now. I sus
pect that the STD Bus makers and 
their OEMs are poised on the edge 
of an explosive growth, perhaps 
unequalled by any other bus. 

There is a problem in the lack of 
CMOS bus-driver chips. It is possi
ble that a CMOS STD Bus will 
emerge as a STD Bus spec subset. 

This seems likely, and it is a devel
opment worth watching. With an 
all-CMOS STD system, it is possi
ble that the low power require
ments will permit opening up more 
lines for other needs , such as mem
ory expansion. 

Another exciting development is 
the expansion of the 16-bit µPs 
into the STD Bus , as well as sys
tem memories that will be well in 
excess of the 64-Kbyte maximum 
directly addressable with the 16-ad
dress bus pins. With more common 
availability of 64-Kbit chips , these 
over-64-Kbyte STD Bus systems 
will become fairly common. As 
chip capabilities and capacities rise , 
the smaller size and form factor of 
the STD card is becoming less of 
an objection , but is becoming a li
ability for the bigger bus boards . 

The trend is toward larger 

The 0°C to 55°C cards we see 
now will still exist in the next few 
years , although they will be joined 
by newer, higher-rated cards in the 
0°C to 70°C or better range. Up
coming, all-CMOS STD cards will 
help here , and will also provide the 
added benefits of higher voltages , 
lower power consumption and 
greater noise immunity. Since in 
smaller STD Bus microsystems , the 
CPU often consumes a greater ra
tio of total power , the newer 
CMOS µPs will help cut power 
consumption. Despite few present
ly-existing CMOS support cards 
and CMOS card incompatibility 
with many existing STD cards , nu
merous STD product makers have 

STD BUS CARD PARAMETER TEST CONOl110NS MIN MAX UNITS 
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VoH (high-state output voltage) Vee = MIN loH = -15mA 2.4 - v 
V1L = 0.8V V1H = 2V 

VoH (high-state output voltage) Vee = MIN loH = 24 mA - 0.5 v 
V1L = 0.8V V1L = 0.2V 

V1H (high-state input voltage) 2.0 - v 
V1L (low-state input voltage) - 0.8 v 
TR, T F (rise time, fall time) 4 100 NS 

Figure 5: Logic signal characteristics. The STD Bus is TTL-compatible. Input load
ing/output drive is specified (under worst case conditions) in unit loads, defined as 
20µA for max. high-level input-current, and -400µA for max. low-level input-cur
rent. Thus, a 50-unit output can drive 50 cards with one-unit load inputs. 
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Who will be first 
with the avionics 

of the 21st century? 
It could be you and Hughes Radar 

Systems. 
We pioneered pulse Doppler radar 

and built the first operational airborne 
programmable signal processor. Today, 
three out of the four front-line U.S. 
tactical aircraft have Hughes radars . 
We're leaders in synthetic aperture 
radar, in-weather reconnaissance and 
strike radar, high order language, an
tenna arrays and holographic displays. 
We're even building the rendezvous 
radar for the Space Shuttle. 

And with computer-aided design, 
manufacturing, and testing of intelli· 
gent radar devices, the future is at 
Hughes. 

In fact , Hughes is one of the nation 's 
largest employers of electronic engi
neers and a major employer in virtually 
every other scientific, computer and 
technical discipline - with 1,500 pro
jects and a backlog of over $6 billion. 
Yet we're decentralized to give you the 
kinds of environments that stimulate 
innovation and promote recognition of 
your work. 

Who will be first with the avionics of 
the future? It could be you and Hughes. 

At Hughes Radar Systems, we' ll 
introduce you to people, ideas and jobs 
that could change your world . And 
maybe ours. 

It could be you and Hughes 
Radar Systems 
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Call (213) 647-4900, collect, 
or send resume to : 

Engineering Employment 
Hughes Radar Systems 
P.O. Box 92426, Dept. DD-4 
Los Angeles, CA 90009 

Current openings: 

Analog/Integrated Circuit 
Design Engineering 

Antenna Systems Design & Test 
CAD/CAM/CAT 
Computer Graphics Engineering 
Digital Circuits Design & Test 
Engineering Design 
Industrial Engineering 
LSI Design/Development/Test 
MIC Design Engineering 
Microprocessor Applications 
Production Process Engineering 
Production Test Engineering 
Radar Systems Design 
Reliability Engineering 
RF/Microwave Design 
Software Design/AnalysisfTest 
Systems Engineering 
Systems Integration & Test 

r------------------, 
I I 

: HUGHES i 
I I 

L------------------~ 
HU G H ES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
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STD Bus 

REFRESH* MCSVNC" STATUS 1• STATUS o• 
PIN 37 PIN 38 PIN 39 PIN 40 

8080 - SYNC* M1* -
8085 - ALE* S1 * SO* 

NSC800 REFRESH* ALE* S1* SO* 

8088 - ALE * DT/R* SSO* 

Z8o REFRESH* (RD*+WR*+INTAK*) M1 * -
6800 - 02* VMA* R/W* 

6809 - EOUT* (02*) - R/W* 

6809E - EOUT* (02*) LIC* R/W* 

6502 - 02* SYNC* R/W* 

* Low-level active R/W* Read high, write low 

- Not used DT/R* Data transmit high, receive low 

of memory that many control auto
mation , process control and other 
commercial and industrial applica
tions simply do not need. Nor do 
these applications require costly 
development aids in many in
stances. Semi makers are interest
ed in what they can make more 
money at; and, consequently, any
thing that might hinder this would 
not receive their blessings. This has 
not always helped designers and 
OEMs in control automation, pro
cess control , industrial engineering, 
and related design areas. Since 
these designers do not represent as 
great a relative market as the data 
processing-type applications , their 
best interests (when they conflict 
with dp-types) obviously will not 
receive first priority. 

Figure 6: 8-bit µP peripheral timing control lines. Pins 37-40 are defined differently 
depending upon the µP. Here are nine popular micros. For others contact the indi
vidual card makers. 

memories with larger word size and 
word number. The semiconductor 
makers obviously strongly support 
this trend, for good accounting rea
sons. Since memory device costs 
are fa lling, semi makers must make 
more profits from selling greater 
quantities of memory devices, 

boards and subsystems, as well as 
µP development systems, in-circuit 
emulators and other aids. Larger 
word sizes help provide the impe
tus to sell more memory, and they 
make more money . 

Standard Standards 
As for IEEE STD Bus standards, 
the IEEE authorized a working 
group (No. P961) last October to 
draft an STD Bus standard in one 
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The problem is that the data pro
cessing-related markets require lots 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
If a requalification form is attached to the cover 
of your magazine, this indicates that you must re
qualify your FREE subscription to DIGITAL DESIGN 
at this time. 

Please do not delay! 

To avoid missing upcoming issues of DIGITAL DE
SIGN, please complete this form immediately, and re
turn it with your address label attached to the Circula
tion Department. 

ATTENTION OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS: Due to 
rising postage and printing costs, we must require that 
overseas subscribers share the cost of postage. Sur
face mail delivery costs $15.00 per year, and Air Mail 
delivery is $35.00 per year. Note that all checks must 
be payable in U.S. funds, and drawn on a U.S. bank. 

Thank you. 

The Circulation Department 

California 
Comnuter 
oate: Aprn 22, 19s2 ShoaaJ 
Place: Hyatt Hotel , .. 

Palo Alto, CA. 
Time: 12:00 - 7:00 

TAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW - meet the industry 
giants as well as the innovators who'll be tomorrow's leaders. 

A single source computer show for OEM's, sophisticated 
end users. dealers and distributors. the California Computer 
Show features the industry's newest developments in a 
one-day regional format . 

Featured will be the latest in computers. from minis to 
micros. graphics. peripherals. systems and software. You're in 
good company at the industry's only comprehensive one-day 
show with exhibitors representing IBM, CDC. Memorex. 
Qume. Versatec. DEC, Data General, HP, Shugart, Lexidata, 
Dataproducts and more. 

Keep in touch with a volatile industry. See tomorrow's 
products ... today. 

For more information or invitations con tact Norm De 
Nardi Enterprises. 289 S. San Antonio Rd .. Suite 204, Los 
Altos. CA 94022. (415) 941-8440. 

COMING UP - a new. extended fiiJR 
2-day show. COMPUSOURCE '82. 
scheduled for December 8-9. 1982 at 
San Jose·s new Red Lion Inn. MARK 
YOUR CALENDAR NOW' 

Norm De Nardi Enterprises 
289 S Sa n Anl onm Ad . 
Suite 204. 
Los Altos. CA 94022 
14151941 -8440 
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Various CPU types 
and their varying 
speeds can make it 
difficult to select 
interchangeable 
cards that will work 
together. 

year. The group chairman is the 
STD Bus creator, Matt Biewer. 
The group is separate from the 
non-profit STD Bus Users Group 
(Bill Shields, Chairman) STDUSR 
(8697 Frobisher St, San Diego , CA 
92126). The P961 draft proposals 
include STDMG specs and a cen
tral timing spec to cover 1/0 han
dling and memory. As mentioned 
earlier, various CPU types and 
their varying speeds can make it 
difficult to select interchangeable 

We specialize in and have openings , nationwide, for ELEC· 
TRONIC & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS IN R&O, design , appli· 
cation. manufacturing and maintenance. No contract re· 
quired , Clients pay all fees . Please send resume in confi· 
dence . giving present salary, areas to relocate to: 

b 
F. Nelson Hall 

HARVEY PERSONNEL 
P.O. Box 1931 Spartanburg, S.C. 29304 

803-582-5616 
An EEO Agency, Male/Female 

STD BUS MOTHER BOARDS 
4610-8-1 8-position, assembled with 8 con
nectors, 11 decoupling capacitors, 2-piece 
power connector with wires; mounting 
spacers, instruction. $135.00 . 4610-16-1 
same except has 16 connectors, 15 decoup
ling capacitors. $175.00. Up to 10 MHz 
operation. Positions spaced .750". Fara
day shield lines between signal lines plus 
additional shielding opposite side. De
livery from stock. 

Vector Electronic Company 
12460 Gladstone Ave . 

PO Box 4336 • Sylmar, CA 91342 
213-365-9661 

Write 53 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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STD Bus 

Providing 256K of dynamic RAM, the DSTD-325 card from dy-4 systems, Ontario, 
Canada is available in 4.0 and 2.5 MHz versions. A single ZBO instruction is used to 
place any one of 32 BK pages in a processor's 64K address space. 

cards that will work together. The 
control timing spec approach de
fines key bus timing, making inter
card selection easier. 

For those looking for STD-Bus 
literature , we suggest you contact 
either STDUSR or a local group 
that by joint agreement can pro-

vide literature: J2 LTD , Technical 
Publications, 1368 Gertrude St, 
San Diego , CA 92110. The extra 
reading could be well worth your 
while, since, in many applications, 
STD Bus components are un
equalled as low-cost , modular, 
computer building blocks. 0 

• ANNOUNCING • 
CI 1220 

TWO MEGA-BYTE FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM FOR LSl-11 BASED SYSTEMS 
DUAL DRIVE - DOUBLE DENSITY - DOUBLE SIDED 

e DEC RX02/RX01 COMPATIBLE 
e .DUAL WIDTH OMA CONTROLLER 
e COMPATIBLE WITH LSI 11 / 2 OR LSI· 11 /23 

e BOOTSTRAP, DIAGNOSTICS PROVIDED. 
RACK MOUNT ENCLOSURE 

e 3 MONTH WARRANTY. PARTS ANO LABOR 

TWO MEGABYTES FOR LESS THAN THE PRICE OF ONE. 
The Cl 1220 is completely compatible with DEC operating systems using DEC RX03 protocol and DEC standard 
DY handler. Compatible with RXOl / RX02 media, IBM 3740 format. Dual width controller operates at +5VDC @ 
2. 7A supplied from LSl-11 backplane and is compatible with any Shugart interface floppy drives. 

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH. 

Chris/in Industries, Inc. 
31352 Via Colinas •Westlake Village , CA 91362 • 213-991-2254 

TWX 910-494-1253 (CH RISLIN WKVG) 

Write 38 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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COMPONENTS 

Designing The CMOS 
NSCBOO Onto The STD Bus 

by Garry J. Anderson 

The STD bu '<;Oncept is well suited 
to industrial µ,P control applications 
where smaller card size is advanta
geous. However, three major prob
lems exist at most industrial sites 
and they conflict directly with cur
rently available STD systems. These 
problems are electrical noise, wide 
temperature fluctuations and power 
outages necessitating a battery back
up system. All of these problems are 
overcome by using an STD Bus 
system designed with CMOS com
ponents. 

To be useful, a CMOS STD Bus 
system must be designed to be com
patible with the existing Bus. In ad
dition, it must be entirely CMOS 
since one LSTTL or NMOS chip 
would prevent the system from at
taining full CMOS temperature 
range, noise immunity and low 
power performance. 

Design Requirements 

To design an STD-NSC800 CPU 
card, we must first establish some 
design requirements. Having estab
lished these, we can then proceed to 
implement them if possible. The 
design goals are: 

I. Compatibility with existing 
STD Bus specifications. 

2. Bus timing signals generated to 
be compatible with existing 8080/ 
8085 and Z80 peripheral chips. 

3. Use of the NSC800 to maxi
mum potential. 

4. At least three byte-wide 
(28-pin) memory sockets on-board 
for either ROM or RAM. 

Garry J. Anderson is Product Engi
neer at Baradine Products Limited, 
PO Box 86757, North Vancouver, 
B.C. , Canada V7L 4L3. 
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CMOS components 
overcome the prob
lems inherent in us
ing the STD bus for 
µP control applica
tions. 

5. Memory Map Decoder PROM 
for flexible addressing of the on
board memory sockets. 

6. Use of the NMC27CI6 CMOS 
UV EPROM and TC5516 CMOS 
RAM for best memory perfor
mance. 

7. On-board Jump-on-Reset ad
dress capability and Memory Ex
pansion (MEMEX) port for boot
strap operation with a CP /M oper
ating system. 

8. On-board power-fail detector 
to stop the processor on power-fail. 

9. On-board interrupt flip-flops 
for the three built-in restart inter
rupts . External access via the user's 
edge of the card. 

10. All components to be CMOS 
with the possible exception of some 
MIL-SPEC linear devices. 
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NSC 800 

BUS TERMINATORS 

STD BUS CMOS BUS 
PARAMETER (74LS245 (74SC245 

Standard Combined RC 
220/330 ohm 1Kl100 ohm 

Drivers) Drivers) 

+ SV + SV 

Sink Current 24mA 12mA 
at V0 L = 0.5 volt 

_,_ 
220 ohm }· Signal Signal 

Line Line r··· < 
330 ohm 

330 ohm 

~ 

I source Current 
at V0 H = 2.4 volt 

-15mA - 14mA 

Thevenin voltage = 3.0V Thevenin voltage = 5.0V 
de impedance = 132ohm de impedance = 1Kohm 
ac impedance = 132ohm ac impedance s 370 ohm 
(all frequencies) (above 4MHz) 
Sink current = 20mA Sink current = 5mA 

Figure 1: Bus Drive. Trade-offs resulting from existing bus 
driver chips determine the CMOS BUS properties. 

Figure 2: Bus Terminators. A low power, high performance 
RC bus terminator eases CMOS drive requirements. 

The STD Bus 

The existing STD Bus specifies 
mechanical card size as well as the 
electrical properties of the Bus (see 
STD Bus Specification and Practice 
available from Pro-Log Corpor
.ation). Figure 1 summarizes the bus 
drive requirements. Existing 
74LS245 bus drivers are more 
powerful than their CMOS counter
parts. Hence, a trade-off is neces
sary to reduce the bus drive require
ments to that obtainable from exist
ing CMOS chips. 

At present, only RCA and Mitel 
make CMOS bus driver chips with 
respectable speed (30 ns) and drive 
current (12-30mA). Unfortunately, 
the powerful CD40115/40116 
(30mA) is only available as an inver
ting driver and RCA has no plans to 
make a non-inverting version. For
tunately, Mitel has both inverting 
(MD74SC545) and non-inverting 
(MD74SC245) bus drivers available . 
Therefore, the first design decision 
is established: Mitel (or equivalent) 
bus drivers must be used for driving 
all bus lines in order to achieve the 
performance shown in Figure 1. 

At present, no specification exists 
for terminating or shielding the STD 
Bus. In order to minimize the gen
eration of cross-talk noise and bus 
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"ringing", it is essential to ter
minate every signal line with a low 
impedance. This has traditionally 
been accomplished by using a 220/ 
330 ohm terminator network or 
more recently, by using active ter-

10/M· 1 J--<--< 

74PC08 

•Active Low Signal 

mination techniques. These termin
ators provide an ac/dc impedance 
of approximately 132 ohms and re
quire a sink current of 20mA. 

A better terminator is shown in 
Figure 2 which has two advantages 

INTAK' 
.xr~+-~~~~7 43 

74SC245 

Figure 3: Bus Timing. Compatibility with 808018085 and Z80 peripherals is achieved 
by on-board logic to generate the correct timing. 
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NSC 800 

10/M· 

NSCBOO 

INTA 

ADn-- ----<1 

WA n ---- - .rv 

74PC08 

ALE f-------l 

74PC04 

+5V 

MAEQ• 

0-- IOAQ• 

74PC08 

+5V 

s 
STROBE• 

D a 
74PC74 

GP a 
A 

•Active Low Signal 

Figure 4: Memory Timing. A valid memory address strobe must be generated to per
mit the use of synchronous and dynamic memories in a system. 

STATE T1 T2 TW TW TJ T4 

CLK 

ALE 

VALID ADAS 

INTA• 

AFSH" 

M1• 

MREQ" 

IORQ• 

·Active Low Signal 

Figure 5: Timing Diagram. The NSC800's Mode 2 Interrupt Acknowledge/ Refresh 
Cyde is complemented by a strobed MREQ* and IORQ* line in an attempt to be com
patible with existing peripherals and memory systems. 
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over the standard terminator: it re
quires a de sink current of only 
5mA, and it pulls up the signals to 5 
volts instead of 3 volts providing 
slightly better noise immunity in the 
high state. For signal frequencies 
above 2MHz the impedance of the 
.0011-tF capacitor is low enough such 
that the 330 ohm ac impedance 
becomes effective. 

The lower power drive require
ments of this terminator make more 
sense for the CMOS bus drivers 
available. The existing CMOS 
drivers will not drive the standard 
220/330 ohm terminators and re
main within specification. 

In order to maintain TTL voltage 
level compatibility, Mite! has com
promised on the inherent noise im
munity of CMOS logic by reducing 
their threshold levels to that of 
TTL. What could have been 1.5 
volts of noise immunity has been 
reduced to 0.8 volts, a 50% sacri
fice. National Semiconductor has 
done the same thing with the 
NSC800 input thresholds. Unfortu
nately, these compromises tend to 
negate the noise immunity afforded 
by the rest of the CMOS logic in the 
system. 

Bus Timing 

Since the NSC800 has the instruc
tion set and features of the Z80, it 
should be able to work with existing 
Z80 peripheral chips for maximum 
utilization of the CPU's features. 
This would include Mode 2 vectored 
interrupts and transparent refresh 
cycles for dynamic memory systems. 
However, since it is packaged like 
an 8085 which did not support either 
Mode 2 interrupts or dynamic 
memory refresh, an incompatibility 
exists between the NSC800's pin-out 
and timing signals and the require
ments of the Z80 peripheral chips. It 
is therefore necessary to generate 
additional timing signals on-board 
to approximate the Z80 timing. 

Figure 3 shows some of the logic 
necessary to generate the correct in
terrupt timing signals for the Z80 
peripherals . The op-code fetch (Ml) 
signal is easily generated from the 
state codes (S0, Sl). The Z80 inter
rupt acknowledge cycle requires 
both Ml and IORQ to be active 
simultaneously. This is achieved by 
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When You Need . See Us at DEXPO '82 Booth 1002, May 10-12, Marriott Hotel, 

• • Atlanta, (Near U.S. Spring DELUS Symposium) . 

WINCHESTER DISK SYSTEMS 
FOR THE Q-BUS 

ADD-ON SUBSYSTEMS 
MWDS WDS RPX60 

L 

5-1/4" DISKS 8" DISKS 14" DISKS 

11/M·W 

11/B·W 

FULL TURNKEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

• • • think of Andro111eda 
Andromeda Systems, Inc. offers the Q-Bus user a wide selection of Winchester disk based mass 
storage systems. Both add-on subsystems and full turnkey computer systems are available . Current storage 
capacities range from 2.5mb to 160mb. The Winchester disk controllers emulate DEC RK-05 , RL-01/02 , and 
RP-02/ 03 devices for compatibility with existing operating systems . 
Winchester disks in 5 1/4" , 8" and 14" formats are used to obtain 
the best possible performance in a variety of package sizes . 

Back-up is to floppy disk or streaming magnetic tape . The 51/4" and 
8" systems may be specified with an intregral floppy disk drive ; 
these systems use the Andromeda WDCll controller that includes 
an RX-02 emulating floppy disk controller on the same dual-width 
card. Also available for backup is a separate , high performance , 
non-emulating floppy disk controller , the DFDCll / DMDCll . This 
proprietary controller offers 25 to 61 percent more storage along 
with a data transfer rate 2 .25 times faster than the RX-02 . 

Write 23 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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We offer a complete llne of Q·Bus 
based systems and other LSl-11 re
lated products. For detalls, contact: 

ANOFlOMEO" 
S':'S1EMSm 
9000 Eton Ave. INC. 
Canoga Park, Callf. 91304 
Phone: 213/709-7600 
TWX: (910) 494-1248 

DEC, LSl -11 , AK-05, AX-02, AL01 , AP02 are 
trademarks of the Dig Ital Equipment Corp. 
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NSC 800 

ORing the NSC800's INT A signal 
onto the IORQ line. If this timing is 
not generated it may not be possible 
to use Mode 2 interrupts with some 
Z80 peripheral cards already in ex
istence. 

A problem also exists with 
memory timing if either synch
ronous or dynamic memories are to 
be used . Both types of memory re
quire a strobe pulse which occurs 
after a valid memory address (A@ ... 
Al5) has been established. The Z80 
MREQ signal performs this func
tion since it is pulsed during every 
memory cycle including refresh. It 
can therefore be used directly to 
strobe synchronous memory chips 
and generate RAS-only refresh 
cycles whenever the RFSH status 
line is active. 

Unfortunately, the NSC800 does 
not directly have such strobed 
signals due to the 8085 style pin-out. 
The status signals IO/ M- and RFSH 
cannot be used as a strobe since the 
full 16-bit memory address is not 
valid when they first occur. There
fore, external logic must be used to 
generate a strobe signal which 
begins after the memory address is 
valid (after ALE has latched the ad
dress). The strobe ends after the cur
rent cycle (RD or WR) is finished. 
Figure 4 shows the logic required to 
generate suitable memory timing 
signals. Note that an address latch 
(not register) must be used by ALE 
in order to establish some finite 
memory set-up time before the 
strobe is generated. 

Another problem exists with the 
NSC800 timing during interrupt 
acknowledge cycles. During the first 
half of the cycle the IO/ M- status 
should be high indicating an 1/0 
Fetch Cycle (like the 8085) and dur
ing the last half it should be low in
dicating a memory refresh. How
ever, since IO/ M- cannot change 
state in the middle of a machine cy
cle, the NSC800's IO/ M- line stays 
low throughout the entire cycle, 
creating a slight departure from 
8085 compatibility. 

Figure 5 shows the NSC800's tim
ing waveforms during the critical 
Mode 2 interrupt acknowledge/ 
memory refresh cycle. The strobe 
signals MREQ* and IORQ* gener
ated by the logic in Figure 4 are also 
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Memury Option Socket Socket Socket 
0 1 2 

0: 
Standard 0000·07FF OBOO·OFFF 1000-17FF 
Configurat ion (2K ROM) 2K ROM) 2K RAM) 

1: 0000-0FFF 1000·17FF 1800·1FFF 
More RAM (4K ROM) (2K RAM) (2K RAM ) 

2: 
More ROM OOOO·OFFF 1000·1FFF 2000·27FF 

(4K ROM) (4K ROM) (2K RAM) 

3: 
Bootstrap EOOO·E7FF EBOO·E FFF FOOO·F7FF 

Jump·On·Aeset (2K ROM) (2K ROM) (2K RAM) 

4: Disable all on-board memory 
MEMEX Active 

Figure 6: Memory Map. On-board CMOS Memory Address Decoder PROM provides 
the address map shown here. Mapping PROM can be modified to achieve different 
memory maps. 

shown. Note that the NSC800 auto
matically inserts two wait states 
while INT A* is active. This timing 
diagram demonstrates that MREQ* 
is pulsed correctly during refresh 
but is unwanted before INT A*. 
Hopefully, this will not cause a pro
blem with existing cards. 

Users of the NSC800 should be 
aware that they may experience pro
blems making the NSC800 work 
with existing Z80 peripheral cards 
and dynamic memory systems 
unless additional logic is added. 

Memory Addressing 

Byte-Wide (28-pin) memory sockets 
are required to maintain compati
bility with future memory chips. 
Sockets must be designed to accept 
either RAM or ROM via jumper op
tions. A CMOS memory map 
decoder PROM should be used to 
provide memory address flexibility . 
The Harris HM-6611-9 CMOS 256 x 

4 PROM works nicely as a map 
decoder since all parts appear to be 
faster than specified . Five address 
lines Al5 through Al 1 are used by 
the PROM to provide addressing 
capabilities on 2K boundaries. 

Figure 6 shows the on-board 
memory mapping options available. 
These options are jumper selectable 
using two of the remaining three in
puts to the decoder PROM. The 
third input is used for memory ex
pansion and disables all the on
board memory. 

In order to achieve proper boot
strap operation, an on-board 1/0 
port is provided containing two con
trol bits. One bit controls the alter
nate address logic (0000 or EOOO) 
and the other bit controls the mem
ory expansion (MEMEX) line on the 
STD Bus. The initial jump-on-reset 
to EOOO is jumper selectable as well 
as software controllable. For a full 
64K CP / M system to be obtainable, 
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It's worth planning your June 
right now! 

The most comprehensive 
Conference and Exposition ever 
devoted to computer graphics is 
happening June 13 to 17 in Anaheim, 
California. 

It's the 1982 Conference of the 
National Computer Graphics 
Association , and now's the time to 
make sure you're a part of the picture. 

There's something In It for you. 
Twenty tutorials, 65 technical 
sessions and more than 
120,000 square feet of com
puter graphics exhibits await 

you at NCGA '82. It's a rare opportunity 
to preview the new technologies. To 
share the experiences of more than 
200 leading computer graphics manu
facturers and software companies. 
And, to delve into the areas of com
puter graphics that interest you most. 

Plus, if we receive your pre-registration 
before April 30, you'll save $25.00 off 
the regular registration fee and receive 
a three month bonus on membership 
services. 
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Take a look at our line up. 
We've got a lot in store for 
you at NCGA '82. Our pro
gram highlights include a 
variety of working sessions on: 

Animation 
Business Graphics 
Architectural and Engineering CAD 
Electrical CAD I CAM 
Mechanical CAD/ CAM 
Defense Automation 
Graphic Arts and Media 
Graphics for Machine Mediated Learning 
Mapping and Cartography 
Statistical Graphics and Decision-

Making 
Medical Graphics 
Videotechnology 
Hardware and Software Standards 

Directions for the 80's 
Device Independent Graphics 
Computer Graphics & Petroleum 

Applications 
University Graphics 

Plan on a great time. 
The balmy climate and 
nearby attractions like Disney
land and Marineland make 
Southern California an excit

ing place in June. 

So take us up on our offer and send in 
the registration coupon today or call us 

at (202) 466-5895. Then we'll send you 
conference registration information, 
hotel reservation forms, and everything 
you'll need to get set for 5 challenging 
days at NCGA '82. 

Don't delay. You can save 
$25.00 on your conference 
registration and get your 
three months extra member

ship benefits, if you make your reser-. 
vations by April 30. 

I WANT TO GO THE PICTURE 
ATNCGA'82. 
D Please rush me registration information 

on the NCGA '82 Conference and Exposi
tion 

D I cannot attend, but I would like to receive 
information about the National Computer 
Graphics Association. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

Call or write today to: 
NC GA/DD 
2033 M Street, NW, Suite 330 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
(202) 466-5895 

Zip 
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NSC 800 

Data Bus 

1------6---1 00·07 

Figure 7: Restart In
terrupts. Each of the 
three NSC800 restart 
interrupts has logic 
similar to that shown 
here. A software ac
knowledge allows in
terrupts to be cleared. 
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lOOK 
74C14 

"' 10 ms Debounce 
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0 Ac l1VeLowSigna1 

the MEMEX control bit allows the 
bootstrap EPROM to shadow out 
upper RAM during loading from 
disk and then disappear completely 
after loading. 

An on-board wait-state generator 
is required for memory access from 
EPROM since the NMC27C16 is 
very slow (650 ns). Jumper selec-

----0 ASTB 

---0 ASTC 

table control of the generator allows 
wait states to be inserted during all 
Op-Code Fetch cycles (Ml only). 
All 1/0 cycles have one wait state 
automatically inserted by the 
NSC800. Mode 0 and 2 interrupt 
acknowledge cycles have two wait 
states automatically inserted. Addi
tional wait states are obtainable via 

the STD Bus WAIT* input. 

Interrupts 

Since the NSC800 has plenty of 
interrupt features, the CPU board 
should be designed to make the 
maximum use of them. The Non
Maskable (NMI) and regular inter
rupt (INTR) are available on the 
STD Bus, hence this is where they 
should be used. 

These built in level-sensitive 
restart interrupts are available in the 
NSC800. The most convenient 
method of accessing these is via a 
connector on the User's Edge of the 
card. The inputs should be de
bounced using a 74C14 Schmitt trig
ger and should set individual flip
flops. Each flip-flop must be soft
ware resetable via the on-board 1/0 
port. Sensing of these flip-flops 
should be available for non-inter
rupt driven applications. Interrupt 
enable masks are already provided 
within the NSC800 via 1/0 port 
'BB'. Figure 7 shows the typical 



restart interrupt input flip-flop 
design. 

Conclusions 

Figure 8 shows a block diagram of 
the CMOS STD-NSC800 card 
design. All of the design goals have 
been attained and the result is a fully 
CMOS microcomputer card compa
tible with the STD Bus (with relaxed 
drive requirements). The per
formance of the card should be 
measured in terms of the original 
design objectives as follows: 

Figure 8: Block Dia-
gram. The STD-NSC 
800 card includes map-
ped bytewide ROM/ 
RAM and on-board 
restart flip-flops. En-
tire board is CMOS. 
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Control 5516 or 
6116 '245 

RAM's Bus 

The noise immunity of CMOS 
logic is typically 1.5 volts (at 5V 
Vee) in either high or low state 
which is a two-fold improvement 
over the TTL noise immunity in the 
low state (0.8 volts). Unfortunately, 
the CMOS bus drivers and the 
NSC800 itself reduce the system 
noise immunity to that of TTL. 

grade components are needed to 
achieve this temperature range. 

ienced driving the RC terminated 
STD bus as discussed earlier. When 
the STD-NSC800 CPU card is com
bined with the companion CMOS 
STD cards , a low power, moder
ate noise immunity, battery backed
up industrial control system is ob
tainable. 0 

The operating temperature range 
of the card is typically - 40°C to 
+ 85°C limited in part by the 
NMC27Cl6 EPROM. Industrial 

The power consumption of the 
card with full memory is a mere 
50mA at 5 volts and lMHz. Battery 
back-up systems are feasible at these 
power levels. 

No problems have been exper-
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The Little Printer That Didn't. 

A technician anxiously approaches the test rack early on a Monday 
morning. Sipping his first cup of coffee, he looks expectantly at the 
tape for the results of the test run over the weekend. Blank. Eyes 
widening, he presses the "print" button. Silence. Frantically, he 
searches for a reason. Then he spots it. The printer ... is not a Hecon. 

Hecon has built quality printers that you can depend on for over a 
decade. We can supply Impact Dot Matrix, Thermal, Electrosensitive, 
and Modular Impact units. From one column to eighty columns. You 
can specify complete printers or OEM mechanisms. We also design 
and build custom units. 

So the choice is yours-a printer that won't or a Hecon that will. 

It's got to be good. It's a Hecon. HI H ECO N®I 
Hecon Corporation, 31 Park Road, Tinton Falls , NJ 07724 

• (201) 542-9200 

Write 49 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Switching Power Supplies: 
Reliability Rises As More 
Functions Go On-Chip 

by Paul Snigier, Editor 

Switching power supplies, im
proved in reliability and meeting 
new EMI specs, have reached ma
turity in terms of designability. Fu
ture improvements will be Jess in 
materials and higher frequencies 
than in more sophisticated control 
ICs and associated chips. By inte
grating more switcher functions 
into silicon, MTBFs will drop fur
ther and MTTRs will rise. But , 
perhaps the greatest development 
beginning to take place is that of 
growing added-intelligence in 
switchers. 

A switching power supply con
tains a bridge rectifier , switching 
transistors , pulse-width modulation 
control circuits , feedback network , 
high-frequency transformer, output 
rectifiers and filtering network. All 
compare output voltage to a refer
ence with a control circuit to vary 
the series switching transistor on
to-off ratio at about 20 to 45 kHz. 
This chopped current passes 
through to an output filter. 

Saturated transistors are not 
lossy , so efficiency is 60 to 90% or 
so, producing higher power, densi
ty , compactness and Jess heat dissi
pation and forced air or fan cool
ing. Faster pulse-rep rates mean 
inductors, filter caps and trans
formers are smaller and lighter , 
consuming less raw materials , like 
iron and copper, and thus lowering 
costs. They ride through temporary 
line-voltage drops or brownouts 
and sustain output levels for 20 to 
40 ms. 

Switcher specs differ from linear 
specs. Though not all supplies fall 
into the following ranges , they do 
provide a general comparison . 
Typical specs are: Size (W/in3

) is 
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Figure 1: The trend is to optimized cooling and higher efficiency switchers, such as 
this 120-A Lamda open-frame convection-cooled switcher (5V to 128VDC) . 

0.5 (for linears) and 2 (for switch
ers); efficiency ( % ) is respectively 
40-55 and 60-85; power density 
(W/lb) is 10 and 50; ripple noise 
(mV-pk-to-pk) is 30 and 50; line 
cycle carryover (ms) is 2 and 25-
50; transient recovery time (µs) is 
25 and 500; and input voltage toler
ance ( % ) is ± 10 and greater than 
±20; and regulation (%) is 0.1 
and 0.1. 

Switchers have a lower degree of 
stabilization, inrush current woes, 
higher noise , switching spikes and 
higher prices for lower-power ap
plications. Transformer imbalance 
in high-power push-pull switchers 
can cause failures (although twin
pulse PWM circuits alleviated this) . 
In multiple-output switchers, get
ting desired outputs simultaneously 

isn 't always easy, although better 
designs and new components have 
lowered costs, reduced noise and 
spikes , increased efficiency and 
raised reliabilities. 

Switching Supply Groups 
Categories into which switchers fall 
include: forward , ftyback , half- and 
full-bridge push-pull converters, 
and also combinations of these 
types. The simplest, with least 
parts , is the one-transistor ftyback 
converter or blocking oscillator. 
Lowest in cost , it was used for 
switchers up to a few hundred 
watts. It's simple and the regula
tor's clean waveform (in terms of 
the transformer field or line cur
rents over time) provides superior 
suppression of RFI. This means 
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that less high-harmonic energy ex
ists. Flybacks are in multiple-out
put switchers because each output 
needs only one capacitor and di
ode , making it simple. Smoothing, 
however , can be trouble when rip
ple is bad . 

You don't get something for 
nothing in life , and the same goes 
for switchers. As with all low-cost 
circuits , there's a tradeoff of high 
ripple and poor regulation. Flyback 
transformers give a large inductive 
kick that doubles primary voltage , 
although the switching transistor is 
only partially off. It must withstand 
peak currents four times exceeding 
average at double the voltage for 
several tenths of a µs. Flyback con
verters often destroy bipolars , and 
over-specing is done. Power MOS 
transistors can handle it ; they turn 
off in tens of nsecs and are more 
thermally insensitive than bipolars. 

Flyback transformers possess 
tens of µH; and , the core's B-field 
(B = µH) is not intense , so there 
must be more volume to store en
ergy . This is retained during half 
cycles and not passed from primary 
to secondary . Some fly backs cir
cumvent this with higher frequen
cies and lower ferrite permeability 
or use a medium-permeability core 
with an air gap for storing magnetic 
energy. 

But , despite problems , the fly
back regulator has advantages. The 
transistor series impedance means 
that collector-current rise-time is 
well-controlled and relatively slow, 
so it is possible to turn off the tran
sistor before the core saturates . 
Also , during the charge cycle , the 
secondary completely disconnects 
from the primary; if a secondary 
fault occurs, it 's not directly re
flected back to the primary. 

More problems exist: the flyback 
regulator operates at duty cycles 
wider than under the clock period , 
giving this regulator a very large 
dynamic range . Multiple regulated 
outputs are possible using a flyback 
regulator , with regulation from two 
of these secondaries by regulation 
of the third. Conversely , trans
former regulation is under a con
ventional DC-to-DC converter be
cause the core material provides 
worse coupling. However, some 
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vendors tighten regulation by using 
multifolor and parallel-windings. 

For greater power increases in 
the output, paralleling of stages is 
done. Since stages are essentially 
unlimited , output power is (within 
reason) unlimited. This inherency 
is due to these transformers be
ing current sources , not voltage 
sources . By timing the parallel 
stages so their transformers dump 
stored energy onto the load on a 
staggered basis, ripple is reduced. 
Obviously, reliability will be high , 
as we said earlier , but can be in
creased if enough stages exist so 
any one failure will not affect 
the load. This is done by fusing 
the secondary diodes and pri
mary transformers. When one fails , 
it is removed from the primary 
and load. 

Forward converters use one 
switching transistor , offering low 

Adding more criti
cal functions on-
chip is 

. . 
1mprov1ng 

switcher reliability 
and repairability. 
Added intelligence 
is the next step. 

output ripple, and are for lower
voltage, higher-power uses (more 
so than flybacks) , although most 
outputs are not above several hun
dred watts. As inductor cores are 
driven unidirectionally , power fly
wheel diode and a series inductor 
with the load make for a steady 
current in spite of switching transis
tor switching. 

Duty cycle limits of many for
ward converters at a time saturate 
the main power transformer. This 
causes switcher failure. Although 
this once was a problem, it no 
longer is. 

Push-pull converters , though us
ing two or more power transistors 
and two flywheel diodes , do pro
vide higher power output, lower 
ripple and more efficient bidirec-

Switching Power Supplies 

tional use of transformer cores. 
Ripple is lower because of doubled 
frequency, which makes the filter
ing easier. Naturally, push-pull 
switchers , though more costly , are 
popular for these reasons . 

With single-ended or half-bridge 
circuits-the latter withstand dou
ble line voltage, being suited for 
low- to medium-power switchers
then push-pull regulators must use 
two or more switching transistors. 
If using a full bridge for more pow
er , then four are used. Paralleling 
up to eight or so power transistors 
boosts overall current capacity. 

As for push-pull problems , al
though they create the lowest out
put ripple , they do have the most 
complex base drive of all. The con
verter , if excessive positive feed
back saturates the transformer 
core , may latch or hang up in one 
state no matter what the driving 
circuit does . Core saturation , 
caused by cross-current saturation , 
takes place when all switching tran
sistors conduct simultaneously. 
Core saturation occurs from DC 
imbalance. Push-pull converters 
are limited in input range. This is 
overcome by a switching regulator 
before the push-pull. A tradeoff 
exists: a noisy switcher-push-pull 
combination that is inefficient , de
grades isolation and recovers slow
ly from line transients. 

Control ICs eliminate push-pull 
troubles , especially for high-power 
units , where the problems and 
their effects can be worse and more 
costly. Pulse amplitude and pulse 
width imbalances were the cause of 
push-pull switcher destruction, al
though transformer imbalance was 
largely solved by the twin-pulse cir
cuit without the cost and other 
problems of overspecifying the 
transistors. As one pulse is wider 
than the other due to load vari
ations , one push-pull transistor is 
driven harder. Its transformer flux 
is going to be greater, leading to 
lower diode PIVs (peak inverse 
voltages). Conventional push-pulls 
drive the transistors directly with a 
narrower pulse for a rising output 
to shorten on-time to provide 
negative feedback and lower the 
output. 

Conversely , the twin-pulse , 
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Swikhing Power Supplies 

Figure 2: Increased function s built into power supplies, such as this National Power 
Technology 400W open frame switcher, include built-in line filtering and soft start 
circuitry, LSI control circuitry, built-in remote sense and OV output main and auxil
iary protection, power-fail detect, remote inhibit and other options and features. 

pulse-width modulation control IC 
applies one output to one transis
tor. A flip-flop is set by the other 
PWM pulse to provide an identical 
pulse delayed by T/2 to the second 
switching transistor , thus circum
venting the trouble neatly. 

ICs Improve MTBFs And 
Reduce MTTRs 
Most switcher failures are traceable 
to a small percentage of their com
ponents. These are usually things 
like electrolytic capacitors, pots , 
power diodes and transistors . Inte
grating more housekeeping func
tions onto a chip, particularly if 
these are the failure-causing func
tions , can greatly raise MTBFs. 
Which functions are they? If these 
functions involve capacitance , in
ductance and transformers, pot 
cores and the like , then if they are 
lowered or minimized by the new 
control ICs, reliability will be 
raised. In addition, by reducing 
high-power and high-voltage com
ponents, newer control ICs not 
only reduce stress , but also reduce 
internally-generated heat. This, in 
itself, raises MTBFs. But control 
ICs help in other ways. PCB links 
are reduced and (hopefully) great
er care can then be taken in parti
tioning functional sections. This re
sults in improved reliability and 
cross-talk variations , as they are all 
assembly-dependent factors . 

Although military grade compo
nents provide a 350% increase in 
MTBF reliabilities, and can be well 
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worth the added cost in the long 
run , some switcher manufacturers 
raise reliabilities in a different way, 
and it doesn't cost an extra cent. 
They juggle statistics. Many 
OEM's are well aware of the pow
er supply specsmanship game, but 
still select an initially lower-cost. 
switcher. Some OEMs know very 
well the long term costs of these 
certain switchers , but couldn't care 
less. Smaller OEMs often may not 
care, as they may be startups , or 
struggling to survive , and either 
have no choice or may not be 
around in five years. Or, the indi
viduals within the firm may not an
ticipate being with the firm in five 
years when the tradeoff point on 
field repair costs cross savings from 
the initial buy. Many other OEMs 
try to avoid this situation. 

Specsmanship has soured many 
users; and, one power supply mak
er told us that he himself wouldn '. t 
trust anybody's specs in this busi
ness! Certainly , traditional MTBF 
calculations are more meaningless 
for switchers than for linears: they 
often don't account for real-life ap
plications. For power supply design 
and selection criteria see , " Princi
ples Of Designing And Specifying 
Power Supplies ," P. Snigier, Digi
tal Design, Nov. 1981 , pp. 52-57. 

How to raise MTBFs and lower 
MTTRs is well-known by every 
supply maker. An MTBF improve
ment of 800% is possible with only 
a 50% increase in critical compo
nent cost. This means better 
screening, system burn-ins and so 

on . This would make a $500 
switcher into one priced at $750 or 
so , and certainly an unappetizing 
design choice. But, look at it this 
way , it saves in overall cost over 
five years. In your cost estimating, 
remember that your n-year cost in
cludes initial cost plus repair cost/ 
failure and space allowance (possi
bly 10% of initial cost) times the 
ratio of switcher life to MTBF. 
Cost of failure also includes cost of 
outage or revenue for users that 
buy your system or subsystem, not 
to mention ill will. If MTTR is not 
low (half an hour), repair expenses 
involve field visits , shipping costs , 
aggravation and delays from out
of-stock items, etc. A repair cost 
can easily exceed $150. 

Traditional MTBF 
calculations may be 
meaningless for 
switchers; they of
ten don't account 
for real-life applica
tions. 

Keep in mind that a two or 
three-year MTBF switcher costs 
less than a ten-year MTBF unit for 
the first four to five years , but that 
after seven years, that initially
cheaper switcher costs you twice as 
much. In ten years , it 's going to 
cost up to three times more for 
your company. Some OEMs claim 
that the break even point is closer 
to four or five years , as many fac
tors are involved in each indi
vidual case. 

Control Circuits 
Four control elements of a pulse 
width modulation circuit are preci
sion references , ramp oscillators , 
error amplifiers and differential 
voltage comparators. These mono
lithic and power hybrid control !Cs 
offer reduced components count 
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and increased reliability. Providing 
compactness, reproducibility , para
sitic reduction , and accuracy , these 
single chip ICs provide more con
trol functions. 

Creating less confusion among 
designers, including many supply 
designers, newer control ICs are 
easier to design with and provide 
more functions than earlier cir
cuits. The earlier chips were worse; 
industry wits two years ago claimed 
that many of the semi makers man
ufacturing these control ICs didn ' t 
ev"'n understand their own prod
uct, since they didn't really under
stand the switching supply business 
and design problems. This has 
changed, and more proficient de
signers exist with up-to-date exper
ience with these recent control ICs. 
Recent control ICs are growing 
more sophisticated , with more con
trol and protective housekeeping 
functions on-chip, thus making 
switchers a silicon-dependent tech
nology. Instead of designing a 

cageful of PCBs, today's designer 
uses a few ICs and modules to take 
care of conditioning, control and 

The newer single 
chip ICs provide 
more control func
tions, compactness, 
reproducibility and 
accuracy, and off er 
increased reliability. 

drive functions. The result is small
er size, increased reliability and 
savings in assembly time, testing 

Ride-out AC power interrupts 
with a LORAIN COMPANION™ 

Write 17 on Reader Inquiry Card 
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Switching Power Supplies 

and inventory control. 
New and superior chips, many 

with improved versions or new 
families, are being introduced by 
older-line firms established in the 
field or by new firms entering it. 
These newer control ICs provide 
more functions, such as more accu
rate references , dual output drives 
that source and ·sink more , oscilla
tor synchronization, on-chip power 
driving, error amplifier, adjustable 
current-limit amplifier, spare out
put transistors, wider frequency 
ranges , independent sensing and 
overvoltage and multi-level current 
limiting , stop-start latch for fast 
switch-offs or slow starts, remote 
on-off controls, adjustable dead 
time, limited self-test and line 
monitoring, and other functions. 
Improvements in materials may be 
slower in coming now that 80% of 
these improvements have been al
ready made. The switcher's future 
is that of adding functions into sili
con and increased intelligence. D 

Build in up to 15 minutes back-up 
for any medium power range 
electronic system with our new 
COMPANION Power Supply/UPS 
combination. It consists of 3 
modules - a 150 or 300 watt 
switching regulated power supply, 
an uninterruptible power system 
(UPS) and a battery package. 

Modules are 3 to 5" wide -
ideal for compact OEM UPS 
configurations. UPS and battery 
modules don't require AC plug-in. 
These power systems are designed 
to meet FCC, UL and CSA 
specifications. 
Write Lorain Products, 1122 
F Street, Lorain, Ohio 44052. Or, call 
(216) 288-1122. Ask for COMPANION 
spec sheets and our capabilities 
brochure outlining our 45-year 
history of designing, building and 
installing power equipment for 
telecommunications and industry. 

Ask about our 70°C designs 

Lorain Products 

RELIANCE .. 
CDMM/TEc•• 
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ELECTRO '82 Preview 

By Nicolas Mokhoff and Dave 
Wilson 

At least ten technical sessions of 
this year's Electro '82 Professional 
Program address issues that are of 
interest to the computer designer. 
Topics range from Object-Oriented 
Systems and Languages to Logic 
Designs for Interfacing Systems in 
the 1980's. 

Electro organizers expect a re
cord 45,000 to attend this annual 
event that will be dispersed be
tween the Hynes Auditorium and 
the Sheraton Boston Hotel in Bos
ton , MA. The three day show and 
professional program is sponsored 
by the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers and will be 
held Tuesday, May 25 to Thursday 
May 27. 

Highlighting the show will be 
keynote speaker Ray Stata , chair
man of Analog Devices , Wilming
ton , MA. Mr . Stata 's talk will cov
er the economic aspects of high
tech no logy companies and the 
future of electronics in the North
east. In light of the competition 
from Japanese and European elec
tronics companies, Mr. Stata will 
state that "U.S. high technology 
companies must stand up to the 
economic challenges posed by their 
aggressive Japanese counterparts 
by developing more long-term re
search and development pro
grams." Analog Devices is meeting 
the challenge by manufacturing 
some parts in Japan. Mr. Stata has 
recently returned from Jap an 
where he formally opened the com
pany's first manufacturing facility. 

CMOS For Interfacing Logic 
CMOS technology has taken a gi-

Nicolas Mokhoff is East Coast 
Technical Editor and Dave Wilson 
is Senior Technical Editor for 
Digital Design. 
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Technical sessions 
addressing the lead
ing edge of comput
er design highlight 
the Electro '82 con
ference. 

ant leap forward by adding the 
benefit of bipolar TTL speed to its 
list of other features. CMOS's ver
satility has made it a very popular 
designers' choice , and a new di
mension- that of speed-delivers 
unbeatable benefits to the user. In 
the years since the initial products 
were introduced in the late 1960's, 
CMOS technology and its manu
facturing process have evolved 
from the initial SSI and MSI func
tions to LSI , VLSI , memory and 
µP products, and to high density 
gate arrays. An ever-growing list of 
manufacturers have addressed the 
needs of future systems using the 
CMOS approach to achieve that 
technology . Designers have in the 
past been required to apply the tra
ditional operating characteristics of 
two basic families-( 1) low power 

ISO-CMOS-Parametric 
Comparison 

Power 
Dissipation 

1 W eSN74S373 
eSN74LS373 

10mW 
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• 
20 40 60 80 100120140160 

Propagation Delay Time (ns) 

Figure I : Comparing the performance 
of Mitel 's octal latch with other 
products. 

dissipation , good noise immunity 
but relatively slow switching speeds 
of CMOS , or (2) the higher operat
ing frequencies, faster progagation 
delays , good fanout or drive capa
bility of TTL, but with a bigger 
penalty in power. These traditional 
characteristics are now comple
mented by those of " High Speed 
Logic." 

In this session, four papers will 
be delivered from leading semicon
ductor producers of CMOS chips: 
National Semiconductor, Mite! Se
miconductor , Motorola and Texas 
Instruments. 

Larry Wakeman , National Semi
conductor, will discuss the com
pany 's 54HC/74HC si li con-gate 
CMOS logic family. He will empha
size their low-power and fast speed, 
performance features that make the 
new family comparable with the 
low-power Schottky speeds of the 
standard TTL line of ICs. 

"To fill the gap between high
spccd CMOS µP 's and the desire 
for low-power devices, both Na
tional Semiconductor and Motor
ola are offering the 54HC/74HC 
CMOS logic family which provides 
speeds comparable to low-power 
Schottky TTL circuits, while re
taining the DC electrical character
istics of CD4000 and 54C/74C met
al-gate CMOS logic families ," says 
Mr. Wakeman. As with standard 
metal-gate CMOS, these circuits 
are ideal for battery operated 
equipment, portable equipment, or 
any system where low power con
sumption is critical. The designer 
can thus achieve higher throughput 
systems with little increase in over
all system power consumption. 
Since a 54HC/74HC device has 
about the same speed performance 
as an LS-TTL chip , it is also ideal 
for use in systems which require 
these speeds, but where power is 
not a primary concern . In these 
cases, the lower power dissipation 
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of CMOS can reduce overall sys
tem costs by enabling use of small
er power supplies, and reducing 
cooling requirements , i.e., elimi
nating fans and heat sinks. 

Mi tel Corp., a telecommunica
tions system manufacturer , will be 
touting ISO-CMOS technology, a 
new generation of CMOS that 
combines packing density and high
speed. This is important for inter
facing 16-bit µP 's with high-speed 
logic on circuit boards that can fit 
only a certain device density. 

Peter Richmond, director of 
digital product management at Mi
te), will elaborate on the character
istics of ISO-CMOS and discuss 
typical applications. Using the 
MD74SC373 octal latch as an ex
ample of an ISO-CMOS compo
nent, Figure 1 shows process per
formance compared to other 
technologies. As shown, the 
MD74SC373 lies on the same pow
er dissipation axis as a metal gate 
CMOS, MM74C373. However , the 
advantage in propagation delays is 
evident with an almost 375% in
crease in speed-40ns compared to 
150ns. This short delay time is in 
the same region as that of a low 
power Schottky SN74LS373 device 
having around 30ns propagation 
delay time. 

In this comparison , the superior
ity over a low power Schottky de
vice may be seen as a 3 to 4 order 
of magnitude reduction in quies
cent power dissipation. During op
eration, the ISO-CMOS device will 
dissipate increasing power in pro
portion to increasing frequency of 
data transfers and bit pattern 
changes, but not until in the 
lOMHz region will its power dissi
pation approach that of TTL. 

Gate Arrays For Circuit 
Design 

Mr. Richmond has also orga
nized Session 9: The Gate Array 
Approach to Circuit Design . "The 
session will have speakers from 
gate-array manufacturers as well as 
established standard IC producers 
who will discuss the choices that 
both the user and the IC supplier 
have to successfully negotiate for a 
worthwhile business relationship ," 
says Mr. Richmond. 
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Table of Activity Choices for Suppliers of Standard ICs and Logic Arrays 

Activity Typical Standard IC Supplier Array Supplier 

Logic Function Supplier Defines User Defines 

Pins Typically 40 or less Determined by 
Requirements 

Package Limited Choices Determined by 
Requirements 

Interface Catalog Computer Terminal 

Production Batch, Inventory Real Time, Through-
Control System Oriented put Oriel'lted 

Purchase Criteria Volume Service 

Corporate Orienta- Efficiency Effectiveness 
ti on Inflexible Flexible 

Product Oriented Customer Oriented 

Product Orientation Lowest Cost Lowest System Cost 
Per Function 

Table 1: Comparing the organization and methodology of an array supplier to that 
of a standard IC supplier. 

The successful application of a 
semi-custom IC design may be 
traced back to the initial definition 
of the gate array. A supplier 
chooses the technology for his de
vice based upon his strengths in 
technology and semiconductor pro
cessing, and the particular market 
he wishes to enter. He could 
choose among array techniques 
that include a logic array, a gate ar
ray or a transistor array structure. 
The choice for each array tech
nique depends on the eventual ap
plication . Which structure suits 
what application, and what the 
proper CAD tools and intercon
nect techniques, efficient testing 
routines and programs should be 

will be discussed in ensuing papers. 
In his paper on "Systems Ap

proach To Logic Arrays," Rob 
Walker of LSI Logic Corp. of Mil
pitas, Calif., will discuss his com
pany's system approach to their 
logic array design and production. 
He will compare the organization 
and methodology of an array sup
plier to that of a standard IC sup
plier as illustrated in Table 1. 

According to Mr. Walker, the 
scaled HCMOS technology will be 
the principal general-purpose logic 
array technology of the future. 
While ECL will remain dominant 
for very high performance applica
tions, chips made with bipolar 
technologies such as TTL, I2L, ISL 

LOGIC ARRAY TECHNOLOGY 

UJ 
1982 ti: 

0 
r 

100K ECL 2 MICRON 
z VARIABLE DUAL METAL 
0 
j:: 1981 0 
:::> 

POWER HCMOS 
I-

3 MICRON 
0 
0 
a: 
I- 1980 
~ 

STL 
DUAL METAlJ 

ISL HCMOS 
t-- 10K ECL 

J2L 
TTL 6 MICRON 

CMOS 
..L. 

0.1 10 100 

GATE DELAY (ns) 

Figure 2: The scaled HCMOS technology will be the principal general-purpose logic 
array technology of the future according to LSI Logic Corp. 
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and STL are being outperformed 
by chips produced with HCMOS. 
(Figure 2). 

Analog to Digital Converters 
Many unique design features will 
be highlighted for the engineer 
who attends the AID converter 
sessions. 

Brian Gillings, Application Man
ager at AMO, will outline the use 
of the Am6112, an industry first 
12-bit monolithic ADC that per
forms accurate conversions in 3µs. 
According to Mr. Gillings, the res
olution (0.024%) and conversion 
rate of the device will create a 
whole new range of applications. 
The Am6112 was designed so that 
the device would interface to many 
different µP's, with a variety of 
conversion initialization, and out
put data read modes. Figure 3 
shows the AM6112 as it would be 
interfaced to an Am8085 µP with a 
4MHz external clock, the conver
sion time is 3.3µs. The RD and WR 
lines are directl~d to the sys
tem's IOR and IOW control lines. 
In a minimal system, CS could be 
a dedicated address line. The up
per/lower byte pointer CID is tied 
directly to address line A0 . The 
only constraint on the data location 
is that A0 should alternately be a 
zero and a one. 

Interfacing with µP's will also be 
discussed by Jerry Whitmore and 
Mike Hynes from the Analog De
vices plant in Ireland. They will de
scribe a 10-bit AID converter with 
easy 8-bit interfacing and a mini
mum of external components 
among its design goals. The 
AD757 l is a monolithic device that 
features three state outputs provid
ing the conversion result in 70µs. 
A differential analog input has 
been provided. adding to the versa
tility of the device. Figure 4 shows 
the main components of the de
vice. It consists of a 10-bit voltage 
mode DAC with thin film resistors, 
switched capacitor comparator and 
a successive-approximation 
register. 

Also included are input level 
shifters to give TTL-compatible 
logic levels and three state output 
drives that can drive a low power 
TTL load. The device normally 
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uses three power supplies, Y00 
+ 15V, Yss = -15V and YcE 
+SY. 

Design Tools for the 80's 
The key to engineering success 
during the 1980's will be the avail
ability of more powerful and so
phisticated Computer Aided Engi
neering (CAE) tools. Session 5, 
organized by Tektronix's Sharon 
Yan Sickle, addresses this issue. 
"This session will explore some of 
the emerging processes, tools, and 
techniques that will alter the design 
and development environment of 
the next decade," says Ms. Van 
Sickle. The need for CAE is being 
driven by several discouraging 
trends which decrease the effec
tiveness of engineers: the number 
of design engineers vs. industry 
needs, technological changes, 
product life cycles, product devel
opment cycles, product quality is
sues, and expense burden vs. cap
ital equipment trade-offs. 

+ SV 

I 
D1 
Ds 

Ds 

D4 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) 
tools have greatly enhanced devel
opment and manufacturing of com
plex electronic devices. However, 
most of these tools are directed at 
subsequent activities to design
with few exceptions, design engi
neers don't benefit extensively 
from these CAD tools in their pri
mary job functions. 

Tomorrow's designers will need 
an integrated set of CAE tools 
which address a wide variety of de
sign tasks. These tools must be 
flexible enough to remain applica
ble as technology changes, and 
powerful enough to significantly 
improve the engineer's ability to do 
his job. Fortunately many of the 
same technological advances which 
have contributed ~o the need for 
new tools have also set the stage 
for solutions. In his paper, Thomas 
H. Bruggere, President of Mentor 
Graphics Corp., Portland, Ore., 
discusses the nature of these tools 
for the 1980's and which of the de-

-sv 
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Figure 3: Interfacing the Am6//2 to an 8085 will bring conversion times down to as 
low as 3.3 µs. 
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sign engineering tasks are most 
likely to benefit. 

Other papers in this session in
clude: " Recent Developments in 
Standard Cells for VLSI Design," 
by William Loesch of Zymos 
Corp ., Sunnyvale, Calif; "The Im
pact of Gate Arrays on the Design 
Process," by Tim Chambers of Tl's 
Houston division ; and " Creatively 
Managing the Future Design Envi
ronment ," by Messrs. Yesenofski 
and Lemke of Tektronix Inc. , Bea
verton , Ore . 

The latter paper discusses the 
impact of a changing technical and 
business environment on the man
agement of an engineering func
tion. More design creativity and 
shorter time-to-market is needed , 
while the human resource require
ments both change and become 
more scarce. 

Local Area Data Networks 
On Wednesday , May 26 , two con
secutive sessions will be devoted to 

5 
v 

28 
COMP our v 

3 ~ COMP r"" .v 

" 
4 -/"1 v 

L--1 

AGND v 6 

Vss l.J 1 

26 

0 

the timely and lively topic of local 
area data networks. The sessions 
wi ll be roughly divided between 
papers on the CSMA/CD protocols 
used in such networks as Ether
net-for which Intel, Digital and 
Xerox are contributing their com
ponents and their expertise-and 
papers on the token access proto
cols supported by such computer 
giants as IBM and Honeywell. 

Studies done by Xerox have 
shown that the flow of information 
between professionals, managers, 
and technologists is primari ly with
in the local organization . For ex
ample , 93% of the information 
transactions are inside the organi
zation while only 7% are outside 
(e.g. customers and suppliers) . The 
geographic boundaries of informa
tion transfer are also local with 
94% being within an office, floor , 
building , or campus and 6% wi thin 
city, country or international boun
daries. 

Already Intel and Mostek are 

10 BIT DAG 

Voo 

1 
2 

part1c1pating in the distribut e d 
computing and Local Area Net
works (LANs) market by develop
ing VLSI components for local 
networking. The result of this ef
fort and others like it will be the 
full realization of the potential of 
LANs made possible by the avail
abi lity of low cost VLSI semicon
ductor products for LAN interface 
implementation . Participants from 
Mostek will discuss the company's 
contribution to this end . 

The originator of Ethernet , Xe
rox , wi ll have its representative dis
cuss Ethernet's application to var
ious " office" environments. Xerox 
introduced the concept of intercon
necting a broad variety of devices 
within a moderate geographical 
area; thus Ethernet is one of the 
major access methods currently be
ing used. Terminals , hosts , person
al computer workstations , gate
ways , and various types of servers 
have all found their way onto the 
Ethernet. The number of devices 
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Figure 4: The main components of Analog Devices' AD7571. The device f eatures three state outputs providing a conl'ersion result 
in 70µs. 
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that one may attach to the channel 
is limited by several factors: finite 
bandwidth , limitations of the con
tention resolution algorithm , phys
ical constraints , etc. The number of 
users that may use those stations or 
" taps" for communication is also 
limited by these and other factors 
such as the layered protocol archi
tecture, the physical system archi
tecture, the user workload , etc. 
The Xerox paper will examine the 
limits imposed on the number of 
users due to the finite bandwidth of 
the channel. This study is per
formed for users in a time-sharing 
environment. 

Speech Synthesis 
A most interesting session should 
be "Speech Recognition and Syn
thesis", (Session 11). It will deal 
with advances in electronic speech 
generation and recognition .Organ
ized and chaired by James J. Far
ell III of Motorola in Austin , Tex
a s , the sessions will h a ve 

ZZZTT. ZZZTT. ZZZTr. 

presentations from Interstate Elec
tronics , National Semiconductor, 
General Instrument and Motorola. 
The papers will discuss the latest 
speech techniques from both the 
system and chip point-of-view. 

On the chip level, Fred Wicker
sham of National Semiconductor 
will expound on the second genera
tion chip that incorporates a time 
domain algorithm. He will recount 
the advantages that time-domain 
synthesis has over synthesizing 
speech in the frequency domain. 

Mr. S. Yiglione , Interstate Elec
tronics Corporation , Anaheim, Ca
lif., will reveal a high-performance 
discrete word, speaker dependent 
word recognition module , capable 
of recognizing 100 word vocabular
ies. The module itself is a single 
printed-circuit board , autom atic 
speech recognizer consisting of a 
CPU , 4K bytes of ROM , up to 4K 
bytes of RAM for reference pat
tern storage , analog circuitry for 
speech spectrum analysis , interfac-
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ing to a controlling host processor 
and provisions for optional serial 
interfaces . Figure 5 is a simplified 
block diagram of the word recogni
tion procedures showing the analog 
processor front end and the digital 
processor. 

David Gilblom , Telesensory 
Speech Systems, Palo Alto , Calif. , 
will describe the merits of the 
PROSE 2000 text-to-speech con
verter , a single Multibus board that 
accepts plain English text in a ser
ial ASCII format and converts it 
into high-quality spoken English in 
real time. Independent tests , says 
Mr. Gilblom , have shown that lis
teners will understand paragraph
length passages spoken by the 
board as well as they would under
stand human speech. Concluding , 
he will invite the audience to a live 
interactive demonstration by call
ing (415)856-0225. 

Single-Chip Micros 
One of the many papers presented 
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Figure 5: Interstate Electronics' word recognition module showing the analog processor f ront end and the digital processor. 

in the single-chip µC session will 
demonstrate an application for the 
INS8073. A member of the 70-se
ries µP family from National Semi
conductor, the device has a 2.5K 
on-chip ROM that is capable of ex
ecuting NSC Tiny Basic programs 
directly from stored ASCII as they 
would be written into memory. 
Two levels of internal decoding are 
employed to translate a Tiny Basic 
program into 70-series machine 
code and then into a microcode. 
This gives the user versatility in 
programming and causes programs 
to be easier to write than their as
sembly language counterparts. 

Jim Chiang , National Semi
conductor, Santa Clara , will out
line a simple application for this 
data logging device (Figure 6). 
Once every ten seconds, the pro
cessor is interrupted , it checks the 
temperature of a sensor and prints 
it out on a Teletype or CRT termi
nal. The program is stored in a 
ROM , so in case of a power fail
ure, operation will resume when 
power is restored. The following 
program was used. 

90 

10 REM TURN ON 
INTERRUPT B. 

20 ON , 260 
30 STAT = STAT OR 1 
40 REM WATI FOR 10 

SECOND TIMER 
50 GO TO 40 
60 REM INTERRUPT 

ROUTINE 
70 REM GET THE 

TEMPERATURE 
80 A= @#EOOO. 

90 REM SCALE IT 
100 B = (A*40) + 15 
110 REM PRINT IT 
120 PRINT "THE TEMP. IS", 

B . 
130 REM GO BANK AND 

IDLE 
140 STAT= STAT OR 1 
150 RETURN 

When ROM is limited , the pro
gram can be compressed by elimi
nating all the remarks and space . 
The compressed program code may 
look like this : 
1 ON 2, 3: STAT = STAT OR 1 
2 GOTO 1 
3 PRINT "THE TEMP. IS", 
((@#E000*40) + 15) 

TO 
TTY. 

20mA 
BUFFER 

10 
SECOND 
TIMER 

4MHz 
CRYSTAL 

F1 

INS8073 

SENSE B 

4 STAT = STAT OR 1: R ETURN 

Linear in the '80s 
" Linear in the '80s" is the title of 
Session 10. Les H adley and Ed 
Ritter of Signetics will describe a 
linear position servo-loop control 
system which uses a small amount 
o f s p ec i a li ze d I C's a nd 
e lect ro mech a ni ca l ha rd wa re to 
control the position of a cutting 
blade or other machine tool to 
within 0 .01 in . over an effective 
range of several inches . Up to now, 
the electronic package used to 
pe rfo rm thi s e lec t ro mec h a ni ca l 
function was large, cumbersome 
and expe nsive. With the system 

256 x 8 
ROM 

256 x 8 
RAM 

AJD 
CONVERTER 

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR 

Figure 6: Using the INS8073 in a data Logging application. The device is capable of 
executing Tiny Basic programs directly f rom stored ASCII. 
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Figure 7: Functional design of a linear position servo-loop control system. Actual circuit diagram is available from Signetics. 

Hadley and Ritter will describe , 
the parts count, and consequently 
the expense, is kept to a minimum. 
Apart from the electromechanical 
ends of the servo-control loop, the 
entire electronics package can fit 

comfortably into a 12"x8"x6" 
enclosure with room left over. 

bit DAC system and a NE5560 
switching regulator circuit which 
performs the motor control 
functions in conjunction with a 
matched pair of complimentary 
transistors. D 

The system (Figure 7) uses a 
Signetics NE5520 specialized 
LVDT signal conditioner, NE5034 
8-bit high speed ADC, NE5018 8-
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Monolithic 8-Bit DAC Features 
On-Chip Data Latches And µP Interface 

Many DAC applications previous
ly shelved due to device matching 
package count or cost consider
ations will now become viable, 
particularly in such areas as 
audio , graphics, and telephone 
systems , according to Analog De
vices. The company has recently 
introduced what they claim to be 
the first dual monolithic 8-bit 
DAC complete with on-chip data 
latches and µP interface. 

Each DAC has its own refer
ence input and the input resis
tance is matched to within 
± 1.0% maximum. This feature 
eliminates the need to test and se
lect DACs in most applications 
where precise matching is re
quired. Such applications include 
digitally programmable window 
comparators and function gener
ators for automatic test 
equipment. 

The AD7528 has a load cycle 
similar to the write cycle of a 
RAM and is compatible with 
most 8-bit µPs , including the 6800 
(Figure 1), 8080, 8085 (Figure 2) 
and Z80. Data is transferred into 
either of the two DAC data 
latches via a common 8-bit TTL/ 
CMOS compatible input port. 
Control input DAC A/DAC B 
determines which DAC is to be 
loaded while separate reference 
inputs allow each DAC to per
form four quadrant analog/digital 
multiplication independently . 

In the state variable or univer
sal filter configuration (Figure 3) 
DACs Al and Bl control the gain 
and Q of the filter characteristic 
while DACs A2 and B2 control 
the cut-off frequency , fc. DACs 
A2 and B2 must track accurately 
for the simple expression for fc to 
hold . This is readily accomplished 
by the AD7528. Op amps are 2 x 
AD644 . C3 compensates for the 
effects of op amp gain-bandwidth 
limitations. 

The filter provides low pass, 
high pass and band pass outputs 
and is ideally suited for applica-
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MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE 
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cs I DACA) 

AD7528" 
WA 

8 DBO 

DB7 

DO-D7 DATA BUS 

• ANALOG CIRCUITRY HAS BEEN OMITTED FOR CLARITY 
•• A = DECODED 7528 ADDA DAC A 

A + 1 = DECODED 7528 ADDA DAC B 

Figure 1: AD7528 Dual DAC to 6800 CPU Interface. 
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WA 8 DBO 

DB7 

ADO-AD7 ADDA/DATA BUS 
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•• A - DECODED 7528 ADDA DAC A 

A + 1 = DECODED 7528 ADDA DAC B 

NOTE: 
~085 INSTRUCTION SHLD (STORE H & L DIRECT) CAN UPDATE 
BOTH DACS WITH DATA FROM H AND L REG ISTERS 

Figure 2: AD7528 Dual DAC to 8085 CPU Interface. 

tions where µP control of filter 
parameters is required, e.g. in 
equalizers and tone controls. 

Programmable range for com
ponent values shown is fc = 0 to 
15kHz and Q = 0.3 to 4.5. 

Relative accuracy is guaranteed 
over the devices' full temperature 
range: ± lLSB , maximum, for A 
and S grades and ± 1/2LSB, maxi
mum, for B, C, T and U grades. 
All grades also guarantee mono-

tomc1ty over temperature. Maxi
mum initial gain error is guaran
teed at ± 4LSBs for A and S 
grades, ± 2LSBs for B and T 
grades and ± 1 LSB for C and U 
grades. The AD7528 is available 
in either a Cerdip package for op
eration over the - 25°C to + 85°C 
temperature range (AQ , BQ and 
CQ grades) or a ceramic package 
for the - 55°C to + 125°C range 
(SD , TD and UD grades). The 
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Figure 3: Digitally controlled state variable fi lter. 

Innovative Design 
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AD7528 is also avai lable in lead
less chip carriers (E suffix) and in 
MIL-STD-8838 versions. 

Other features include oper
ation with a single + 5V to + 15V 

power supply and maximum pow
er consumption of 5mW (Voo = 
+5V). Maximum AC reference 
feedthrough is guaranteed at 
- 70d8 at lOOkHz. Typical speci-

fications include total harmonic 
distortion of - 85d8, channel-to
cha n ne l isolation of - 77dB 
(VREFA to OUT 8) , and digital 
crosstalk of 30 nV-sec. 
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Ethernet Network Eases Multi-User µP Development 

For large µP-based projects sup
ported by a team of program
mers , development stations must 
be able to manage software being 
developed by many people . By 
supporting stand-alone develop
ment stations as nodes on a net
work of shared hardware and 
software development tools , it is 
possible to overcome these prob
lems and also to provide for new 
systems and technologies as they 
become available. Earlier this 
year, Tektronix announced such a 
system-the 8560-to provide the 
user with real-time transparent 
emulators and assemblers for the 
Z8000 , Z80A and 6809 
processors. 

Now, Intel Corp. has brought 
together its expertise with the 
Ethernet local area network to in
troduce the NOS-II , a system 
which will permit all of the com
pany's Intellec systems to become 
network stations. Both companies 
feel that with the increasing use of 
16-bit µPs and the inherently 
greater software they demand , 
the development team approach 
will become increasingly 
important. 

Intel 's NOS-II system provides 
important advantages toward 
managing this development pro
cess. Where several programmers 
are concurrently developing var
ious portions of a system's pro
gram, it is crucial that software 
status and revision information be 
continuously available and up to 
date. With the Intel system, this is 
done in several ways. First , it pro
vides a single integrated environ
ment with consistent physical , 
logical and language interfaces 
throughout. For example, key
board sequences and access com
mands are the same for all devel
opment tools including editors , 
compilers and in-circuit emulation 
modules. 

The system also manages other 
levels of support such as a distrib
uted hierarchical file structure, a 
software version control sytem 
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Figure I : Up to eight lntellec development systems (two are shown) can be con
nected to the new, Ethernet-based network development system (NDS-11). On it, 
they may share a large common data base and expensive, high-speed peripherals, 
such as disk drives and printers. Programmers can also communicate with one 
another using electronic mail facilities . At left, the network resources manager 
oversees all work station activity. 

and a software generation system. 
The physical location of these 
files is based on the frequency of 
access. Actual file location , how
ever, is kept transparent to the 
user , who only needs to be con
cerned with the file name and its 
contents. In addition, file security 
can be defined by the file 's origi
nator in terms of the rights to 
" read ," " read and write ," or 
" read , write and delete" file data. 
A suite of project management 
tools is also available. 

The system program controls 
and documents changes to source 
and object files. It manages stor
age and retrieval of different ver
sions, controlling update privi
leges and keeping a record of 
when and why the user made 
which changes. 

Automated software generation 
is supported by a " Make" soft
ware program, which automatical
ly merges the latest versions of 
source or object modules into 
larger programs , ready for assem-

bly or compilation. Thus, a user 
need only specify which modules 
he wishes to combine and 
" Make" fulfills modular depen
dency requirements , and the 
modules are combined . 

Another function of this system 
is distributed job control. With it , 
users can export one task , such as 
compilation , while they work on 
another, such as source code edit
ing. The exported task is auto
matically routed to any available 
work station equipped to handle 
it. Consequently , several tasks 
may be handled simultaneously by 
taking maximum advantage of the 
network's facilities at any time. In 
this way , overall development 
time is considerably shortened . 

Existing Intellec systems may 
be upgraded for use as NOS-II re
sources via the NOS-II communi
cation controller board set. The 
two-board set plugs into the Mul
tibus chassis and provides the 
physical and data-link network re
quirements . Write 197 
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CP/M Programs For The IBM Personal Computer 
A printed circuit board that is 
plugged into the IBM personal 
computer and allows its users to 
operate CP/M-80 based programs 
has been introduced by Xedex, a 
newly established computer firm. 

The combination circuit board 
and software package allows 
20,000 existing CP/M-80 based 
programs to be used by owners of 
the IBM personal computer. This 
eliminates the user's need to con
vert existing software for oper
ation on the IBM machine. Baby 
Blue , as the board is called, also 
expands IBM's computer memory 
from 64 Kbytes to 128 Kbytes. 

When the Baby Blue CPU Plus 
is plugged into the IBM system it 
becomes a computer within a 
computer. However, the board's 
Z80B µP requires no peripherals 
directly, such as screen, disk or 
printer, connected to it. Baby 
Blue runs the program and passes 
off the task of communicating 
with the outside world to the IBM 
computer. 

At the time IBM introduced its 
personal computer last year, the 
company specified that outside 
software vendors were welcomed 
to write compatible programs for 
the machine. It allowed these 
vendors to design boards specified 
by IBM that could plug into the 
computer without voiding the 
guarantee. Xedex is the first com
pany to do just that. Xedex hopes 
to achieve a 30% market penetra
tion of all IBM personal comput
ers. The Baby Blue board will be 
available in April and will sell for 
$600. As Mr. Landgarten, Xe
dex ' s President , pointed out: 
"This is only $60 more than what 
a user must pay for an IBM mem
ory expansion board that gives 
the IBM machine an extra 64 
Kbytes of memory. With our 
board the user also gets CP/M 
compatibility." 

Operation is achieved by the 
addition of a header-a special 
preface-to the CP/M program 
that the board processes . The 
header consists of two parts: 
instructions to be executed by the 
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personal computer's 8088 and the 
translator that Xedex's Z80B 
uses. Execution begins with the 
header's 8088 instructions, which 
tell the native CPU to move the 
translator and the CP/M program 
from the personal computer's na
tive memory into Baby Blue's 64 
Kbyte memory, and then turn on 
the Z80B. While the Z80B starts 
running the CP/M program, the 
8088 remains availab le to the sys
t em peripheral 1/0 routines. 
When a CP/M function is to be 
generated, the Z80B converts the 
function in the translator into the 
proper form for the resident oper
ating system in the personal com
puter (PC DOS) and sends the 
translated function call to the 
8088 and then resumes program 
execution . The 8088 then handles 
the request and deals directly with 
the appropriate peripheral device . 
When the CP/M program is fin
ished, the Z80B returns to its dor
mant state and normal operation 
under the PC DOS resumes. 

Explaining the phenomena of 
the Baby Blue, Mr. Landgarten 
said: "This is the result of some
thing that occurs over and over 
again in the computer industry. 
The initial hardware appears and 

users assume that software will 
soon follow. But users usually 
miscalculate the rate at which 
software is introduced . In the case 
of the IBM personal computer, 
many people in the industry as
sumed that when IBM came out 
with their computer, hundreds of 
programmers would start working 
furiously to convert the existing 
software. 

While many computer experts 
predicted that a large amount of 
software programs would appear 
three to six months after IBM's 
personal computer introduction, 
in fact, it might take more like 
two years." 

Mr. Landgarten cited an exam
ple showing how Xedex's board 
could prove cost-effective: "A 
user writes a program on his com
puter for a specific application . 
He then wants to upgrade his op
eration to an IBM personal com
puter. Rather than going to an 
outside consultant and possibly 
paying him $20,000 or $30,000 for 
converting the program, the user 
can instead use his original pro
gram for only $600, the cost of 
Baby Blue. " -Mokhoff 

Write 200 

The Baby Blue board can be plugged into the I BM personal computer without the 
need for special equipment or assistance. While not using the CPI M feature, the 
board by itself doubles the memory capacity of the machine to 128 Kbytes. 
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
If a requalification form is attached to 
the cover of your magazine, this indi-
cates that you must requalify your 
FREE subscription to DIGITAL DE-
SIGN at this time. 

Please do not delay! 

To avoid missing upcoming issues of 
DIGITAL DESIGN, please complete 
this form immediately, and return it 
with your address label attached to 
the Circulation Department. 

ATTENTION OVERSEAS SUB-
SCRIBERS: Due to rising postage 
and printing costs, we must require 
that overseas subscribers share the 
cost of postage. Surface mail deliv-
ery costs $15.00 per year, and Air 
Mail delivery is $35.00 per year. 
Note that all checks must be pay-
able in U.S. funds, and drawn on a 
U.S. bank. 

Thank you. 

The Circulation Department 
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Product Index 

To help you find the products you need, we've compiled a subject index 
of the ads and new products that appear in this issue. Organized by 
general product area, the listings include the name of the manufacturer, 
the page on which the product appears and a write number for additional 
information on that product. Bold type indicates advertised products. 

Page Write Page Write 
# # # # 

Accessories, Supplies Andromeda Systems 73 23 
Chrislin 69 38 

EST 8 37 Data Peripherals 59 31 
OCLI 10 11 Exatron 93 44 

Add-In/Add-On Memory 
Plessey Peripherals 56-57 18 
Qantek 41 39 

dy-4 Systems 25 33 
Western Dynex 51 27 

ADAC 107 155 
Power Supplies, UPS, 

Communications Line Conditioners 
Bo Sherrell 91 43 Condor 81 16 
Century Analysis 106 132 Controlled Power 35 2 
Interface Electronics 107 153 Converter Concepts 38 21 
lntersil 104 195 DigiPower 27 5 

Elgar 39 29 

Components, Hardware, Franklin Electric 83 25 

Packaging Gould-Deltec 37 26 
Power Sonic 16 48 

Albany International 15 19 Lorain 82 17 
BMC 40 50 Xentek 41 40 
Clifton Precision 60 41 Data Translation 103 187 
EG&G 16 51 
Vector 69 53 Semiconductors, l~s, µPs 
Hughes Connecting Devices 108 160 
Marcon America 107 154 lnterdeslgn 2-3 7 

Panduit 108 163 Applied Micro Technology 107 157 

RCA 108 164 Daiei lntersil 108 159 

Computer 1/0 Software 
GR Electronics 8 42 ALS 107 156 

Autologic 106 129 Gejac 104 206 

TEC 105 127 Hewlett Packard 103 189 
Inner Access 104 190 
VenturCom 103 210 

Computers/Systems 
Data ram 17 15 Test, Instrumentation, 
Spectra Systems C2 3 Development 
Reliance Electric 104 203 
Thomas Engineering 104 193 Wilson Labs 61 32 

Zendex 13 20 

Controllers, Interfaces 
International Rectifier 

Crydom 106 135 

Distributed Logic 49 24 Orion Instruments 105 150 

MOB 4 14 Pragmatic Design 105 151 

Priam 11 4 SGS Systems 103 186 

Xyloglcs 9 9 
California Computer Video Display/ 

Products 107 158 Image Processing 
iPEX International 108 161 

AED 1 6 

Hard Copy 
Gould-DeAnza C4 1 
Len co 31 35 

Alphacom 6 34 Lexldata 7 10 
Eaton 19 13 Scherer's 91 46 
General Electric 29 30 Spatial Data 76 36 
Hecon 77, 89 49,52 Audiotronics 105 128 
Scherer's 89,93 45,47 Colorgraphic 
Trilog C3 12 Communications 106 133 

Elector 106 134 

Mass Memory GTCO 103 188 
HMW Enterprises 105 126 

Ampex 44-45 8 Panasonic 108 162 
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DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS 
With Growing Series Of Advanced 
Emulators 

The µP's supported initially are those 
currently produced by SGS - the Z80, 
Z8000 and M3870 families - with real 
time emulation capability extending to 
6 MHz operation for the Z80B. Emula
tors will be available for all new micros 
produced by SGS. The Z8000-based 
UX16 is a multi-user host handling up 

to 8 users developing hardware and 
software simultaneously. The UNIX 
operating system was chosen to main
tain compatibility with existing UNIX 
application software. This operating 
system will be upgraded to the Systems 
III version, offering all the advantages 
of UNIX OS. The UX8 is a compact, 
Z80-based development system that 
can be used on its own or as an intelli
gent workstation for the UX16. For 
the UX8, a new multitasking operating 
system, SDOS-11, provides time saving 
features such as printer spooling and 
real time debugging. A common lan
guage, the C compiler will be offered 
forbothUX8and UX16.SGSSystems 
Div, 7070 E. Third Ave, Scottsdale, 
AZ 85251 . Write 186 

OPERATING SYSTEM 
Time-Sharing OS For DEC 
LSl-11123 & PDP-11 Family 

VENIX is a superset of Bell Lab's 
UNIX operating system with new fea
tures of async 1/0, shared data seg
ments, locking semaphores and a re
source pre-empting program priority. 
The standard VENIX distribution in
cludes C and Fortran 77 compilers, 
word processing tools, full screen 
editors, plotting subroutines and pro
grams, over 100 commands, drivers for 
standard DEC interfaces (including 
A I D, DI A, digital 1/0, etc .), a 
Western Electric UNIX binary license, 
documentation consisting of a 4 man
ual set, and support. $2400. Ventur· 
Com Inc, 139 Main St, Cambridge, 
MA 02142. Write 210 
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COMPUTERS /SYSTEMS . New Products 

SIGNAL CONDITIONING 
All Solid-State System 

This solid-state isolated signal condi
tioning system combines a rugged in
dustrial chassis/ backplane (the DT750, 

suitable for rack or surface mounting) 
with a broad selection of interchange
able plug-in 110 modules (the DT6700 
Series) that simultaneously isolate and 
condition a wide variety of analog 
signals. It is a compatible front end to 
A I D, DI A boards, data loggers, pro
grammable controllers and many other 
industrial measurement and control 
systems. All modules utilize a proprie
tary solid state implementation of the 
flying capacitor technique to achieve 
0.01 % non-linearity for full 12-bit ac
curacy, along with continuous isola
tion of ± 250 VDC and pulsed isola
tion of 1500V for 0.2ms. A variety of 
configurations are available from $231 
to $273. Data Translation, 100 Locke 
Dr,Marlboro,MA01752. Write187 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
Computer-Aided System Increases 
Individual Productivity 

Created for electronic circuit and 
printed-circuit board designers, HP 
Engineering Graphics System/ 45 
(EGS/ 45) is compatible with the 
HP9845 family of desktop computer 
systems. It is available either as a com
plete package or as individual mod
ules: a general drawing core, a schema
tic drawing module, or a PC board 
layout module. With general drawing 
code the designer can create engineer
ing drawings with primitive elements 
- lines, circles, rectangles, polygons, 
arcs and text via user-definable screen 
menus. Groups of primitives can be 
named, added to the menu and stored 
on mass media as recallable library 
parts . These parts then can be scaled, 
rotated or mirrored when being added 
to a subsequent drawing. The PC 
Board Layout Module supports inter
active layout or digitizing of multilayer 
boards up to 32 by 32 inches with one 
mil resolution. It then automatically 

generates tooling outputs used in PC 
board manufacturing. The user can 
obtain plots to verify layout accuracy, 
paper tapes to feed numerically con
trolled, board-drilling machines and 
magnetic tapes to drive photo plotters. 
The Schematic Drawing Module com
bined with the general drawing code, 
produces electronic schematics and 
automatically generates material lists. 
Common electronic symbols are sup
plied as library parts . Users also can 
write their own routines in BASIC to 
process drawings created by the gener
al drawing code or either of the mo
dules. Complete EGS/ 45 software 
package (HP 98300A), is $10,000. 
Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embar
cadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 

Write 189 

DIGITIZING OPTION 
Supports IBM Personal Computer 

The Graphic Analysis Package #1 is 
designed so that one can start digitizing 
immediately, even without prior exper
ience. The hardware includes a digit
izer with 0.001 11 resolution (sizes of l l 11 

x l l 11 to 42 11 x 60 11 active area are 
available), a digitizing stylus, a power 
supply, a communications interface 
cable, and an operator's manual . The 
software, which is supplied on disk, 

can be used for various kinds of mea
surements, including: material usage; 
material cost; length, distance, and 
perimeter; area of irregular polygon; 
display XY coordinates to 0.001 11

• The 
software is conveniently controlled by 
a 22 function block menu attached to 
the tablet. Eleven functions are prede
fined, the remaining blank 11 func
tions may be user defined. $1419 with 
an l l 11 x l l 11 digitizer, $2606 with an 
11 11 x 7 11 digitizer, or $3025 with a 20 11 x 
20 11 translucent digitizer. GTCO Corp, 
1055 First St, Rockville, MD 20850. 

Write 188 
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New Products . COMPUTERS /SYSTEMS 

CROSS COMPILER 
For Creating ROMable 8080/Z80 
Programs 

The MET AFORTH cross compiler is 
written in 79 Standard Forth. This 
system allows the user on a CP /M or 
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Cromemco CDOS 8080/Z80 based sys
tem to create 79 Standard Forth and 
assembly language routines for any 
target 8080/Z80 machine. This enables 
one to use currently available inexpen
sive equipment to design a wide variety 
of products. This 8080/Z80 system 
also produces Forth without header 
and link works for up to 30% space 
savings. The system includes a 8080 
and a Z80 assembler, a Tektronix for
mat downloader and other utilities. 
Complete source code is also included. 
$450, available on 5" or 8" diskette. In
ner Access Corp, 517-K Marine 
View, Belmont, CA 94002. Write 190 

MULTl·CARD SYSTEM 
For Modular Remote Data Acquisi
tion And Control 

This family of microcomputer-based 
cards, each oriented toward a specific 
task, can link up to 256 remote data ac
quisition and control stations with a 
central computer over a single twisted 
pair of wires. REMDACS II employs 
preprogrammed remote cards close to 
sensor or control points; in operation, 
the cards are interrogated by a re
ceiver / transmitter card at the host 
computer. This modular approach re
quires that only the cards necessary for 
a particular application be purchased; 
current-loop digital communications 
are carried out on a multi-drop party 
line basis, dramatically reducing wiring 
installation costs. Cards include: 
Receiver/ Transmitter cards handle all 
communications; Analog Remote 
Cards match specific signals; and 
Digital Remote Cards for convenient 
1/ 0. They offer configuration flexi
bility with various power supply op
tions. From $429 to $669, qty dis
counts avail. lntersil Inc, 10710 N. 
Tantau Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014. 

Write 195 
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µ.C PROCESS CONTROLLER 
Uses Plain English Programming 
Language 

UDAC II, user's digital and analog 
controller, is a stand alone, micro
computer-based, multi-loop process 
controller. Designed for use in an in
dustrial environment, 0° to 60°C, it in
cludes microcomputer and memory, 
high-level process control software and 
a complete process l/O interface. The 
unit can monitor and control up to 160 
analog process variables and can per
form logic and sequence control with 
up to 320 digital inputs and outputs. 
Its microcomputer card contains the 
16-bit µP, real time clock, 3 peripheral 
communications ports (RS-232C and 
20mA current loop) and 4K of PROM 
memory for the SPEAK EASY loader 
and UDAC II system diagnostics. 
Memory cards hold I 6K words of semi
conductor or 8K words of core 
memory. Can.is can be added to give 
the machine direct access of up to 40K 
of memory. SPEAK EASY is a multi
tasking computer language utilizing a 
simple vocabulary of about 100 
English words or abbreviations and has 
a complete selection of process control 

functions. An optional communica
tions multiplexer card expands the 
number of peripheral devices serviced 
by the UDAC II from3tol0. Reliance 
Electric Co, 4900 Lewis Rd, Stone 
Mountain, GA 30083. Write 203 

PDP-11 SOFTWARE 
Performance And Capacity 
Monitor 

For PDP-I I computers with RSX-I IM 
and RSX-1 IM Plus, SRF Version 2 
gives managers complete control over 
the data collection process and also 
allows them to select the type and 
amount of information they want 
reported so the data is tailored to meet 
their specific needs. When SRF is ac
tivated, all the information needed on 
CPU utilization, pool usage and frag
mentation, check-point activity, over
lay requests, l/O, task loader, shuffler 
activity, device usage and memory is 

printed onto easily read detailed , sum
mary and graphic reports. It aids man
agers in identifying and correcting bot
tlenecks, finding where problems exist, 
and determine user activity so max
imum use of resources is guaranteed. 
Gejac Inc, Box 188, Riverdale, MD 
20737. Write 206 

µ.P·BASED COMPUTER 
For Use As A Communications 
And WP/Small Business Computer 

The MZ-80 system is intended for users 
who want compatible computers for 
use as terminal concentrators and pro
tocol converters as well as local proces
sors. It uses Intel Multibus architecture 

and is configured around 4 basic 
boards. The processor board contains 
a 6MHz Z80B µP, 32kB of 150ns 
dynamic RAM, 4 kB of ROM or 
EPROM control memory, and a 30 ms 
watchdog timer. It also includes one 
serial l/O port for connection to a host 
computer and another for system 
maintenance functions. Additional 
memory boards provide 32 kB each of 
l 50ns static RAM. They allow bank 
switching, and the entire board may 
occupy only 2kB of address space, with 
sixteen 2k banks individually switch
able. The l/O boards each contain 8 
independent RS232 serial channels. 
Board design includes an onboard cry
stal-controlled clock to assure proper 
timing reference. The channels may be 
memory mapped or used in l/O mode, 
and used for async or sync communi
.::ations or terminal applications. The 
fourth board is a DMA disk controller. 
Up to 4 standard 8" or two 3-Yi " 
micro-floppy drives, single or double
density, can be attached. For applica
tions not requiring disk storage, the 
system is available in a ROM-based 
version. $7330 to $7435. Thomas 
Engineering Co, 1040 Oak Grove Rd, 
Suite 106, Concord, CA 94518 

Write 193 
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DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
Complete Disk-Based Micro
computer System 

The system includes EPROM / 
EEPROM programming, Z-80 in-cir
cuit emulation, 48K RAM and two 
double density diskette drives. Soft
ware is the Allen Ashley package and 
includes editor, macro assembler, 
debugger / disassembler, interactive 
assembler, linker, relocator, spooler, 
and enhanced TRSDOS. Programs for 
programming and reading PROMs and 
in-circuit testing of RAM and ROM 
are also included. Compatible cross 
assemblers are available for Z8, F8/ 
3870, 8048, 1802, COP400 and S2000 
at $150 each. The EPROM program
mer comes with a universal personality 
module which can program a variety of 
EPROMs. Since the zero-insertion 
force EPROM socket has 28 pins, 
larger PROMs of the future can be ac
commodated. The emulator essentially 
extends the TRS-80 bus into your 
target system via the Z-80 socket. The 
software allows interactive checkout of 
programs in small modules which can 
later be linked together into a large 
system. For users who already have a 
TRS-80 model I or III, the EPROM 
programmer/ Z-80 Emulator is $329. 
Orion Instruments, 172 Otis Ave, 
Woodside, CA 94062. Write 150 

INTELLIGENT KEYBOARD 
New Concept In Pulse Transformer 
Technology 

The IDK series of ergonomic, µP
hased, low profile intelligent key
boards offer a high signal to noise ratio 
as a result of this new concept in the 
use of ferrite cores. The closed key 
coupling produces a peak output and 
minimizes the effects of contaminants. 
Also, the low impedence of the IDK 
series solid state switches traps and 

squelches stray static and RF signals, 
and renders them insensitive to elec
trical noise and other EMI. The 
keyboards feature standard encoding 
in the 7-bit USASCII code (all 128 
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PERIPHERALS • New Products 

characters). Outputs are available in 
both serial and latched parallel for
mats. Simultaneous TTL serial and 
parallel outputs are standard, RS-232C 
is optional. Special character sets or 
special outputs are easily program
mable and custom key layouts are also 
available. Standard keyboard (59 keys) 
is $90 in 1000 qty. TEC Inc, 2727 N. 
Fairview Ave, Box 5646, Tucson, AZ 
85703. Write 127 

COLOR TERMINAL 
For Demanding Industrial And 
Commercial Applications 

The 9701 features all metal construc
tion, high resolution permanently con
verged CRT monitor, totally indepen-

dent monitor and display generator 
power supplies, and a detachable solid 
state keyboard. Display format is 80 
char/ line by 48 lines/page; 64 special 
characters are provided for diagram, 
plot and forms generation. Individual 
character attributes include: 8 fore
ground and background colors, selec
tive blink, character protect and size 
select. Editing features include: dual 
cursors, horizontal and vertical writing 
modes, tabulator, character insert and 
delete, erase line and page, roll and 
scroll, and transmit full or partial 
pages. Onboard diagnostics aid in pro
gram development and debugging . 
Communication is ASCII RS-232C or 
20mA compatible at 110 to 9.6K baud 
full or half duplex. Options include 
dual computer ports and a terminal 
supported light pen. $3995; 19 fl high 
resolution version is $4995. H MW 
Enterprises Inc, 604 Salem Rd, 
Etters, PA 17319. Write 126 

TEST SYSTEM 
Programs, Verifies, Copies EPROMs 

The system can program up to 8 
EPROMs at a time and can be used 
with most industry standard 24 and 28 
pin EPROMs. The Inspector-100 is a 

complete general purpose microcom
puter controller containing a 4 MHz 
Z-80 µP, dual 8 fl floppy disks with up 
to 512k of data storage, 32k of RAM 
and a full size computer terminal. It 
runs the industry standard CP/M 
operating system. The systems are de
signed to be modular and expandable. 
The controller of the Inspector 100/8 
can also be used with other Pragmatic 
Design test heads. For higher perfor
mance applications the Inspector 200 
with a dual 8085/8088 CPU is also 
available for use with all test heads. 
The TM-8 test head can program a 
wide variety of industry standard 
EPROMs in either ganged or serial 
modes and can also program 16 bit 
wide data into the EPROMs. It is total
ly modular and can be added to any ex
isting Inspector-100, -200 systems. The 
I-100/8 is $10,950; the TM-8 and 
monitor software for existing systems 
is $3450 Pragmatic Designs Inc, 950 
Benicia Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 

Write 151 

VIDEO MONITOR 
Off-The-Shelf 9fl Monochrome Unit 

The 9VM967 general purpose monitor 
features silicon transistorized circuitry, 

heavy duty single chassis construction 
and is designed to insure high relia
bility and easy maintenance. Front
panel controls include brightness, con
trast, vertical hold, horizontal hold, 
and On/ Off switch. Bandwidth is in 
excess of 10 MHz and horizontal reso
lution is 700 lines at center. Geometric 
distortion is less than ± 5 "lo of display 
height. The unit's power input is 30W 
at 120VAC, and all performance speci
fications are met with line voltage be
tween 105 and 132VAC. A 240VAC, 
50Hz model is also available. 
Audiotronics Corp, 7428 Bellaire 
Ave, North Hollywood, CA 91605. 

Write 128 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
PROCESSOR 
Improved Communication/Expan
sion Of NCR Networks 

The OSI obsoletes the use of expensive 
line concentrators and multiplexors 

and allows the use of low cost con
versational terminals for data input. It 
uses an MC68000 µ.P and sophisticated 
load leveling and software to allow full 
front-end flow control. This means an 
almost unlimited mix of workstations 
and remote printers able to operate at 
various and differing transmission 
speeds. A 256K memory stores and 
forwards programs for local execution 
within the intelligent terminal network . 
A single OSI can support up to 20 full
time, multi-function workstations . 
More stations can be added by inter
connecting two or more OSI units. A 
remote option permits the OSI to ser
vice clusters of up to 7 remote stations 
on a single modem line. Century 
Analysis Inc, 114 Center Ave, 
Pacheco, CA 94553 . Write 132 

COLOR TERMINAL 
Meets New Human Engineering 
Standards 

The desktop color terminal, the 
MVI-100, has several features not pre
viously offered in color CRT ter
minals. The display rotates 180 degrees 
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and has a tilting arc of 30 degrees. The 
compact 14" by 16" base fits any desk, 
leaving work area for the user. Six 
monochrome emulators allow for use 

with most application software pre
viously written for displaying data on 
standard ASCII terminals. Color high
lighting is available through the 
MVI-100 Color Enhancement Emula
tion . Full screen editing functions are 
standard along with cursor addressing 
on 4 split screens that can be scrolled 
vertically and horizontally. The 
MVI-100 includes as standard the DEC 
VTlOO line drawing graphic set plus 
double high, double wide characters . A 
detachable keyboard contains a type
writer style keyboard, a 12-key 
numeric keypad, 15 editing keys and 24 
programmable function keys. $2750, 
qty discounts avail. Colorgraphic 
Communications Corp, Suite 105, 
2379 John Glenn Dr, Atlanta, GA 
30341. Write 133 

REMOTE 1/0 SYSTEM 
Continued Life As Debugging Tool, 
Troubleshooter 

This industrial controls and data ac
quisition system, the Remote Input/ 
Output System (RIOS), includes a sin
gle-board microcomputer, ASCII key
board and thermal printer enclosed in 
a portable, high-impact case. Model 
8851 is an actual RIOS system imple
mented with an AIM 65 microcom-

puter (simulating or substituting as the 
system CPU normally supplied by the 
RIOS user). It allows the user to im
mediately program and observe RIOS 
operation, and is useful as a continued
support device for installed RIOS 
systems as a software debugging tool 
and troubleshooter. Working either 
downstream from the user CPU, or as 
a stand-alone system, the RIOS master 
station (CPU interface or intelligent 
controller) communicates with up to 
127 individually addressable, intelli
gent remote stations. Each remote in
terface adapter (RIA) station can be 
configured to support an almost un
limited number of analog and digital 
sensing inputs and outputs, and pro
vides fully isolated switch closures to 

accomplish command functions. RIOS 
applications include plant security, 
production line control, process con
trol, material handling, and other uses 
where µ.P-based hierarchies interface 
with programmable functions. 
$1399.50. International Rectifier 
Crydom, 1521 E. Grand Ave, El 
Segundo, CA 90245 . Write 135 

DISPLAY MONITOR 
High Resolution 26" Color Display 

For computer graphic applications, the 
CDCT 3 x 66 offers a color raster scan 
display . It features a .37mm pitch delta 

gun tube and is available in three hori
zontal rates up to 33KHz. Video band
width is 25 or 50MHz. From $7600. 
Elector, 5128 Calle Del Sol, Santa 
Clara, CA 95050. Write 134 

TERMINAL 
Self-Contained Text Editing/Com
munications Terminal 

SCRIB is a truly portable terminal 
operating on AC power or recharge
able NICAD battery. It provides a 
built-in, 7" video display of 64 
char/ line, 18 lines of text plus the 
capability of a split screen mode allow
ing two different files to be displayed 
at the same time. It employs a 
68-position typewriter-like keyboard, 
27 ,000-character text memory and 
R/ W mini-cassettes for additional 
storage. The text memory can be 
organized into 10 independent files 
that can be used for reference informa
tion, format storage and various other 
applications. Along with the standard 
editing features of most stand-alone 
word processors, the SCRIB also of
fers various search and replace 
features, automatic insertion and word 
wrap, 7 different display modes and 
scrolling in the forward or reverse 
directions. Autologic Inc, 1727 
Veterans Memorial Hwy, Suite 203, 
Central Islip, NY 11722. Write 129 
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DG MULTIPLEXER 
16 Line Async Unit 

This multi-line communications con
troller interfaces up to 16 CRTs, serial 
printers or manual answer Bell 103 
modems to any DG Nova or Eclipse 
computer. It can also be used in DG 
communications chassis. The SLAM is 
a direct replacement for the DG 
ALM16 or ATI16. It is RDOS, AOS, 
and DTOS software compatible. In ad
dition, the clear-to-send signal is sup
ported to allow slow printers to oper
ate at higher baud rates. All 16 lines are 
provided with RS-232C signal levels 
eliminating the requirement for daugh
ter boards. $2100 to $2250. Interface 
Electronics Inc, 21134 Bridge St, 
Southfield, Ml 4S034. Write 153 

MEMORY CAPACITOR 
For High Capacity Applications 

The electrolytic capacitor, FARA CAP, 
is extremely high in capacity, ranging 
from one farad to 100 farad at 1.6 
VDC and .1 farad to 3.3 farad at 5.5 
VDC. They are ideal for use as a bat
tery for applications requiring low cur-

' 
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rent drain. They are excellent for 
retaining memory backup in case of 
power failure, or can be applied to por
table products where power is not 
available. Application for high impe
dance design is recommended. Mar· 
con America Corp, (Toshiba Group), 
700 Landwehr Rd, Northbrook, IL 
60062. Write 154 

CMOS RAM BOARDS 
Maintain Data Storage For 30 Days 

The 1S16CMOS battery backup 
boards are half-quad size and occupy a 
single slot when plugged into an LSI-11 
Bus backplane. There are 4 models. 
The 1S16CMOS-16S is a 16K word ver
sion with standard, 16S-hour, reten
tion capability. The -16L model offers 
16K words with long retention, 30-day, 
capability; -SS, SK words and standard 
retention; -SL, SK words with long re
tention. They are suited for industrial 
applications where it is desirable to re
tain data during temporary power out-
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ages or equipment shut-down periods. 
When normal power is applied, on
board automatic switching and re-

charging circuitry keeps the two self
contained nickel cadmium batteries 
charged to peak efficiency. On-board 
lS-bit address decoding circuitry and 
write protect dip switches, that are ac
cessible while the memory board is 
positioned in the backplane, permit 
memory access to start at any 4K word 
boundry and write protect of 4K, SK, 
12K or 16K word segments. Full oper
ating temperature range is 0° to 55°C. 
From $695 to $1295, qty discounts 
avail. ADAC Corp, 70 Tower Office 
Park, Woburn, MAOlSOl. Write 155 

PLUG-IN MODULE 
Gives Apple 111111 Users CPIM 
Capabilities 

Z-Card contains its own Z-SOA µP 
allowing the Apple to run virtually any 
software designed for CP/ M-based 
microcomputers. It is easily installed 
with no hardware or software modifi
cation so users can switch back and 
forth between CP /M and DOS or SOS 
using simple software commands . Syn
ergizer Software, the CP / M operating 
system delivered with the Z-Card, in
cludes an enhanced directory com
mand, format and copy in one pass, 
and use of a full 60K of system RAM. 
Allows Apple owners to take advan-

tage of the benefits of using CP /M and 
run many popular software packages 
including Words tar, CBASIC, 
VTS/SO, Accounting Plus, and Super
Calc. ALS Inc, 1195 E. Arques Ave, 
Sunnyvale, CA 940S6 Write 156 

ARITHMETIC PROCESSORS 
Available With 2, 3, And 4 MHz 
Speeds 

The ST4402 Fixed/ Floating Point 
Arithmetic Processor is based upon the 
AM951 l APU and allows the STD 
BUS user to perform addition, sub
traction, multiplication and division, 
plus a full complement of transcenden
tal derived functions. An onboard 
jumper option allows the user to select 
any speed of operation within the Z80 
STD BUS environment up to the speed 
of the board chosen. Able to convert 
from one format to another with single 
commands, the processor accepts com
mands for manipulation of 16- or 
32-bit fixed point or 32-bit floating 
point values. Also featured is switch 
selectable addressing which allows the 
processor to occupy a range of 1/0 ad
dresses from OOH to F8H. $325, 2 
MHz; $385, 3MHz; $445 4MHz; OEM 

and qty discounts avail. Applied 
Micro Technology Inc, Box 3042, 
Tucson, AZ 85702. Write 157 

PLOTTER CONTROLLER 
Boosts System Throughput 

The electrostatic plotter controller /in
terface (EPC) is a hardware-firmware 
package which completely offloads the 
CPU of the IGS-500 or IGS-400 stand 
alone systems. The device sorts and 
generates plots on up to two electro
static plotter/printers of varying wid
ths, resolutions and manufacture. The 
IGS-500 supports up to 4 indepen
dently operating workstations which 
incorporate raster refreshed graphics 
displays. The IGS-400 supports single 
task, foreground operation. When not 
operating as a controller, the EPC can 
be used to analyze drawing files, i.e., 
extracting data for reports, packing 
drawings (condensing plot data to con
serve storage), and performing net
work analysis . With basic memory cap
acity of 4SK words, the EPC is 
$19,500. California Computer Pro· 
ducts Inc, 2411 W. La Palma Ave, 
Anaheim, CA 92S01. Write 158 
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8 BIT AID CONVERTER 
Features ± 112 LSB Total Adjusted 
Error 

ADC-830 8 bit, CMOS A I D converter 
operates directly with the standard 
control bus of 8080-µP derivatives via 
3-state outputs. The converter appears 
as a memory location or 110 port to 
the µP without interfacing logic . Its 
digital control inputs, CS, RD, and 
WR, are active low, and are available 
in all µP memory systems. Using the 
successive approximation technique 
and a modified potentiometric resistor 
ladder, the ADC-830 achieves an 8 bit 
conversion in 100 µsec with a max
imum total adjusted error of only ± Yz 
LSB. No zero adjust is required. Also, 
the differential analog input allows the 
user to increase the common mode re
jection and offset the zero value of the 
analog input. Packaged in a 20 pin 
plastic DIP it operates over the 0°C to 
+ 70°C commercial temperature range. 
Power requirement is + 5 VDC. $7 .95 
(1-24). Datel lntersil, 11 Cabot Blvd, 
Mansfield, MA 02048. Write 159 

IN-LINE COLOR CRTs 
Available In 5 Sizes 

The 9, 12, 13, 15 and 19 inch CRTs of
fer high resolution (900 x 675 pixels for 
the 19" tube) due to an innovative elec
tron gun design: the Overlapping Field 
Lens (OFL) that decreases the separa
tion between the three electron beams 
in the gun, thus increasing the effective 
resolution. Features include a pre-con
verged CRT/ deflection yoke, which 
saves costs by eliminating the need for 
convergence circuitry; an internal mag
netic shield for high immunity against 
extraneous magnetic fields; a black 
matrix screen for high brightness and 
contrast; a high-density shadow mask 
for sharp and clear graphic and/or al
phanumeric display; and the avail-

ability of custom phosphors to meet 
special display color requirements . 
From $300 to $600 in IO qty. 
Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, 
Secaucus, NJ 07094. Write 162 
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CABLE TIES 
For Harsh Environments 

The ties are designed to fasten cables, 
hoses and wires in environments hav
ing radiation exposure, temperatures 
up to 302°F, or harsh chemicals. Six 
PAN-TY TEFZEL cable ties are now 
available for use on bundle diameters 
up to 4" and with minimum loop ten
sile strengths up to 120 lbs. They are 
offered in miniature, standard and 
heavy cross-sections and may be instal
led by hand or with Panduit cable tie 

installation tools. TEFZEL provides 
radiation resistance up to 200 mega
rads and meets the requirements of 
IEEE 383. Their continuous tempera
ture range is - 50°F ( - 46°C) to 302°F 
(150°C). The cable ties also provide 
resistance to ultra-violet light and 
weathering in outdoor use. Panduit 
Corp, 17301 Ridgeland Ave, Tinley 
Park, IL 60477 . Write 163 

FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS 
Satisfy Stringent Military Re
quirements 

The new connectors feature superior 
alignment characteristics with ultra low 
insertion losses and excellent repeat
ability. A unique coupling uses a com
bination of a split tube and special 
bushing for precise axial and angular 
alignment as well as interface gap con
trol. Following reliability testing of 500 
mating/ unmating cycles, no significant 
degradation of insertion loss resulted. 
Protection from adverse environments 
is provided by strategically placed 
seals. A variety of fibers ranging from 
100 microns to 1.16 mm can be accom
modated in a single connector. Several 
types of standard connectors are avail
able: multi-channel circulars in 2, 4 
and 6-channel hermaphroditic designs; 
multi-channel rectangulars which per
mit the mixing of fiber optic, coaxial 
and power contacts; specials designed 
for mounting to printed circuit boards, 
and single channel types. Hughes 
Connecting Devices, 17150 Von 
Karman Ave, Irvine, CA 92714. 

Write 160 

PHOTO DETECTORS 
For High Speed Wide Bandwidth 
Applications 

The two new high-speed silicon p-i-n 
photodiodes provide high responsivity 
between 400 and 1000 nanometers as 
well as extremely fast rise and fall times 
(typically 0.5ns). Responsivity is inde
pendent of modulation frequency up 
to 800 MHz due to their fall time char
acteristic . The C30971E is supplied 
with a flat glass window in a hermeti
cally sealed modified T0-18 package. 
The C30971EL contains a light pipe 
which is an integral part of the pack
age. They are useful in a variety of ap
plications requiring high speed and/ or 
high sensitivity. Optional user price in 
quantity 1-24 is $67 each for the 
C30971E and $75 each for the 
C30971EL. RCA, Box 3200, Somer
ville, NJ 08876. Write 164 

PRINTER INTERFACE 
Converts IBM Typewriter Into Let
ter Quality Printer 

The ELF 2 interface allows the use of 
IBM Electronic typewriter Models 50, 
60 or 75 as a letter quality printer by 

providing an RS-232C serial or a Cen
tronics-compatible parallel printer in
terface which can be connected to the 
user ' s computer. Print speed is 16 cps 
and the converted typewriter retains its 
original appearance and can also be us
ed in the normal typewriter manner. 
The interface accepts any standard 
ASCII data from the computer. 
Special typewriter functions normally 
controlled from the typewriter key
board can also be commanded from 
the computer. These include contin
uous or word underlining, and tab set 
or clear. The interface is fully compa
tible with all software, including WP 
programs, and no modifications to the 
user's computer or software is needed . 
The ELF 2 interface is $495, qty dis
counts avail. iPEX International Inc, 
5115 Douglas Fir Rd, Calabasas, CA 
91302. Write 161 
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Power Systems. 1982 standard products 
catalog containing all the company's cata
logs and current and new products. Sec
tions include: DI A & A I D Converters, 
Precision Operational Amplifiers, Preci
sion Voltage References, Analog Switches 
and Multiplexers, and Dual Transistors, 
plus bonding diagrams and packaging 
information. Detailed specs are provided. 
200 pp. 
Micro Power Systems Write 275 

Miniature Digital Voltage Calibrator. 
Details all the electrical and mechanical 
specs on the DVC-8500, 4-112 digit voltage 
reference source with a full scale output 
range of -19.999V to + 19.999V in I 11V 
steps. Includes block diagrams, technical 
notes and describes applications for 
calibrating A I D and DI A converters, 

I , 

I DPM's, Op Amps, V / F converters and 
• • 1 DVM's. Brochure, 6 pp. 
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Quick Guide 
toOvercurrent 

Protection 

Condensed 
Catalov 

Datel·lntersil Write 277 

Power Conditioning. "The Immunized 
Computer" discusses AC power line prob
lems and the ways to correct them to insure 
stable AC power. A brief discussion on pro
blems, causes and solutions along with an 
estimator on the total cost for the solution 
is addressed. Brochure, 4 pp. 
Gould Write 278 

CMOS Semi-Custom IC Design. The 
brochure explains Exar's CMOS Master· 
Chip semi-custom IC's, and the Design Kit 
and Manual, which assists the customer 
with bread-boarding and development of a 
schematic. It also delineates the services to 
the semi-custom client. Specs for their 4 
CMOS Master-Chip semi-custom IC's are 
included. 5 pp. 
Exar Integrated Systems Write 279 

Quick Guide to Overcurrent Protection. 
Condenses into tabular form the data need
ed to make an informed selection of the 
proper circuit protectors for applications 
ranging from 0.01 to 250A continuous cur
rent, AC or DC. Standard and special inter
nal circuit diagrams are shown, giving .a 
wide choice of optional control functions in 
addition to equipment and branch-circuit 
protection. 7 pp. 
Heinemann Electric Write 280 

Electronic Components. Describes the 
company's complete line of electronic 
packaging hardware, components and sys
tems. Included are particulars on edge
board/ PC connectors, connector hood 
assemblies, Multi-Term IDC connectors 
and cable, switches, cylindrical connectors, 
IC sockets, component mounting boards, 
EMI filters, card files, logic panels and 
backpanels. Catalog, 6 pp . 
Stanford Applied Engineering Write 281 
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Statistical Multiplexer. Describing the 
Supermux 480 Statistical Multiplexer, the 
brochure illustrates the differences between 
conventional and statistical multiplexing. 
Before/ after type diagrams are used to 
show a simple system without multiplexing, 
with conventional multiplexing and with 
statistical multiplexing. It also describes the 
features and benefits of the µ P-controlled 
Supermux 480. 12 pp. 
lnfotron Systems Write 282 

IC Insertion & Extraction Tools. Also 
featured are a large variety of IC and PCB 
Handling Systems. Products include wire 
wrap guns with 650' spools of different 
colored wire for daisy chain wrapping, a 
digital rapid IC removal/replacement 
system, drill and accessories, and soldering 
iron tip temperature measuring systems. 
Catalog, 20 pp . 
Micro Electronic Systems Write 283 

Dual Schottky PowerMods. Lists elec
trical, thermal and mechanical character· 
istics of the company's 200, 120, 85 and 50 
amp PowerMods which are designed for the 
new, extended frequency power supply de
signs. Brochure, 4 pp. 
Siemens Write 284 

Line Conditioners. Explains how varia
tions in supply voltage and the presence of 
electromagnetic noise can lead to malfunc
tions in sensitive electronic equipment such 
as electronic cash registers, µP's and com
puters, Line Conditioners eliminate these 
problems. The GE Line Conditioner family. 
includes portable and hard-wired models in 
ratings from .250-15 KVA. Brochure GEA 
10931, 8 pp. 
General Electric Write 285 

EMI Shielding Design Guide. Assisting 
in the design, selection and application of 
EMI shielding materials, this design guide 
provides the engineering community with 
an up-to-date reference source. Subsequent 
material developed from this ongoing pro
ject will be directed to the recipient. It takes 
a step in making EMI Shielding more under
standable and easier to include in design, 
specifying and application. $10.00, 78 pp. 
Tecknit Write 287 

Fiber Optic System. Described is the SL-
2000 fiber optic video/audio/data transmis
sion system, and its applications. It ex
plains how fiber optics solve video/audio 
transmission problems faced in television 
broadcasting, CATV, military and indus
trial applications. Brochure, 6 pp . 
Artel Communications Write 250 

Dual Schottky~ 
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Molded-On Cable Assemblies. These 
data sheets and brochures describe Mold
ed-On Cable Assemblies to meet RS-232 
and RS-449 as well as forthcoming FCC 
shielding requirements. Additional litera
ture describes complete cable assembly 
faci lities. 
Aura Manufacturing Write 251 

Inductive Components. This updated 34 
pp. Catalog 111 features comprehensive 
li stings of Cambion ' s Variable Coils 
(shielded and unshielded) , RF Chokes (in
cluding military types) , Coil Forms (both 
PC board and panel mount), Micro-Induc
tors, Testing Fixtures, and selected Ca
pacitors. It contains full documentation , 
dimensioned line drawings and tabulated 
specs. 
Cambion Write 252 

Silicon Gate CMOS Gate Array. This de
sign manual provides detailed information 
regarding silicon gate CMOS gate array 
applications, technology , logic, layout , 
CAD , testing and packaging. Included is a 
listing of common cell layouts for both 
core logic cells and periphery cells for the 
HC series. $50. 
California Devices Write 253 

Advertiser Index 

High-Torque Stepper Motors. Fully illus
trated with specification charts. engineer
ing drawings, schematics , and perfor
mance curves, the literature describes the 
Size 15 stepper motor's high torque, high 
speed , small size design. The stepper of
fers standard accuracy of ± 5 % ± 3 % ac
curacy is ava ilable. 
Clifton Precision Write 255 

CDS V.22 Modem. This technical bro
chure describes the CDS V.22, a 1200 bps 
full duplex modem with an automatic and 
adapt ive equalizer. This feature self-ad
justs the modem 's receiver to correct for 
distortion and drift introduced by tele
phone lines. 
Concord Data Systems Write 254 
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COLORPLOT'" makes it simple. 
Now you can interpret your 

CAD/CAM graphics quickly and 
accurately- in full color hard copy. 
It's simple with the Tri log COLORPLOT. 

COLORPLOT printer/plotters 
employ an uncomplicated, reliable 
design to provide raster matrix 
impact printing at its best. You get 
all of the benefits of CAD/CAM 
color plotting - and none of 
the headaches. 

Tri log's patented multicolor 
technology provides full color or 
black printing on plain fanfold 
paper at 100 dots per inch resolution. 
Additional features include flexible 
color mixing (up to 256 colors), 
100% duty cycle, and built-in 
diagnostic self test. 

COLORPLOT also offers text quality 
printing at 150 LPM or matrix quality 
at 250 LPM. Yes, it's a line printer too. 

Best of all, COLORPLOT is econom
ical. No toners or chemicals are 
required. Full color hard copy is typi
cally less than 25C per copy or, if you 
use it as a line printer, only le per copy. 

Contact Tri log today for further 
information on the COLORPLOT 
printer/plotter. It's affordable, 
reliable, versatile, and it's sold 
and serviced by a worldwide 
distribution network. 

We make it simple 
for fewer CAD/CAM headaches. 

Write 12 on Reader Inquiry Card 

(TRI LOG) 
17391 Murphy Avenue 
Irvine, California 92714 
(714} 549-4079 TWX (910) 595-2798 

See Us at NCC Booth 1625 



IMAGE The right side of the human brain interprets music. The left side, lan
guage. And a DeAnza image processor maps the brain 's metabolic 

changes right before your eyes. 

PROCESSING• Research scientists at UCLA School of 
Medicine's Biophysics and Nuclear Medicine 

• Divisions are mapping new territory. Utilizing Music Toan EG&G Ortec ECAT Scanner, a DeAnza IP6400 Image 
· Processing System, and a technique called positron computed 

tomography, the UCLA team can produce quantitative 

OUR EYES images of metabolic functions in the human 

•
. heart and brain. Used in research today, this. tech
nique one day may be an important d1agnost1c tool. 

The Ideal Image Processing Tools for Your Application. The IP6400, one of our more 
advanced image processing systems, provides features ideal for a variety of biomedical 
and other applications• 512 x 512 x 8, 16, 24 or 32 bit resolution and 4 bits of graphical 
overlay• High resolution color, monochrome or pseudo-color• Independent zoom and 
scroll • Optional interactive devices including joystick and trackball • Sophisticated video 
output controller. 
Whether your application is biomedical imaging or LANDSAT processing . Process control 
synthesis or non-destructive testing . .. DeAnza can provide a complete family of image 
processors and display systems, a basic software library and the experience to meet your 
image processing needs. 
Which DeAnza System is Right for You? Let's consider the possibilities. 
Your application and budget· may call for the intermediate capabilities and price of an 
Image Processing System, like the IP6400. Or perhaps you need the large memory and 
state-of-the-art performance of our powerful IP8500 Image Array Processor. Or the stand
alone convenience of our VISACOM/23 Visual Display/Computer System. 
Call Today for Answers. But to provide the sys
tem that's rjght for you, we'll gladly analyze your 
application and requirements. So call or write 
the DeAnza office nearest you , tell us what you 
need , and we'll go to work for you. 

Write 1 on Reader Inquiry Card 

GOULD 
Gould Inc., DeAnza Imaging & Graphics Division 
1870 Lundy Avenue , San Jose, California 95131 
(408) 263-7155 •TWX (910) 338-7656 
Eastern (516) 736-3440 • Central (312) 965-8110 
Southern (214) 458-0052 ·Western (408) 263-7155 
Distributors Worldwide 
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